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MON., FEB. 19, 1996
HOW CAN YOU KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE?
In this day of conflicting stories about any one given subject, how can you expect to know the truth of each,
either or neither? Go to the possibilities and then look carefully at history, background, the immediate
writer or story teller, prior actions and in what relationship, etc.
Let us example here for just a minute because, as with most of the journals, there is a mish-mash of
information seemingly unrelated. No, it is ALL RELATED!
First we can look at our last writing of the 18th where we speak of gold and precious metals and the
confiscation of same by the government—can it happen? IT HAPPENED! Once there is precedent,
readers, there is PROBABILITY that it will happen again. It is under way: Senate Bill 307 is now
ready for a House vote. Further, once a thing has reached the point of having Congressional “Bills” and
resolutions introduced, it is seriously being considered. Further, when there is very little public attention to
the Bill, it is even more likely that SOMETHING is taking place behind your backs.
Now, in addition, when the push gets “on” from the gold DEALERS, beware, for in this instance they act
as if everything is fine, warn you to go for the gold stashing and get as much as you can, so something else
is then to be considered: possibilities.
It is sad for me to see one I greatly respect, Ron Paul, NOT even mentioning this Bill to take gold from the
public. This time it includes certain silver as well. The assumption is, of course, that you would be
refunded (returned) Fed notes for the confiscated metals and/or certificates of some kind. You now
KNOW that those certificates are not ever honored “LATER” AS CAN BE ATTESTED BY THE OLD
CERTIFICATES NOW WITHOUT REDEMPTION VALUE AT ALL.
What should you do and with whom should you move? I can’t answer that question, for you have so many
things to look at which are never told to you in the mainstream information media.
First: You have gold shipments being stopped, raided, or sunk coming in from the Philippines and being
shifted all about the globe—trying to get into the U.S. to back some of your currency or pay debts which
could save your economy.
Second: There has to be way of CONTROLLING the very commodity upon which economies are based.
This includes commodities that have “futures” on a trading board like agricultural products.
1

Third: There has to be some way to satisfy a “national emergency” cause of action and it has to relate to the
currency or monetary value system or it won’t work.
Therefore, with the myriad of other things relative to the likelihood of confiscation of precious metals—
YOU HAVE TO TAKE THIS INTO MAJOR CONSIDERATION.
You, further, have to consider where to keep your gold and silver. Do you keep it in a Bank vault? Well,
they raided the bank vaults and deposit boxes in 1933.
Do you bury it in your yard? Not too wise for the detection can be accomplished from satellite detectors.
Can you convert it to jewelry? Yes, but later you have to have it assayed to prove value and the transition
is difficult and expensive. There is also a law against DEFACING money.
Can you store it off shore in, say, Swiss banks? Yes, but the likelihood of ever retrieving it is zilch to zero
after the “takeover”.
Can you still use it for “value collateral”? Yes, briefly, but already the commodity for such purposes is hard
to come by and at some point the banks will close to such borrowing modes, in all probability.
You have to deal with WHAT IS and utilize a “break” while you can and then be prepared to change or
give it up as rules change.
There will be no “perfect” anything for the masses in this changing (intentional) world. The point is to take
control of you-the-people and ALL PROPERTY. They are NOT going to overlook something as valuable
as gold—UNLESS THEY DEVALUE IT TO THE POINT OF TOTAL NON-VALUE.
The attempt is always to gradually strangle you to death, disease you to death, and plague you to death
through the markets as well as through disease. They take away jobs which means the removal of income
for living; they then take away assistance so you don’t have even temporary resources; they take away
“treatments” for your illness, and finally the point is to accomplish depopulation and a society UNDER
TOTAL CONTROL AND WITHOUT ASSETS OF ANY KIND EXCEPT THAT WHICH YOU ARE
ALLOTTED BY THEM!
The final collapse will come SUDDENLY after the pre-conditioning has taken place but you will have
lulled yourselves into sleep again and again so that when the “disaster” strikes in reality—you will be
shocked out of your senses but you will have nowhere to run and nowhere to hide—you will be at the
mercy of whatever comes upon you. Further, the massive blows will strike at once so as to totally overwhelm you-the-people AND THE SYSTEMS SET UP TO ASSIST. If, for instance, you have a financial
collapse at the same time you have ten major quakes in major cities, a plague underway and a few tornados with which to simultaneously contend—you have a picture of total and absolute chaos. If water is nil
or contaminated, gas flow is either burning or nonexistent, no way to travel or get fuel for vehicles, no food
supplies OR they are contaminated—YOU HAVE BIG PROBLEMS, any one of which can devastate a
nation and a society. In this scenario a nation’s population comes instantly UNDER CONTROL WITH A
CRUST OF BREAD!
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Another thing we all have to face is the fact that if you cannot legally have gold and silver—YOU CANNOT HAVE GOLD AND SILVER COLLOIDS OR COMPOUNDS TO FIGHT THE DISEASES
NOW POURING IN UPON YOU. Do you actually think the very destroyers are going to long allow
you recourse to their dastardly deeds? You CAN store some precious colloids more easily than you can
store the metals—but they will eventually check that out as well. When that happens just pray that you are
in good enough immune system shape to hang on through the assaults and I know no other route to that end
than the Drias and nobody else has those nor knows how to make them thrive.
I can’t walk in and tell you what to do for Dharma would be lynched and there are always the attackers—
ALWAYS. Even in total ignorance there are the attackers and destroyers of their own SECURITY.
SAFETY TUNNELS
Your next question SHOULD be: “What about the Elite? What will they do?” Oh, I think if you look
around pretty carefully you will find that there are places in the East, other nations such as Australia, and in
the West where the tunneling systems connect and/or are now having major openings drilled to allow
access. One major such tunnel is at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. This tunnel is supposedly to house spent
nuclear waste from power plants. No, that is the cover story to keep you from noticing that billions of
dollars are being spent for doing something which NO ONE thinks will house nuclear waste. This is just
ONE MORE THING being accomplished right under your noses where you won’t see. Moreover there
are other tunnels already THERE with little cities already structured—and you can even get tours into
some of those if there is any “excuse” as to need to be there.
There were big plans for these storage “dumps” being considered all over the map—even Texas, right IN
THE MIDDLE and “over” the biggest AQUIFER in the U.S. Wouldn’t this be dangerous to the major
water supply? Of course—IF you used the facility for storage—but that is only a COVER to allow deep
digging and construction unnoted. What was desired THERE was to have access to THAT WATER
SUPPLY!
These are the very ways that once flourishing planets became DEAD PLANETS!
PREPAREDNESS EXPO
I am very often asked, “Should I go to the Expo?”. That is only for you to decide; I can’t tell you where
to go and what to do. I am asked if people come as far as Las Vegas in March would we have a meeting
also, somewhere? I can’t answer that one either—YOU HAVE TO DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT TO
HAVE HAPPEN, THE VALUE INVOLVED IN SUCH A TRIP, ETC. I would like to see you come if
for nothing else than to find out what Nevada Corporate Headquarters can offer you in protection and
shelter through corporations in Nevada. But then again, we have had people go to the seminars
specifically for that learning and come out without any idea as to how to properly handle a corporation as is evidenced by some of the recent antics while Green tried to gain control of one of our
reader’s corporations. The right way was obviously not even considered—so they blew the
corporations entirely and now have the LAW WITH WHICH TO CONTEND. A TOOL IS
ONLY AS GOOD AS THE ONE WHO USES IT. Anyones wishing to come visit in Tehachapi are
always welcome and if we know you are coming we’ll bake a cake or make a sandwich—maybe even
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have some spelta spaghetti and garlic spelta bread!
I am also asked if anyone from CONTACT will be there for a booth? I don’t know—contact CONTACT.
It would seem like a good place to present the paper and journals for public reference as other businesses
present their products. I would also suppose there would be a great interest in New Gaia products,
possibly, and certainly SPELTA as a “new-old” grain of perfection might be brought to attention of the
visitors. I certainly DO NOT SUGGEST ATTENTION TO EXTRATERRESTRIALS TO ANY GREAT
EXTENT—ALTHOUGH THE DESIRED PRESENTATION OF SUCH IS COMING TO HAUNT
YOU AND LAS VEGAS IS RIGHT WHERE THE CUTEST LITTLE GRAYS HANG OUT! Since
we don’t “hang out” with that crowd you are NOT going to find us socializing in that vicinity. You who
head out there to the booths with your pink ink and purple shirts to spread the word about our work and
CONTACT ARE REALLY MAKING A BIG MISTAKE—WE ARE NOT ALIENS; WE ARE
SIMPLY DOING OUR JOB. When ALL OF YOU OF OUR OWN FRIENDS COME TO TREAT
US IN THIS MANNER WE WILL BEGIN TO MAKE HEADWAY IN A VERY POSITIVE MANNER. ALSO REMEMBER, WE ARE NOT IN THE “GO TO WAR WITH ANYTHING” MODE.
WE ONLY SUGGEST LIVING WITHIN ALL LAWS, WITHIN WHATEVER SYSTEM IS UPON
US—AND DOING THE JOB RIGHT. YOU DON’T HAVE TO “SOVEREIGNIZE” FOR YOU
ARE ALREADY SOVEREIGN—IF YOU JUST RECLAIMED THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
TO SAME.
We are neither in the “save the world” interest. Each individual who wants to save self—can or not,
whichever pleases him/her. We offer truth in information and a lot of WARNINGS about what is taking
place that is not offered elsewhere. My INTEREST is in individual and collective SO4UL but that is not
too popular either, so I would say here and now that each person individual is welcome to his own idea of
soul—but it is THE THING WHICH SHALL DECIDE YOUR FATE. We are not in the “healing”
business, either, save to offer tools which might allow you to heal yourself. We are not in the interest or
business of doing anything FOR ANYBODY. If you come visit us we will be gracious as any family
gathering would be, have a picnic or something, share some togetherness and what we are doing and what
you’re doing and thus and so. God truly does have HIS messengers scattered around everywhere—you
just don’t see them much for they are BUSY—and not SELLING “their” way of spiritual intent other than
as they live and breathe. YOU are the miracle; we are only the sharing of the miracle.
Do we experience more miracles? Probably NOT but we DO RECOGNIZE THEM MORE AND
MORE FREQUENTLY NOW—BECAUSE WE STUDY AND LEARN WHAT TO LOOK FOR—
IN TRUTH OF PRESENTATION.
DON’T WE PREACH?
No. Sometimes we are passionate about a given topic and get a little bit loud—but it is time you people get
passionate about your mission on this place of physical manifestation for you have about non-passioned
your way to death. The “Oh Well...!” and “Whatever...” is destroying your very soul. Another one I
deplore is: “God will take care of me!” God will also let you perish dead away! GOD EXPECTS YOU
TO TAKE CARE OF SELF AND LEARN THE BEST WAY WITH GODLY INTENT TO FUNCTION WITHIN HIS WONDERS AND WITHIN HIS LAWS WHILE MEETING THE OBLIGATION OF STAYING WITHIN THE LAWS OF THE LAND.
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I have no wish to have people around me who do not like me or my expressions—so, why would I go
advertise for viewers and open up to more harangue? If YOU want truth in GOD and dimensional truth
then YOU will find our work and find your interest and your way in comfort. We offer no MYSTICISM
or mystical magic by which you can wave a flag or a pendant, mumble some words, stir some physical
blood and chicken parts and make your sacrifices to BUY your way to eternal adversarial disadvantage.
Man doesn’t want to believe TRUTH even though it is so much more beautiful and wondrous in FACT.
Man wishes to do his silly “physical” things in error and then be “saved” by another Man’s bloodshed. It
simply is not that way, readers, and all your DRUTHERS and evangelists will not change an iota from that
truth. God is absolute love and acceptance—HE IS NOT UNCONDITIONAL! No MAN can be
murdered and die FOR YOUR SINS. Those are acts of physical expression and SOUL IS NOT PHYSICAL—AND YOU WILL ANSWER FOR YOUR ACTIONS—JUST YOU AND GOD!
May your journey take you to where you have studied your lessons and learned truth that you might walk
in KNOWING. There is nothing so wondrous in all eternity or infinity which is so wonderful as being
before God with head high and honor reflected in your own being. The epitome, the zenith, of all presentations is never having to say “I’m sorry” to God for anything.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
February 19, 1996
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SUN., FEB. 18, 1996
“GOLD AND SILVER HAVE I NONE...”
This WAS the gist of a poem written by someone who probably had lived through the 1933 gold confiscation and being “in love” was supposed to be “enough” for living. I did not even say “LOVE” because you
people do not recognize LOVE if it knocks you down for you only respond mostly to being in lustful “inlove”.
But what of gold and silver? You are getting so close to emergency confiscation time as to be breathing
down your neck. This would allow the government to disclaim any need to pay off old CERTIFICATES—
legally, under emergency powers, etc. It will allow the government to even have excuse to confiscate
colloids under any pretext they choose—and that, dear ones is now under way.
I do not have available space in this paper to speak substantially on these topics but I must mention them.
Constitutionally, Congress has found a way to confiscate everything and call it lawful. Remember, readers,
anything “they” make into a law is LEGAL.
SENATE BILL 307
(CONFISCATION OF GOLD AND SILVER)
First on the agenda when the House goes back into session there is, allegedly, going to be a VOTE as to
the confiscation of gold and silver from the American citizens. This DOES mean that those old outstanding
gold and silver certificates are real and are valid. This will be their way of not having to honor them while
seizing assets from you at the same time.
Well, there are many ways to handle this quandary but I don’t think the people involved will listen carefully
enough to reclaim even part of these certificate debts. You must understand the workings to even begin to
see what I mean. You have to make these debts payable somehow to non-U.S. citizens in a TREATY
(WITH THE U.S.) nation with the beneficiary a non-citizen. In other words you have to “work” the
system as solidly as they are working you. But everyone shies away from the game because they are
“scared”. Why? It is as simple as turning over to a country’s Bank the collection and have it assigned—
you, then, would get a portion.
Let us consider “Grandma’s” certificate. It was in for collection (for several years) through Peru—BUT
GRANDMAASSIGNED THE PAYOFF TO THE u.s. CITIZENS THROUGH RUSSELL HERRMANHERMAN TO THE VARIOUS “SOVEREIGN” STATES FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
6

By having citizens of the U.S. listed as beneficiaries the proceeds are then, by the above bill(s), confiscated, either in value OR gold. So the traitors in Congress with instructions from Greenspan at the Fed win
again and come down to get everything you might have stored for a rainy day. The fact that the CONSTITUTION, Article 1, Sec. 10 says, “You cannot impair nor impede contracts.” What they are actually
doing here is unlawfully confiscating a “contract” but you the people do NOT HAVE TREATY COVER
and PROTECTION.
Can’t “I” help you? No more than by telling you this and warning you that if you continue in this direction
you WILL BE THWARTED.
In 1935, after an all-out confiscation and “turn in” of gold in 1933, this non-jurisdiction of “contracts” was
declared as to the Congress having no area of jurisdiction.
The FACTS are, however, that without honoring the Constitution, which is now set aside under “National
Security” in a “State of Emergency” (Bosnia, but it will continually be some emergency as it has been since
1932), you have no CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS! NO, GOING TO WAR WILL NOT SOLVE THE
PROBLEM—YOU HAVE TO WORK WITHIN THE SYSTEM UNTIL YOU RECLAIM IT.
RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS
We have to look backwards in order to recognize just when you lost the right to the gold standard and
when the gold clause of the Constitution was abrogated. That clause (Resolution) declared that:
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 192 (1933)
Whereas the holding or dealing in gold affect the public interest, and are therefore subject to proper regulation: and whereas the existing emergency has disclosed that
provisions of obligations or a particular kind of coin or currency... are inconsistent with the
declared policy of Congress... in the payment of debts [therefore all gold is to be confiscated].
Effectively, the gold was taken as a partial payment on the debt owed TO the Federal Reserve corporation. This Resolution declared that any obligation requiring “payment in gold or a particular kind of coin
or currency, or in an amount in money of the United States measured thereby, is declared to be AGAINST
PUBLIC POLICY;” and “...Every obligation, heretofore or hereafter incurred, shall be discharged
upon payment, dollar for dollar, in any coin or currency which at the time of payment is legal tender for
public and private debts.”
Interestingly, however, this does not address “payment” of DEBT, but recognizes and states: “Every
obligation... shall be discharged.”
So is there a DIFFERENCE? I suppose so—in the judicial language as reinvented:
There is a distinction between a “debt discharged” and a “debt PAID”. When discharged
the debt still exists though divested of its character as a legal obligation during the
7

operation of the discharge. Something of the original vitality of the debt continues
to exist, which may be transferred, even though the transferee takes it subject to
its disability incident to the discharge. The fact that it carries something which may
be a consideration for a new promise to pay, so as to make an otherwise worthless
promise a legal obligation, makes it the subject of transfer by assignment. [Stanek v.
White, 172 Minn. 390, 215 N.W. 784.]
It next becomes quite clear that resulting from HJ Res 192, and from that day forward (June 5, 1933), NO
ONE HAS BEEN ABLE TO PAY A DEBT. All that can be done is to tender in transfer of debts, and so
the debt is perpetual.
The suspension of the gold standard, and prohibition against paying debts, removed the substance upon
which common law operates, and created a giant void as far as the common law is concerned. The
SUBSTANCE was replaced with a “National Public Credit System” whereby debt is called “money”
(the Federal Reserve [privately owned corporation] calls it “monetized debt”) over which the only jurisdiction is ADMIRALTY AND MARITIME LAW. This “Admiralty” and “Maritime” law IS NOW THE
BASIS OF YOUR JUDICIAL SYSTEM—based on Admiralty law which makes the “Admiral” the
TOTAL LAW. In other words, your courts are Admiralty courts wherein the powers that be are the legal
“laws”. This always comes to play in a time of “emergency powers” and is designated for all the world to
SEE by the gold fringe outlining your National and/or State FLAG which now hangs IN EVERY COURTROOM. For a long time you had to have at least one Common Law Courtroom in a courthouse wherein
the flag would NOT have a gold fringe. The gold-fringe designates both a nation at WAR and, through that
war, there is National Distress and, by the way, includes the powers of Martial Law, which also became
the law of the land at the same time all this other happened—in about 1932!! They had to have the
privilege of enforcing the dastardly things they were about to thrust upon YOU THE PEOPLE. However,
note that you went like lambs to the slaughter-house and very little had to be done to you for if you didn’t
like it, just as in the Great Depression—you could just go jump off a bridge into the deep blue sea.
GOLD COLLATERALIZED NOTES/LOANS
I truly don’t know of anyone except the Phoenix Institute that backed its loans from you-the-people with
purchase of gold as collateral. You have to understand the system to realize that perhaps that gold is not
secure but you will have had use of “money” for projects and the VALUE will remain pretty much intact as
attached to the price of gold at the time of “confiscation”. There will also be ability, I think but can’t be
certain for you are in worse trouble than in 1933, that gold will be confiscated with a payout value of some
kind. They will establish that price at a low enough level as to not cost “them” but only “you” and some of
you will actually have some gain. If in the bank and being borrowed against there may actually be a
measure of GROWTH value allowed as long as you don’t try to buy out your own gold but, rather, just
keep borrowing on its newly establishing variable levels. Of course the way they will “getcha” is that when
that value diminishes or drops out—they get the gold and you get bankruptcy. So, you have to know when
to hold them, know when to fold them, and KNOW WHEN TO WALK AWAY!
CHANGED “MONEY” AND DEBIT CARDS
What you will have happening, and is supposed to begin, according to the grapevines, on the 19th of
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February (tomorrow) will be the beginnings of a changeout of currency. This is a “long” weekend and it
may or may not happen but this was the plan of introduction to this lovely new paper. Then, on or about
the 22nd, there will be a closeout of being able to buy stocks, etc., on the market EXCEPT THROUGH
DIGI-CARDS OR DEBIT CARDS WHICH RUN ALL TRANSACTIONS THROUGH A CENTRAL
CORPORATION COMPUTER WHICH CAN CONTROL AND CHECK OUT EVERY PURCHASE,
SELL, AND EVERY TRADER! IN THIS MANNER EVERY COLLAPSE CAN BE CONTROLLED AND THE WHOLE COLLAPSE CAN SIMPLY BE A PAPERWORK DROP-OUT.
THIS HAS BEEN TAMPERED WITH AND TESTED ALL THE WHILE YOU SHEEPLE
THINK THE MARKET IS MOVING UPWARD—ACTUALLY NOTHING IS HAPPENING
EXCEPT COMPUTER MANIPULATIONS TO FOOL MOST OF YOU ALL THE TIME UNTIL THEY GET THEIR PROGRAM “FIXED” AND INTO FULL POWER. The Depression and
1929 collapse was simply an EXPERIMENT to accomplish this massive TAKEOVER now.
I know, it sounds really good to be “off shore” when this happens—but this game is the NEW WORLD
ORDER and you will be monitored and there will be no way to get anything back in without their ability to
confiscate, fine you, imprison you or simply “screw you”!
No, I do not change my ideas an iota—we still have the best mode of survival—for at the least, if we have
funds NOW the big boys will leave us alone. And, further, if corporations own themselves and there are
no big stockholders there is no need to squelch you little guys. Why? Because they are going to also have
to EAT! The biggest problem is that after a while the dealers will not be able to find or get gold upon which
loans will be made using it as collateral. So by not sharing NOW, you are going to lose a heck of a lot later.
Some of you may really actually have a battle with your own soul as you develop a real desire to lynch
Green for damaging our jewel in the crown. Perhaps you may have to settle for diamonds in your crown!
You will come to realize that you who pull US DOWN also destroy your own opportunity. It simply is the
way it is and, therefore, all the wishing will change not an iota of the facts of it.
My suggestion is, in addition, that you effort to get some of the foreign Banksters to supply funds, with
value for them received up front in the form of points so that you are not required to issue control stock to
the lender, and go for your projects to be funded. We have some magnificent projects and, after values are
settled out—the Banks will need good investments without worry of project failure. If the loans are
PURCHASED and not “interest bearing” you can maintain CONTROL of function of the project operation and the bank is also satisfied by the actual “purchase” of the money. You will, of course, “borrow” the
money because this keeps you without tax debt to the growing project until it is established and making
income which SHOULD then be lawfully taxed under the Constitution. If, then, a profit is never realized
you are not BROKEN by the burden of ongoing income taxes. You not only CAN work within the terrible
system that exists, but you can actually thrive within it as it IS.
But can’t they then just come and “nationalize” or confiscate the projects and businesses? Yes, anyone
with a gun can do that but meanwhile perhaps a few (or many) of you will have jobs and ability to survive
and perhaps quite comfortably. You are NOT competition if you stay small and out of their way and they
WILL need investment avenues or they won’t gain either. Surely enough, you may never pay off the debts
with them but if you have “purchased” the money through overborrow in the up-front—you won’t have the
sword over your neck so hazardly and you bargain up front for either no payback and certainly no set
balloons to ultimately destroy you. Another way to do it is to have the project revert to the lender some9

where out there—but at the least you will not have THEM in control of your project. In an all-out
depression you cannot plan on having pay-back because so many people are out of work and prices can’t
be paid according to the costs of building the project in the upstart so you may “run in the red” for a very
long time which is another good reason for those banksters to over-loan you in the upstart, collect their
money, and leave you alone. Oh well, this economics lesson is mostly a waste of time for the many, but a
“few” may hear and understand and realize potential.
COLLOIDALS
We told you in the beginning of offering colloids that it might well be very short lived. Well, the big boys are
now trying every known way to get them off the market, especially silver.
Shipments are being confiscated at the border of Canada as we speak and sent to the FDA for “study” in
potential cause for disallowing the product’s further allowance.
Our products have been “over”qualified and so we are going to have to move to minimize the contents for
“testing” at FDA to meet the regulations NOW set.
We have a dual problem for, when we pass the solution of colloidalized silver through the gold electrodes
to enhance the potential for frequency increase, we have trouble getting the minute amount of ions introduced to be considered on a spectrometer (measuring color) to read out silver. Color changes, not with
the particulate, but with the frequency! For instance as example, Dharma can hold a bottle of silver colloid
with “gold frequency potential” and she acts as an x-ray “scanner” in that the golden liquid will, within a few
days, register purple (the color of gold frequency) on visual and spectrometer readings. This causes the
inspectors to shout “adulteration” of some kind. What they don’t realize is that if these products pass
through the invisible frequencies of x-ray, higher ultraviolet, AND NOW THE INVISIBLE HIGHER
FREQUENCIES BEYOND ULTRAVIOLET, YOU HAVE THIS COLOR CHANGE. The very name
“ultraVIOLET” tells you the secret of the color from colloidal GOLD.
This is NOT a standard thing but only an occasional reaction to enhancement but it will cause the solution
to appear to be far oversaturated and, in fact, it will sometimes “discharge” the charge within the solution
and the particulate will “drop out”.
I have trouble getting through to the “makers” of the original solution that QUANTITY is not the point—
the point is MINIMUM (one ion per molecule of particulate) of the tinymost size which is actually smaller
than most labs can measure. So, when there is tinge of color—you have almost too much! It is the
“frequency” of the solution that aids in healing and enhances the immune system function—not the particulate. However, with SILVER, the metal itself is harmless to the body in particulate-sized particles in
colloidal suspension—but the actual presence of the particulate IS GERMICIDAL, or I guess terminology
would be an “anti-biological/anti-viral” solution, to a higher extent than, say, a 3% solution of hydrogen
peroxide.
So what do we do if silver and gold colloids are shut down? Well, first of all we back way off on the
solution content and ask you to take relatively MORE Gaiandriana or AquaGaia so that the Drias can take
up the slack. We will try very hard to keep a stronger solution for the specific purposes of Gulf War Illness,
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etc., and that can be accomplished by increased amounts intaken IF there are illness SYMPTOMS present.
The literature and instructions will remain the same for, when the immune system is good, then on an
ongoing basis you need only a few DROPS daily. Once again the CLAIM for shutting down these
products is touted: FOR YOUR OWN GOOD.
Our promise has been and is always—to act ONLY within all regulations but to use every opportunity to
do what we can do until such time as regulations are changed. KNOW THAT REMOVAL FROM THE
PUBLIC SHELVES CAN BE OVERNIGHT. I am asking our distributor to consider another “sale” so
you can perhaps stock up a bit more if you wish to do so before we are forced to decrease quality.
Actually, the minimum product as offered by most who simply “color” their solution is usually sufficient for
your immune system needs. You live in a grossly deteriorating world, readers, and we cannot do much
about THAT.
We can hold gold and silver in the corporation set forth for the processing of the solutions but, if they close
down ability to function through confiscation of gold and silver, we are stuck with their laws.
We can probably continue to offer what is needed and get our Gaiandriana PROGRAMMED by the time
of shutdown but it is not there yet. We can also substitute in the OxySol (for a while) but they are also
attempting to take hydrogen peroxide (our base) off the market in food-grade strength.
This process not only has gold and silver particulate in colloidal solution but will be basically invisible on
any currently available apparatus for testing and what you have is the monatomized interaction which
results in diamond crystal ions in colloidalized solution. This diamond (carbon) crystal is the most qualified
substance to accept “programming”. It is your computer “CHIP”. The solution, when perfected as we do,
will usually test out as superior, highly charged “water” on sophisticated testing equipment. This means that
the test apparatus can only find simple mineralization as would be found in exceptionally good liquid.
There are MANY kinds of “water” and it will be a long, long time before they can lawfully REMOVE
WATER FROM YOUR ABILITY TO HOLD.
And then, readers, for every thousand of you conscientious users there are the people who LOVE their
doctor and will turn in everybody for anything and everything they, themselves, do wrong. They don’t
want to get well—they LOVE BEING SICKLY.
I don’t know what to do with our neighboring friends, readers. At the Canadian and Mexican borders
both our journals, paper, and products are often stopped for search and seizure. It is worse where you
have dealers who charge far more than we do for the SAME product because there is no reason to HIDE
the product’s movement across borders of any kind.
Our claims are within all guidelines for Colloidal Silver. It is known that it is a good antiseptic, immune
system enhancer, and inhibitor of microbiological invasion while being a totally harmless substance to the
body cellular structure.
Gold is not even advertised as the qualified product of antiseptic or anti-microbial that it likely is; we only
claim what we know to be acceptable—good if used for the old remedies of stomach problems, confused
thought, and addictions. Its higher color frequency is incompatible with most all viral invaders but we do
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not claim that. I think if we changed the label from “food” supplement to “mineral” something-or-other,
they would leave “us” alone. I don’t vouch for any other products by others.
Whatever is decided, we shall inform you. Meanwhile it might pay you well to do things right and stop
denying yourselves and your fellow-citizens from having things because you are warped in your own
desires to hurt yourself and others. I am not at war with your government or anyone else. We confront
only when confronted but we do not roll over and play dead before the unlawful criminals who come
against us. We will do it all under the shelter OF THE LAW, even in the courts of injustice. If we lose, so
be it in this mentally warped society. We will offer what we can while we can. Remember, God wins, and
because I totally serve God, I know that I shall win. You must make those choices for self, for all the gifts
I can bring or hold will not make those choices FOR YOU.
Salu and may you make those choices in wisdom.
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CHAPTER 2
REC #1 HATONN
WED., FEB. 21, 1996 7:13 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 189
WED., FEB. 21, 1996
A BROTHER’S LOVE...
Perhaps my own soul weeps for that which comes upon mankind, my brethren, to the extent that sometimes I too do not wish to bear alone the burden of recognition of imperfection. Imperfection of anything
IS and I cannot but accept that phenomenon of living organisms. However, as a heart and soul bonds with,
say, a babe whilst recognizing that MAN will offer no “fix” for a particular deviation from perfection
(normal), I weep right along with the whole of you.
On the yesterday in the midst of a day of insane limitation of deadlines which, if not met, would change our
pathways forever, we paused to attend news, market reports, Comex runs, etc., and in “channel-hopping”
comes some program on “hired killers”. There were several of these “hired killers” on the program—in
cold blooded soul-less humanoid form. These people will sell a kill for as little as $50. They admitted to
it “being a job” and did in fact even compare themselves to CIA assassins who kill for the cause of money
and “on orders”. All, shiver now, said they didn’t care if it be a baby, a pregnant woman—anyone! This
is the chilling-out of your civilization where human life is of no more value than a $5 worthless Federal
Reserve Note, much the less a $50 bill for a “fix” of some kind.
Then Dharma goes through the mail which has just arrived and the tearing apart of the mind in these two
opposing directions caused me to choose to write on THIS NEXT subject today instead of immediately
responding yesterday.
Two things came from Utah yesterday: this letter and a wonderful package of tea of a special blending of
calming herbs. We enjoyed the loving sharing of the tea whose aroma filled the room with beauty and then
we wept over this letter in the very hopelessness of what life has come to dump onto you wondrous human
miracles. “Can I help?” pleads Dharma to me. Will I help? Ah, and what would allow me to assist in a
world gone mad? Were it an allowing world in which healing would be acceptable, yes; in your world of
insanity my help would bring down closure to all we have to offer. I can only explain mechanisms and allow
you to decide for selves what are the possibilities.
In sharing you will have to recall your cellular life lessons so that you can remember a bit about genetic
structuring, DNA, RNA, and recombinant genetic structure, recessive and dominant genes, and how an
RNA blueprint is engraved on the crystal “chips” of DNA patterning. And how, if there are missing genes
or mutation of genes to form alternate patterns, you have a different set of problems than with simply
casting off biological life forms from your own perfect or imperfect structure. When you begin with missing links you cannot perfect the original structure without providing the missing part.
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So today let us consider this letter and then have a bit of a lesson on possibilities in a perfect world.
WERDNIG HOFFMAN DISEASE
(Spinal Muscular Atrophy Type I
[SMA type I ])
From R.B., Utah.
[QUOTING:]
I am writing in behalf of a brother of mine. He and his wife had a baby girl about 5 years ago that died
of Werdnig Hoffman’s disease. I have included a description of this below. They since have had two girls
who are fine. About 2 months ago they had a little boy. Two weeks after birth he started showing
symptoms of Werdnig Hoffman’s disease.
I have read about colloidal silver and gold. I have also read about the research of a man by the name
of John Hudson [H: I know of no John Hudson who is into the work related here but I am fully
aware of a David Hudson and wonder if this might be the same?] has done with monatomic gold. I
also believe I read in one of the journals that the combination of colloidal silver, gold, and drias would have
the same effect as monatomic gold. John Hudson claims that monatomic gold can fix DNA.
I am writing to ask you 1: Does monatomic gold fix DNA? 2: Does the combination of colloidal silver,
gold, and drias, work like monatomic gold, and 3: Would monatomic gold help my nephew’s condition? I
gave my brother some GaiaCol, GaiaGold, Gaiandriana, and some AquaGaia. I also gave him a bunch of
natural oils.
Here is a description of Werdnig Hoffman disease or Spinal Muscular Atrophy Type I (SMA type I):
This disease is an autosomal recessive disease in which each parent carries the recessive gene
which when combined in the child affects the anterior horn cells in the anterior horn region of the
spinal cord. It is unknown whether or not the anterior horn cells are limited in number, or are just
not working, or slowly stop working. The message to move gets from the brain to the spine and
when it reaches the anterior horn cells, the message is not responded to by the muscles because it
theoretically is not getting past the anterior horn cells. The symptoms of this disease are floppiness
in the extremities, limited or no movement and breathing into the stomach because the chest muscles
are not working. It is a neuromuscular disease which has an onset starting in the womb or up to
one year of age. The child slowly loses control of muscles which results in tube feeding. These
children usually pass away by the age of 2 from inability to make the breathing muscles work and
in turn stop breathing, or by a respiratory disease.
The baby will die if something is not done. My family have prayed and fasted for him and have done
everything we can do. We would all appreciate your help. We do accept the Creation’s will for the baby.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely, RB
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[END OF QUOTING]
Oh my, Father, give me wisdom. Allow me to assume that we speak here as a “blood” brother? We have
to start back where the genetic structure MAY be whole. Many refer to a friend as a brother and this is not
going to be quite so “direct” in response as if there is bloodline in this instance.
Since the problem is one of spinal cord DAMAGE we can deduce that it is a progressive problem for the
infant. If the babe makes it to birthing while appearing to be “normal” then we have a whole set of
possibilities from which to pick and choose. Number one: Is the disease correctly diagnosed or is there
simply an assumption that because one child was diagnosed with this ailment that this one also suffers from
the same? If you have continuing deterioration and affectation of the anterior horn cells and they “slowly
stop working” you have all sorts of hope if action is quick enough. If the babe is simply deteriorating
otherwise you have a different set of problems which indicate possible intervention. If the babe were
paralyzed from birth you have little hope because of the total absence of substance which can be recovered. So, in this case you can ASSUME you have a deteriorating condition in which miracles can happen
within the small body and mind.
I do not practice at medicine—I have no “patients” nor do I have “PATIENCE” with such foolishness as
to pronounce death upon a newborn child. I only find ignorance in the medical profession. Scientists go
forth and alter genetic structures for the heck of it—why don’t they splice-in the missing genetic structure?
So, why don’t I, you might well ask. So be it.
You will note the SYMPTOMS are exactly the same as are experienced with Christopher Reeve, your
Superman, following his fall. He did NOT incur a severed spinal cord—but smashed structures to the
extent of damaging the spine—but the symptoms are almost identical. So, this is not necessarily a mandatory death sentence, is it? In fact, if you have a cellular-genetic error in parental combination, the problem
of instructions to the new babe’s individual system is somehow flawed, and since it is a deteriorating
disease, it indicates here that something continues to go wrong, and if it is a continuing process then
alteration can take place. With God all things are possible.
With medicine, in this case at least, the edict has been passed forward that there is no cure and treatment
aims to keep the affected infant as comfortable as possible while waiting to make transition—period.
Would monatomic gold “fix” this problem? Yes and no. If there is such destruction of the gene presence
as to be absent programming from the system of the babe—not probably—but possibly.
You are missing in your listing above the MOST important solution: OxySol. This offers the “chip” replacement upon which the DNA can be re-recorded but, at this time in our evolvement, there would be
required several things and I AM NOT ALLOWED TO TELL YOU THOSE THINGS DIRECTLY. I
CAN HYPOTHESIZE a bit and you can consider that which you would.
For a “fix” of a broken system you at least have to have the broken “parts”. If the problem is a lessening
and then the absenting of a “part” from the living system, it has to be replaced from somewhere for there is
nothing upon which to glue the system back into place without missing parts. Since everything is connected
to everything, we know we need replacement parts if one is missing and, with that assumption, we can
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consider the problem and sort possibilities.
When the damage works its way down the spine you can realize that when it wipes out the ninth vertebra
area you are headed for irreversible damage if not stopped in the degenerative processing.
I would first suggest you do a bit of seemingly silly test and flick the little fingernail, at the tip, of either the
second, third, or fourth finger. If there is no reflex, that is good news. If the reflex is present, it will cause
a flexion of these fingers and maybe also the thumb. Its presence indicates tendon reflexes are HYPERACTIVE. This will in turn cause eventual muscle spasms as from “drawing-up” the tendons. Now
we can establish the nerve action. If you have hyperactive tendons you will have a shutdown of the
nervous system in order to, hopefully, support the muscle system to the extent of salvaging muscles. Eventually
the system shuts down entirely as it can no longer counter the continual confused impulses and responses.
So we now have an idea of what is perhaps taking place and then we can consider what might affect the
system enough to “hold” while fortifications are offered.
Gaiandriana offers the PERFECT cellular structure awaiting programming to individual blueprint. But it
also needs the “parts” if it is to program into the system, specific data.
In a perfect world of non-interference it would be simple to find a blood brother, in this instance you can’t
use the parents because they carry flawed genes. Actually the genes are not flawed; they just can’t
“combine” properly to produce a non-flawed newly developing system. This aside, it would be very
simple to introduce a tiny, tiny bit of the child’s blood along with a blood relative’s (actually it wouldn’t have
to be a blood relative but a known non-genetically-compromised person’s blood). I don’t mean great
gobs of blood which could inter-react, but I speak of a minute amount of DNA cells. The most tiny amount
that can be diluted to almost nothing is sufficient. This would be added (both) into GaianDRIANA so the
Drias can select, cast out the invaders, sort the genes and PERFECT the crystalline blueprint on the
“chips”. This DOES require the presence of MONATOMIC gold to WRITE the program—especially in
the case of NERVOUS SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT.
The reprogramming of the child’s DNA to the perfect gene from the donor would then reprogram the
system. Meanwhile, the Gaiandriana can carry part of the oxygen supply as the child struggles to breathe.
In your limited world of allowances you can’t do this properly so you and I are stuck having to use only
God’s will and Divine hope—but not without possibilities. Gaiandriana is the perfect “carrier” for the
cellular structure moves immediately within the cells of the body. Taken orally it is partially destroyed by
the body fluids but nonetheless if all formula and ingested fluids bear at least one or two ounces of the
Gaiandriana it would be sufficient.
What would I do? Well, I would begin with this very diluted and tiny amount of blood from both, as above,
and introduce it gently and lovingly into a container of Gaiandriana with a bit of AquaGaia (this will be
totally converted into cells and offer mitochondria to support the newly adjusting cells). Any possible
microbiotic invaders are cleared out and used as fuel to aid proper programming. I would leave that
solution open in the direct sunlight for about five days until totally transformed and use it for “water” in
everything fed to the child. I would increase the gold intake by using the gold colloid in every intaken bottle
of food or mixed into the food, as well as a drop or two of silver colloid and added OxySol. This gives the
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babe new genetic patterns from which to choose and it will usually choose the correct cellular structure. In
fact, if allowed to mature with the added elements as above mentioned, the Drias will perfect the cell and
allow for the merging within the system of the “imperfect” organism.
You must understand that each individual has a “genetic code” and just as with any “code” if some of the
language or parts are missing, you can’t perfect the communication. If offered the correct elements, the
code can be completed and communication can resume. The nervous system converts gold to its elemental atom (mono-atom) so yes, indeed, there must be the element from which to draw and in the case of this
dis-ease irregularity it needs to move to those “anterior horn cells”. This is example only, for explanation,
for in this disease it is NOT actually the horn cells, anterior or otherwise, that is the problem.
So, RB, Father has answered my petition and I pass it to you. God bless you for asking. I also suggest
that you get SILICA gel from the health store and make sure the child gets some EVERY day. And
remember something important: you cannot get too much Gaiandriana! It has been successfully used for
full-system transfusion with amazing results.
I would suggest to any new parent to also supplement feedings with GAIALYTE into which is dissolved,
relative to the age and size of the child, Spelta flour. Just blend it into the mixture with the formula or, in the
case of Gaialyte, just mix it in. Those electrolytes are mandatory and Spelta is the perfect grain to supply
nutrients and protein in a useable form. In fact, we could make baby formula from this grain as a base that
would surpass everything or anything on your market, including soybean milk. Add it to soy milk and you
have a real whammy.
Watch this child carefully for when the babe can turn self it will usually put itself into a “frog-like” position
and lie very “still”. This will be the position of choice so make sure the child is not allowed to do this for
great periods of time. If a child survives this problem there is no need to have deformities develop. God
bless you, son; may wisdom always guide your pathway as well.
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CHAPTER 3
REC #2 HATONN
WED., FEB. 21, 1996 12:50 P.M. YEAR 9, DAY 189
WED., FEB. 21, 1996
SOMETIMES WE ARE TOO SLOW
This is one of those times! I intended to just continue this writing as in one document. However, there
were necessary things to do so the first part of the writing has already GONE. I will leave it to the Editors
as to how best to handle the continuation of subject matter.
I would have liked to have taken this opportunity, while speaking on the subject of health, to respond to a
beloved friend doctor in South Africa. However, the profusion of questions and information sent and “set
aside” for a spare minute to respond has somehow been eaten by the black hole-bottomless pit of entropy
surrounding Dharma. She “secured” the packet so carefully that we cannot now locate it. It would be
interesting and, of course, bears information all of you should access but at the moment we cannot spare
more time for searching through the piles of recently received papers.
I suppose we will let her off the hook this time and allow a breather to reflect on the “security” location.
We might be well advised to allow for this respite as there is trouble with the FDA, at least eight ongoing
but requiring daily input to legal suits, etc., letters like the above “emergency” status communications and
finally the mind turns off and will proclaim to me from the mouth in her face that she never heard of South
Africa, human life forms, planet Earth and other such symptoms in presentation as to tell me I had better
mind my own requests.
FLUORIDE
The only “safe” FLUORIDE is that which is in a colloidal state and that only in most minute quantity. So,
what I have suggested for use with FLUORIDE toothpaste is simply to counter the two substances which
are quite toxic to the system of human—aluminum and mercury. These are readily available in so much of
your living environment as to require attention. Do not think that you can just brush your teeth with
FLUORIDE toothpaste and continue to intake the harmful substances—but, brushing your teeth a couple
of times a day with a FLUORIDE-containing toothpaste and rinsing the mouth will counter to some great
degree the escaping particles or molecule-ions of mercury fillings in the teeth and somewhat counter the
use of aluminum-based antiperspirants. I am totally against the adding of this substance into public water
supplies because you cannot determine the content as more and more water supplies are brought from
many sources into a single supply. All THINGS (elements) are NECESSARY for total life form, however,
not in the forms usually presented, so without more specific information as to the inquiry I can’t competently respond. Please know that I acknowledge the package and we will try to locate it. We do know
one thing—NOTHING around this place is ever discarded and with a move looming before us the heart
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grows fearful at the thought of packing and shifting to even lesser space allowances.
Our hearts are grateful to you friends who assisted with allowing the ability to replace the rent amounts
which does allow a breathing space to continue the efforts to reclaim the bank account funds taken by the
lawyers. The funds are not yet returned and it appears will never be—but the vacate negotiations are
stalled temporarily. The property is going to be sold, however, so we only have delay, not solution. When
and “IF” funds are returned the “help” funds will be placed in the “get the CONTACT out” coffer. There
is humble gratitude from ones here because we really can’t handle much more load without relief.

SEMJASE-SILVER-STAR-CENTER
This topic keeps popping up in many pieces of mail and other communications. It is noted that they
“distance themselves and the Pleiadians”, from George Green, etc. Well, that may well be wise but they
do NOT have anything else correct in their prattlings and beware of this representation, readers, of “Billy”
Eduard Albert Meier. There isn’t ANYTHING left worth note in that CENTER. How can we know this
to be fact? They have a “MANIFESTO”. “MAN”ifesto means OF MAN and that, in these terms, means
man of Earth in doctrinal protocols. When people choose this WORD to use as in this instance “OUR
MANIFESTO”—beware!! They don’t single out George Green but note that George does have many (he
says around 1500) pictures from Billy Meier whom he personally met and from whom he got the pictures.
It was all entangled with Lee Elders, Wendelle Stevens, etc.
As to those pictures, I have no input other than Billy claimed his pictures had been “taken” (stolen) and I
would feel anyone with 1000 to 1500 of same would surely be suspect. I do not and never have believed
George has any such number of pictures and would hope I am correct for he has enough problems on his
own account these days.
That “center” denounces many, many of those who contacted Billy early on and that is their prerogative as
I feel somewhat the same about several of the entities named. Just realize that the information coming from
that source is NOT VALID, readers. You certainly are welcome to do what you will about that for
certainly the interest is real and original contacts were valid. Since the “wedding cake” craft is used as their
symbol, be even more cautious for that is but a model and is purely insane in concept for intercosmic use—
period.
No one can make a fool of you—YOU have to make the fool of self. It is the law of the Cosmos! Further,
gain information from any resource available and recognize your own potential of perfection by LEARNING everything you can—and then make INFORMED choices. I would pay far more attention to aliens
in the instance of the craft which crashed in South Africa on Sept. 15, 1995. We wrote about it from
information sent from South Africa. This is REAL STUFF, readers, and far more interesting than arguing
over contacts and reality quarrels. All the information has been classified as Top Secret—but the powers
that be HAVE THAT CRASHED CRAFT. It was a silver-gray disc of about 60 feet diameter and about
9 feet in height. It came in so “hot” as to ignite the surrounding area. There could be no opening found.
When the craft cooled enough to get near it, it was set up in a “sterile” area and all visitors were arrested
and removed from the site—including the man on whose land it crashed. There was NOT a mark on the
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object even though it tore up the countryside in its “landing”. Now, readers, THIS is interesting—not a
quarrel of the “rights” of some channel or another with George Green. Poor George is simply caught up in
some of this and is quite innocent of a lot of things.
The group that TOOK OVER BILLY is not your run-of-the-mill, helpful souls working toward your
perfection and they will eat your lunch if they get a chance. They literally shot at Billy and almost killed him
and finally they have managed to take total control. This is unfortunate but intervention is not going to
happen in this case for there is no reason to continue the farce. Once discounted and willingly discredited,
the higher beings move elsewhere into clean and untampered vistas for communication.
But how can you know that “they” are in error? Well, in the blast at Green, they include authors who have
nothing to do with Green’s input, Phoenix Source (which has NOTHING to do with George Green) and
therefore the information CANNOT be accurate. It is not fair, for instance, to discredit Bruce Cathie or
Dolores Cannon just because Green published some of their works through America West. America West
Publishers and Distributors HAVE NOT AN IOTA OF CONNECTION WITH PHOENIX SOURCE
AND NEVER DID, DON’T AND NEVER SHALL! Everyone has a RIGHT to say what they like but
it does make the speaker seem quite silly when the information used is so badly incorrect. And, further, be
careful for that Center has put out a document A Crusade Against Overpopulation which might well
come right out of the United Nations solutions to overpopulation as well as Jason Brent’s famous writings
in the Mensa Society journal on depopulation and overpopulation. This garbage DOES NOT COME
FROM HIGHER BEINGS FROM ANYWHERE. THIS IS SIMPLY ONE MORE EXAMPLE OF
TRUTH, THEY “SUCK YOU IN”, AND WHEN YOU BELIEVE—BLOW YOU AWAY! YOU have
to evaluate each thing for self.
When a group puts out a “manifesto”—you know you are dealing with very Earth-bound entities—
WITHOUT GOD-CREATOR AT SOURCE.
THE CROOKED CALF PATH
I would like to share a little writing that came from a reader in Montana, this week. It exemplifies the way
“things” happen and how they continue no matter how foolish or illogical. It also shows you why you must
be ever alert to CHANGE. I will be even more direct: check out what we write and the minute it DOES
NOT MESH WITH THE LAWS OF GOD—QUESTION IT!! Once you KNOW, you can easily
discern the wheat from the chaff.
With that in mind, let us share:
THE CROOKED CALF PATH
One day through the primeval wood
A calf walked home as all calves should
But it made a trail all bent askew
A crooked path as most calves do
That trail was taken up next day
By a lone dog that passed that way
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Then a wise bellwether sheep
Pursued the trail o’er vail and steep
And from that day o’er hill and glade
Through those old hills a trail was made
And many men wound in and out
And dodged and turned and bent about
They uttered words of righteous wrath
Because was such a crooked path
This forest lane became a road
Where many a poor horse with his load
Traveled on beneath the burning Sun.
Traveling some three miles in one
The years passed on in swiftness fleet
The road became a village street
And this before men were aware
A city’s crowded thoroughfare
Each day a hundred thousand route
Followed that zig-zag calf about
And o’er his crooked journey went
The traffic of a continent
They followed still his crooked way
And lost a hundred years a day
For this such reverence is lent
To well established precedent
For men are prone to go it blind
Along the calf path of the mind
They work away from Sun to Sun
To do what other men have done
They follow in the beaten track
And in and out and forth and back
And still their devious course pursue
To keep the path that others do
They keep the path a sacred groove
Along which all their lives they move
But how the wise old wood Gods laugh
Who saw the first primeval calf
Walter Sam Foss
Thank you Montana!
The doctor as mentioned above from South Africa brings to our attention just how silly we ducks are who
believe and trust with no foundation upon which to base decisions—OTHER than on what is presented to
“train” you. His article, as I recall, and that which he wishes to share is on the topic of “Oral Lithiasis”.
(Lithiasis means the formation of calculi and concretions in the body.) This is also why the discussion of
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fluorides because there is a lot to be said for the use of minimal intake of same and especially in the tooth
care process.
I know that this party inquires as to how much HF (hydrofluoric acid) is in the fluorides used for preventative dentistry? And worse to admit, is that I don’t know and I would further guess that the amounts will
vary all over the map.
In addition, he inquired if HF is more carcinogenic than other fluorides? Again, I can’t really equate this to
FACT. Neither or BOTH, depending on circumstances, can be harmless or carcinogenic in use. Carcinogens are simply things which cause a mutation of cellular structure. In most cases, if the body has good
immune defenses the NORMAL mutation is simply cast off, so I can’t specifically focus on one or the
other. I do know that a minimal amount of this substance will help negate the damage of aluminum and
mercury. I also realize that it will harden the tooth covering but also, in overuse, hardens other substances
as well which can literally kill a person. It is noted that people in FLUORIDE-heavy water will have
HARD, strong teeth but which are also discolored. They will also show hard bones and other symptoms
of too much FLUORIDE, but for the most part the bodies are quite unimpaired from overabundance.
The major problem of putting FLUORIDE into the water supply is that the calculated numbers and quantity of intake of water is distorted. This in itself presents the greatest lie right off the bat and then the ball
bounces around to finally be lost in the lies.
FLUORIDE interferes greatly with Vitamin E, which I feel is one of the most important substances to guard
your good and healthy heart, so I consider too much FLUORIDE to be a very serious problem. Remember that everything is connected and when you tamper with the BALANCE of “Nature” you are going to
reap some negative rewards.
I will most certainly see to it that the papers are located because this is important to all you citizens—
especially in the USA where Big Brother “acts in your ‘best’ interest”.
CAN’T GO BACK
When we ponder on the things even as above with something like putting FLUORIDE in the water supply—KNOW THAT YOU MUST BE CARING UP FRONT—BECAUSE YOU CAN’T GO BACK
AND DO IT DIFFERENTLY. You may well be able to adjust and change and help or destroy that which
came before—but what WAS remains always exactly THAT. We cannot ever go back again. It is good
that it is so, friends, for what would you do in that “past”? You think you would change? No, you would
not for if you go back—ALL THINGS GO BACK and you would again be without the wisdom gained
from the forward expression.
Yesterday’s experiences will always be reflected in those of today. We all learn from both the good and the
bad situations of experiences of “yesterday”. What you must attend is what you do and to where you
travel today lest you ramble on that silly “calf path” hither and yon without reason or your OWN direction.
Remember too that what YOU experience is truly YOURS ALONE for no OTHER shall have the same
impact or the same perceptions of ANYTHING. The doors behind you are closed forever—but the way
of truth and experience in memory is forever open.
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You must then face what comes to you, with strength, in the knowledge of all you can gain and realize that
facing the immediate circumstance is a gift of lessons in example—to be mastered. Your destiny is built in
the present to utilize in the perceived “future” as well as today. Don’t blow your future expectations by
FAILING today.
I speak of this because so many of you are very weary of keeping on keeping on and I honor that state of
being. Let us be sure, however, that the fatigue is real and not simply from frustration and the desire to
“give up”. After an addiction is controlling you—it is too late for you unless you regain control of self. And,
precious friends, who dwell within circles of refusal to see and hear to being within a loop of physical
addiction by self or loved ones, the answer is not in “giving in” or “up”—it is in tough love which requires
the other to be responsible FOR SELF. Most often if YOU do not support the weakness in that other—
there will be growth. However, to try to live FOR that other is in gross error. Remember also, you who
serve truth, the Adversary will always hit you through those you love most so DO NOT FALL FOR THE
TRICKS. Do not fall for the old trick of the trade that somehow YOU can solve the “other’s” problems—
YOU CANNOT! It really doesn’t matter if your loved one suffers from ignorance, lifestyle destruction,
addictions or “just don’t give a damn”—you have to have the same set of rules for gaining your service and
attention as any other person. This is difficult but a necessity for crutches for the infirm will often bear up
the crippled in spirit.
I am going to get a bit feisty about people who work in our local businesses and yet treat us as if we have
no bother to them. If they take from us—they do affect us and if they do not even choose to participate
with us—then we will in some circumstances, especially friends and family, have to bid them find engagement elsewhere. We are not the whipping boy nor the provider. Your needs are not my demands and
I will help wherein I can but you will not dictate my requirements. Rules are for ALL if they be business
regulations or laws. I do not bless drinking on the job or on the road behind a steering wheel. Your
addictions have no right to impact another’s space or a child’s safety—or the business environment in
which such actions breed mistakes on a very basic level.
There are difficult paths made MORE DIFFICULT by your own self-destructive natures, but only YOU
can be responsible for that which YOU DO. Therefore to break these rules is not acceptable but you must
first, to be beneficial, be unacceptable to self with willingness and eagerness to change.
Therefore, if you suffer addictions—go get yourself into a rehabilitation program and get healed in the heart
and mind and accept and love yourself—for until you do, you cannot heal your body. This is the one area
of your Welfare system that I can approve—the ability to check self into a program for healing when you
are without support otherwise. And, believe me, you WILL be without support otherwise as you move
within the ruts of continuation of self-abuse.
If I tread on toes—so be it for better I offer truth and remain your friend, than pick you up as a “road-kill”.
You as a species have forgotten how to love self and therein lies the inability to love another, even your own
children, enough to be responsible. And, by the way, don’t think that YOU are fooling those around
you—you are not.
I am going to start withdrawing help to those who simply self-center on selves and expect others to attend
them while they misbehave and become burdens. No way is this acceptable. If you are so irresponsible
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as to abuse another physically or mentally by your self-centered antics—so be it—you WILL GO ELSEWHERE and this makes no difference whether you be 90 years old or only “of age”. YOU have NO
RIGHT to burden another with your mean-spirited demands. This is not some commune where your
commands hold any water at all. If you break the laws or your word—so long Buster. And, furthermore—your Mercedes may well be your poison. There is too much to do around these parts, or anywhere, for anyone to be saddled with YOUR selfishness.
I certainly do hope everybody understands me!
If shoes fit—please wear them.
Good afternoon.
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CHAPTER 4
REC #1 HATONN
THU., FEB. 22, 1996 8:38 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 190
THU., FEB. 22, 1996
WHYS AND WHEREFORES
I am asked by some, “Why do you write of ‘personal’ things in a paper where we wait for revelations?”
Because I don’t give “revelations”—that has already been done. So, what you really mean is, “Why are
you not giving market insight and psychic readings instead of boring us with another man’s problems?”
THE “OTHER MAN’S PROBLEMS” ARE YOUR PROBLEM!
CHRISTOPHER REEVE AND
A UTAH BABE
You who would have watched Christopher Reeve on Larry King Live last evening (and you should have),
you would see that Sipapu Odyssey is a PERFECT tale for HIM to tell, act and direct—or at the least—
act in the lead role. Moreover, the child with the paralyzing syndrome (yesterday’s writing) has the more
urgent form of spinal damage—from whatever cause. We MUST learn to connect everything to everything or we can’t make it through here in good shape while continuing to GROW.
Revelation? Well, I can promise Reeve that he will be fine because he has the faith and the signs of full
recovery. Meanwhile, look what an opportunity GOD has granted him TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
You see, he could play the lead role in Sipapu without any more healing at all—but the very act of doing
the play would assure his healing because WE would be working WITH him. But SOMEBODY(S) need
to reach through the barricades to reach him and inform him and show him the story—Wally Gentleman
and George Van Noy can’t do it all, readers. Now you HAVE another place to reach this man:
Christopher Reeve
%American Paralysis Association
500 Morris Ave.
Springfield, NJ 07081.
If several of you send him the book, the promise, and the love—watch for the miracle. Offer a way to get
word back to Wally Gentleman:
Wally Gentleman
% George Van Noy
2021 Ocean Park Blvd.
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Santa Monica, CA 90405
The screen play will be re-written in such a way that from prior pictures there can be file copies of full
physical strength—OR we can film the picture from the time of the accident and let the first opening shots
be filmed LAST in order to fit the physical needs of the body. There is nothing wrong with either Reeve’s
body or mind—only a few governing circuits are “down”. If ENOUGH bring this to his attention—HE
WILL HEAR! Wally Gentleman has funding resources to back up a full-out participation of Reeve and
Robyn Williams—and what a GIFT of HOPE to humanity would be this picture. We could also then
follow on with other pictures but the door will be open to then do such as the story of Cathy O’Brien, Kelly
and Mark.
I am going to herein also ask that Karen call the American Paralysis Association, 1-800-225-0292, and
find out their address and how to directly get things through to CHRISTOPHER. Then we can offer it to
you. The barrage of Sipapu Odyssey books must and will get his attention in that so many people support
him. He doesn’t need another wheelchair-roll role wherein he just pushes around gathering sympathy,
LET US MAKE A DIFFERENCE! We can make that difference by MAKING SURE WE SPEAK
OUT AND ASK. GOD WORKS IN SUCH WONDROUSLY MYSTERIOUS WAYS TO PERFORM HIS WONDERS—AND MIRACLES! Why load Karen with another task? Because she is
Wally Gentleman’s right hand person and will be a major personnel and planning person in the Movie
Industry here. Remember that we all do what is necessary in the beginning of any great revolution of any
kind—and then we settle into what our talents wish to do. There is rarely the luxury of doing “what you
think you want to” in creating a better idea or working toward a better and more perfect IDEAL.
So, if we do not share the adventures of personal PEOPLE like yourselves and ourselves—how else can
we bond with one another to accomplish good works? We must have “connection” and continuity of
purpose.
ARKANSAS
I can, lest you have forgotten the seemingly long ago—guarantee you that YOUR focus on the Arkansas
mess during the time of “Snell” has worked its way around to in-depth investigations and those dastardly
people such as Governor Jim Guy Tucker are taking a SOUND THRASHING in Arkansas these days. I
think that excuse for a “man” thumbing his nose at you-the-people in his criminal and selfish modes of
operation has destroyed himself. Unfortunately, with all the emphasis on such as Tucker—the Clintons get
away with, yes, murder.
You of other states won’t even know of that which I speak on this particular day—except that some
readers in that area made sure that CONTACT GOT THE INFORMATION. Notice that everything of
investigative nature into those Arkansas CRIMES, is now on hold or on the “back burner” for the showand-tell of the political circuits with their false promises and lies. The politicians will now make all their
“revelations” according to what any given group of people WANT TO HEAR!
So what is different? Ah, I thought you would never ask. A Constitutional Convention was on the ballot
in Arkansas and Tucker was so sure it was a sure thing in passage that he has basically made a pure ass of
himself over the issue. IT WAS RESOUNDINGLY DEFEATED! THAT IS WHAT PEOPLE CAN
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DO IF THEY GET INFORMED—TOGETHER. TOGETHER, YOU WILL STOP THE INSANITY OF VOTED-IN CRIMINALS AND, THEREFORE, CRIMINAL ACTIONS WILL
BE VOTED OUT.
WHO TO VOTE FOR—
AND NEW MONEY!
What does this heading have in common in the two phrases? Lots. I trust, and hope, that you noted the
19th of February coming and going—and NO new currency exchange!!?? What about today? Are the
banks closed today? Do you see that “revelations” are not particularly accurate? Not only are the banks
OPEN but the charge upward in the stock market is bewildering in its climb. I can offer you what is
offered to me—but YOU must live in what IS and what IS HAPPENING—for whatever reason it might
be transpiring. Look to the short term only for warnings, if considering the market and economy—BUT
LIVE FOR THE LONG-TERM IN YOUR GOALS. If you realize the show-and-tell of whatever is
happening—you won’t be tossed about on the sea of “what to do” every hour of each day! If you are
PREPARED for the WORST—then the best is only a more recognized and wondrous BLESSING.
If we only focus on the gold coin of the moment—how can we ever hope to change the system—OR
CURE SPINAL CORD DIS-EASE?
PERSONAL INFORMATION
I know you weary of hearing, say, of E.J. and Dharma’s earthly struggles, but what are they to do? If I am
so attached to Dharma as to keep her busy, how can she pack her now meagre belongings to move out of
this dwelling where the offices are, computers are, and our work IS without impacting the work and, thus,
YOU. YOU deserve to know what is taking place. By sharing this path with us you not only deserve to
know but have the RIGHT to know and she needs to understand and this is how we ALL communicate in
the present.
Ah, but Green will tell you that the Ekkers “secretly” own the house and that they have millions of $$$. Ah
so? Then it is certainly strange that they have a vacate notice effective the end of this month (29th February) because the rent was not paid, and that because of lawyer stripping of their only funds! So, we
struggle to get back the funds through legal recourse and it must be attempted for all of us and it must be
seen that this careful confrontation can MAKE A MAJOR DIFFERENCE—BY ITS OUTCOME. The
laws are VERY CLEAR on the point of this being unlawful in taking of Social Security Funds, etc., and in
this day of constant litigation this same thing will and does TOUCH ALL OF YOU. If it can happen here
and under these circumstances it WILL HAPPEN everywhere and to you as well. Confrontations of the
“wrongs” must be immediate and not cast aside for “another” day which never comes, but the laws get
worse. That latter course of non-action is what has brought you to NOW in the sad state of affairs. This
is WHY the CLC is going to offer a full course school in Pro Per legal actions. YOU can’t afford further
devastation through the outrageously bad lawyer system of injustice. In Pro Per can offer you some good
advantages without greater costs than those perfidious attorneys must pay. This gives YOU a decided
advantage in working change because it says, “I will not be further stomped and deceived.” It does mean
more hours spent in educating selves, researching laws, learning proper language and formats—but in the
end, IT WILL PAY AND THE RECEIVER OF THE PAY WILL BE YOU! Won’t that be a nice change?
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WE CAN LIGHT THE LAMPS—YOU MUST KEEP THE FUEL FOR THE WICK AND FLAME.
THERE IS NO MYSTERY WE CANNOT UNFOLD AND THE PRIESTS OF THESE TEMPLES
WILL FALL OF THEIR OWN DECEITFUL WEIGHT. THE FUEL IS “KNOWING”!
In this property example the new circumstance is, of course, that now the owner of the property can’t
handle any more problems with this property in constant and chronic dispute, can’t pay his own mortgages
and lawyers and can see no way of finishing the project first intended. Therefore, MAJOR circumstance
changes bring about cause for other CHANGES. This latest comes via the fact that the “new” owners are
going to abandon their own original plans. This seemingly comes, in miserable timing, just prior to, FINALLY, after over seven years, of getting a court date set for a jury trial. And through that trial comes
hope for some type of “recovery”.
Life is what happens, friends, while you make those other plans and nothing here is different from your own
dooryard. You must play with the hand dealt and not that “druther” hand your neighbor may have gotten.
Then you work to build your own into the WINNING hand.
With allowances for office space remaining unchanged temporarily, the Ekkers have rented a tiny apartment in which to move. However, they will be allowed continued use of the office space until the time of
sale, with conditions agreed upon to work from this location and continued rental fees. The continued
office allowance costs will be, in return, for attending the care and upkeep of the property and to be
available to “show” the property to prospective buyers. Is this insult to injury? No, it gives WORKING
space and TIME to relocate the mountains of files and storage needs. The housing market is slow, so who
knows, perhaps the property won’t sell, after all, until such time as the trial date comes and passes and
perhaps circumstances will change again. Perhaps the inconvenience of having to move will be exactly
THE THING that will cause a jury to make allowances in favor of Ekkers’ petition. Then all sorts of
possibilities might become available. Don’t bury your horse before it dies, friends, for with tending, it might
just live a long and healthy life.
How many wondrous gains do you MISS because you ASSUME there are no “ways out”? How often do
you “give up” just short of winning the game? Check your goals and accept nothing less in the end, and
“anything” that comes, along the way.
Now, why do I burden you readers with this? Because we will have to have changes of address, mail
shifted, phones forwarded or changed and how else are you readers going to find “me”? This is not to gain
sympathy as this particular need for change actually increases the viability and credibility of the circumstances which, by the way, have been misrepresented to the “opposition”. This one seemingly dreadful
thing can actually offer great gain for Ekkers, in the long haul. This “opportunity” has come about because
Horn has represented many different clients and in that malpractice and unethical mode he has hurt his own
clients and has weakened his own case, especially as would be presented before a jury. He has also been
counting on using the lies of Green and utilizing Green as a SECRET SURPRISE WITNESS against the
Ekkers for well over two years. The opposition “thinks” Green will testify and end the matter by wiping
out the Ekkers. This “inconvenience” may actually end up being the VERY THING THAT WINS THE
CASE FOR EKKERS. For one very good point: in all of the other things Green has done to destroy—he
has only destroyed, in court, his own integrity and credibility. He is now recognized as a liar and a thief and
is not considered a credible witness—in any case in any court. He certainly won’t be acceptable in THIS
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case, because we KNOW that what he has told the opposition simply IS NOT SO. He CANNOT know
how things were or went in the beginning of this case—because he did not even KNOW Ekkers or
anything about Tehachapi OR this case. Our only real hope is that they keep right on in intention of bringing
him in for nothing we can dream of would be so helpful TO US!
Readers, you have to stay on top of things and know that you can find the POSITIVE attitude and action
in EVERY happening. GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S DENIALS. This knowledge does not,
however, make more hours in a day or any task necessarily “easier”—but perhaps “easy” is not the right
answer and a bit of inconvenience and difficulty can finally “save the day”. “Winning” rarely comes in the
form you expect nor do God’s answers to YOUR PRAYERS. If you expect to make great changes—you
must be able to accept necessary changes in your own perceptions AND SOME INCONVENIENCES
ALONG THE WAY. Remember also that there must be basis for every parable and example. That means
“somebody” has to walk the path FIRST. We must have better than a “calf path” if we hope to prevail in
change for a better actuality and realization.
When we can learn how to best help ourselves, then and only then can we be somewhat qualified to help
another, lest we simply be blind and lead the blinded brother into the ditch. If we become equally blind we
fail to see what is right before us. Perhaps, for instance, we trot merrily off on our quest and follow Lord
Natas only to find in the “finding” that Lord Natas is only Drol Satan spelled backwards. We must work
in the system, within the system, through the system—as it presents—and then, only then, can the system
change of itself while the unjust fall of their own deceit.
Remember that Christopher Reeve will offer more in a lifetime BECAUSE of his injury than he ever could
have accomplished otherwise. Let us not disown our problems and inconveniences—let us respect them
and see what can be gained from the experience.
When you spend your living moments preparing for and organizing for, death—you are already dead.
Ponder it.
Besides, “this too shall pass,” one way or another! Let us always make the passing BETTER than it was
before we walked this way.
RONN JACKSON—AGAIN?!?
I note that we are back to the ebb and flow of the Ronn Jackson ongoing story. Is he for real? Is he a
fraud? Is he dead or alive? What about this new “stuff” he is telling about MJ-12 and on and on and on.
I told you all along to not discount Ronn Jackson. No, it is not “right” what has happened—but there is so
much you cannot know that you must not be guilty of JUDGING the totality of this man. We can disapprove of the actions of any given person—but when you know ALL you may well again have to change
your minds. If he has not grown and changed then he will get his own come-uppance. I don’t need to
comment on silica, sandclones, or alien ANYTHING. If they are there—they are there. If they are
radioactive in presentation then they are radioactive in presentation although it sure sounds like a rerun of
X-Files to me. On the other hand, there is more to the X-Files than you might suppose. I do know ONE
THING: Mr. Jackson will do what he can do to meet his agreements with ME. So, will that solve his
problems? Not all of them but it will surely go a very long way toward that end.
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One thing he says these days is worthy of note: If you are in the market, GET OUT.
I believe that, rather than move off into beginning a new topic, we should just have a shorter writing today,
There is much left to do on the necessary court documents for tomorrow. Let us never lose focus on our
GOAL and GOD (which IS our goal) and these things of life happenings will fit nicely where they belong—
in the experiencing of the lessons that we might better show the way.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 5
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., FEB. 24, 1996 7:29 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 192
SAT., FEB. 24, 1996
LOOKING HERE AND THERE
I am accused of being a bigot and a trouble maker. How can that be? I CANNOT be either; can you also
understand that I cannot be for I simply “AM”? I serve no MAN but I do serve in totality my Creator that
we rather carelessly label God in order to lose HIM within the confusion of the meaning of God and gods.
We WRITE of many things from many aspects of perception so that opinions might be drawn and conclusions reached based upon some facts which usually go unnoted as man buries the dark side of his truth and
doctrine and presents the side, publicly, that he chooses. That, too, is fine with me. However, I do not
need accept such views nor do I blindly accept any view. The “world” as it is recognized by experiencing
mankind is illusion at best, unknown in its factual “order” and how, for instance can chaos bear “order”.
The two terms are opposites. God and Universe are “order”; mankind as he presents in his mental choices
is “chaotic”. God is ALL power but challenges without force. Man is basically without power and rules
through force. Does this mean that God and Man are also opposites? No, it means that HU-Man has the
capacity to become higher and more noble than that which he presents in his physical expression. Man
rules by doctrines—GOD EXISTS THROUGH LAWS OF UNIVERSAL, NEVER-CHANGING
EXPRESSION.
Mankind looks upon happenings in a perception of good or bad according to personal interpretation, i.e.,
a storm in April which is necessary for crops but destroys hopes of an early year picnic is described in
terms according to the needs and wishes of each individual regarding that storm.
Can a “One World Order Government” ever work? No, because of the one wondrous word “world”. In
a world of physical expression you can have ORDER under good Laws BUT YOU CAN NEVER HAVE
PEACE OR FREEDOM THROUGH FORCE NO MATTER WHAT MIGHT BE YOUR “RELIGION” AND, OF COURSE IF YOU HAVE A ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT ORDER—YOU
WILL ALSO HAVE TO HAVE A ONE WORLD RELIGION. This is simple assumption. LOVE is
truth when it is added, multiplied, divided and evil is subtracted. CONTROL is accomplished by adding
and multiplying force, dividing one from another and by subtracting good. Therefore, God in infinite
wisdom allows freedom of THOUGHT in that Man might grow. A “New WORLD Order” plans to
control and disallow freedom so that Man is bound and shackled to “existence”.
SUPERSTITIONS AND MYTHS
It sounds really good when someone comes along and tells you his “is the only way”. You can follow or not
follow his regime but basically you can discount his message UNLESS he is powerful enough in the New
World Order to cause you to be FORCED to accept his input. You can take my lessons and do whatever
you want with them for you need follow NO MAN. You can toss the writings right into the trash can. My
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mission is not to shove something down your throats but I am sent to tell you Truth of Universal expectations according to the unchanging ORDER of Universal life and brotherhood. Each individual person will
SEE that prospective possibility from as many individual vantage points as there are individuals and migrating souls. There doesn’t even need to be “soul” to have an opinion. However, as man hides from the
Universal Truth of God Creator’s Universe (YOUR universe) he turns to the dark expressions of physical
pleasure instead of the JOY of goodness. It is THE mark of the beast and it is THE mark which must be
avoided if the soul is to travel within the higher dimensions of the wondrous and higher consciousness of
HU-MAN.
Since Higher Universal Man is already experiencing in those HIGHER dimensions—the lesser intent is not
acceptable so it is noted that until lessons are learned the evil perpetrators are restricted in astral levels of
physical bindings Man is shackled in a physical classroom and in a physical perception until lessons break
through the dark wall of intent and Individual Man awakens to his Truth of Being. Because I know this
truth and pronounce no edicts upon you, save the probabilities of expectation, I CANNOT be either Bigot
or Troublemaker. I repeat: I simply “AM”.
HOW DO YOU GET
“AROUND” FACTS?
How do you, then, get around the “facts” if you don’t believe or do not choose to LIKE my writings? You
simply detach “Hatonn” and lay a hard trip on Dharma. If that doesn’t work—go for the kill and blame the
human beings who annoy you. Once introduced, “just in case...”, I find that ones really don’t like to
denounce me too hard—just sort of cover by misspelling my label, excusing their thrusts with, “Well, I
believe that...”, etc. Fine, believe anything you want to believe—but the ACTIONS, ah yes, the ACTIONS, continue to speak very, very loudly indeed. When you rattle and prattle, excuse and deny—what
are you actually doing? Avoiding the issue in almost every instance is what is the outcome of the actions.
The more dastardly the intent, the more silly the excuses in evasion of confronting the issue instead of the
ridiculous peripheral nonsense.
DELAYS AND COUNTER DELAYS
How can and why should, for instance, delays be continually accomplished in lawsuits? How can a cutand-dried fact be so debased as to go on for decades? Intentionally, of course. Manipulations in an unjust
system produce capabilities of continuation of unjust circumstances. It is not always the other guy’s fault or
conquest—it is fully attached to the person who is “helping”. Let us look at some local facts—why would
delays be acceptable? Well, delays are necessary in some instances for the opposition to ALLOW STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS TO EXPIRE! If, for instance, your legal guide is involved in shenanigans with
the opposition parties in some instances—is it not to his advantage to delay everything revolving around his
own indiscretion to expire limitation statutes?
Example? Let me consider a moment: OK, if Mr. Dixon were involved with the Green Brigade, Gary
Anderson’s antics, foreign Trusts with Tips, etc., and worked within the very office structure where KNOWN
unlawful acts took place—and, further, it was said he “knew about everything”, would it not be wise to
play out in delays the statute of limitations under the civil laws? Let us go further and note that great sums
of money from loans were due and owing and that includes those loans under Mr. Dixon’s authority—
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would it not be wise for himself and all his former colleagues to play out the statute of limitations rather than
allow cases to be filed—even in Pro Per? Would it have to be INTENTIONAL? No, but it would be
because you are dealing with brilliant minds—not stupid-brains. So what can YOU do? Well, you can
play out the statute of limitations or you can act in your own behalf! You can’t, however, do anything unless
you get informed!
Why, you can ask yourself, did Mr. Dixon get thwarted at every turn of the legal process from being able
to bring diversion of funds to legal action? It can be from too many corrupt people in too many places or
it could be as simple as a delay awaiting a run-out of the statute of limitations in his own behalf or on the
behalf of “those” others. Do you see, friends, how difficult it is to SEE everything? There is no way to
know—for only the insiders can know the facts.
I can use Mr. Dixon without fearing some self-defensive battle over the example because he has done so
much to HELP us all here that he can be sure that we would protect him against any foes he might have to
confront. You see, Mr. Dixon, as in this example, LIKE YOU, has to confront his own set of standards,
liabilities, and prospects for service or self-gain and CHOOSE. EACH MANKIND BEING IS NO
DIFFERENT FROM ANY OTHER IN THAT EACH HAS TO CHOOSE—AND CHOICES WILL
BE BASED ON THAT WHICH CAME BEFORE.
Readers, if you can KEEP mankind IGNORANT—you can control them at the least until it is too late to
counter the controller’s actions.
Did the above actions actually take place? Yes, so say those of the Green Brigade and others who
worked within that circle. But did it ACTUALLY take place? Do you see that, as in this example, only
Mr. Dixon KNOWS. It is much, readers, as in coloring your hair—”only your hairdresser knows for
sure!” No, you knew long before you got to your hairdresser!
So, will the statute of limitations expire on some of these things for whatever reason? NO. Why? Because
I have seen to it—in time.
Can you see that many are caught in the middle of something in which bad choices simply “happen”? It
seems OK or “sort of” OK at the time a shrewd dealer comes along and then somebody sucks everyone
into the trap and blackmail becomes the deal of the day. Still it is “OK” because there is only fringe
involvement and knowledge and choices are still undecided until, one day—IT IS NO LONGER “UP
FOR GRABS” AS TO CHOICES. You will forever be faced with your own actions, choices, reputationpainting and showing, and hard knocks regarding less than good choices or full commitments. Not just a
few of some example or another to make a parable understood—but EVERY INDIVIDUAL AT SOME
TIME OR ANOTHER—FACES CHOICES OF THESE MAGNITUDES. YOU HAVE TO DECIDE
WHETHER OR NOT TO ASSIST HONORABLY IN TRUTH, SORT OF HIDE OUT AND ALLOW
TIME TO SLIP AWAY WITHOUT DECIDING—OR SITTING THE FENCE AS LONG AS YOU
CAN. I can promise you this much, however: the fence sitting or the active delaying will cost dearly in
HEALTH, for your own body mechanisms actually become sick when you deliberately act in wrongful and
deliberately wrongful ways.
We have a very good and, for now, stable relationship with Mr. Dixon and I want to honor the man,
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certainly, not offend him. He will be soon taking the helm to offer a school which will TEACH you-thepeople to defend selves, help selves lawfully and correctly and stop the undue legal games from destroying
you—if you wish to learn. He will actually be the focus of one of our CROWN JEWELS in recognition of
“how to do it right!” Would any man miss such an opportunity to share such a gift with his fellow citizens
and allow his beloved family to look upon him with respect and pride of parent? I hope not. But again, as
with all things, man has to do what he will do—and that is not my business, do you see? I can provide
OPPORTUNITY and KNOCK upon your door, nothing more.
Why would Bill Clinton, whom you all know, do the things he does? Because he HAS! It might well be a
political and One World Order THING, but he simply has done whatever he has done, no more an no less.
He is JUST LIKE YOU—he acts as he thinks it BENEFITS HIMSELF the most, and the rest of you,
even unto his closest family, be damned and that, too, can find excuse for allowance. A man will act
according to his foundation of strength—which must come from inner strength and not extra-outside force.
In any circumstance wherein TRUTH can be brought forth, it will come through the “joining with” him who
first acted to protect the way. Then as each of you move within the “cause” there will be ever enlarging
courses of actions to confront that which otherwise “gets away with dastardly deeds”. Sometimes there is
nobody to “do it FOR you” even in the actions of daily living where expertise is demanded by legal
restraints. Therefore, you have to learn enough to step out there and protect SELF and those with whom
you community lest the moment of truth in action be lost—forever!
Why, along these same thought lines, would some try to get Rick to NOT file against his wrongdoers?
What are the opposing parties doing already? They are not arguing on the basis of no wrongdoing—but
only on “jurisdiction” AND “expirations of statute of limitations” ON THEIR ACTIONS.
Please remember that you have to go back ALMOST three years to remind selves that Mr. Anderson and
Mr. Green, at the least, diverted Constitutional Law Center funds to a We-The-People BANK ACCOUNT, UNLAWFULLY by intent or non-intent, IN COLORADO! This included lots of money and
HOW could it be UNINTENTIONAL? In addition to this loss, there is also over $100,000 owed by the
Common Law Service Center (Anderson and John) to the Phoenix Institute—and George owes now over
half a million to the Institute in outright funds and diverted GOLD. Is it not to their benefit to play OUT
THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS?
I use these examples, readers, because they are real, before us as we write, and are examples of what is
taking place from the highest abusers of law and honor in the international intrigue to your neighbor next
door. THIS ATTITUDE is what must be changed, not just a government or two. When MONEY instead
of integrity is the GOAL, it is a very hard disease to overcome for each bears a price, but one you can
“purchase” and the other has no price nor ability to purchase. Once, however, the BIG choice is made to
always act in integrity—all those OTHER choices become indeed small. Perhaps you can only “light a
candle” in this dark world and perhaps you can only support the candle bearer with a match with which to
spark the flame—but that match MAKES THE ABILITY TO HAVE THE FLAME. Therefore, no gift,
no contribution is lesser than another—ONLY DIFFERENT AND EQUALLY NECESSARY.
You people who run things have all the incorrect assumptions. Let me point out that in this day of disease
the person who cleans the bathroom is the MOST IMPORTANT PERSON IN ANY PLACE. In all
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instances, the person who keeps the books is the MOST IMPORTANT PERSON in any organization as
to BUSINESS. Why? Because they can destroy you if they are careless or deliberately “out to getcha!”.
When you of Earth consider equality I want to know WHY you cast off some of the jobs as being unworthy of YOUR GREAT POSITION? If you have no farmer to grow your food—YOU ARE GOING TO
STARVE NO MATTER WHO YOU THINK YOU ARE!
Let us look through the mind of Mr. Calvin Buehrer for a minute at:
NEW WORLD CHURCH ORDER, PART 16
by Calvin Buehrer
[QUOTING:]
ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT
Who is behind the so-called “New World Order” which President Bush spoke of so often and his
Establishment allies have been promoting? This came before George and will continue long after George—
but it was thrust in your face BY NAME during Bush’s reign as King.
The grand design for the New World Order has been in the works for a long time but now the
schemers are beginning to talk publicly of their ultimate goal of a One World Government. The players are
now publicly presented and the enforcers are named.
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission (TC), United Nations (UN),
World Council of Churches (WCC) and many other liberal organizations have been working on this grand
design of One World Government for many years.
Little by little, our freedoms are being taken from us and we are being snared into the net of the One
World Government.
In 1936 the Federal Register had only 2411 pages of Federal Regulations. By 1970 there were a total
of 20,000 pages, by 1975 more than 60,000 pages and heaven only knows how many pages of “Regulatory Mayhem” there are today. Such a mass of conflicting chaos is not Democracy but a form of Socialism
whose ultimate goal is a One World Government.
They have deviously arranged the International [Monetary] Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB) so
that all the nations of the world must go along with the New World Order or their funds will be cut and their
loans will be called.
They now have established, in effect, a global Internal Revenue Service (IRS). All nations of the world
must cooperate by taking necessary steps to recover tax claims. If you fall out of favor with the government of the day, you are in trouble, as this document virtually eliminates all national borders.
It is amazing how many of our sovereign rights we have lost in the last five years. Our World in Conflict
is moving from Sovereign Nations with Sovereign Rights for its people to a one World Government that, in
the name of “Peace”, intends to act as the New World Order.
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Where are the people, congress, church, schools and other American institutions that are supposed to
protect the Sovereignty of America?
The New World Order establishment has been working diligently to destroy the virtues of America.
Liberty is the luxury of self discipline.
The establishment has used the media, mainly television, by the use of the five memory laws, to hypnotize the American people into following an ideology in which Americans do not believe.
The self discipline which gave us the luxury of liberty, that brought us out of bondage, is fast decaying
and soon we will fall under the bondage of the One World Government, with no place to run or escape.
What a pity. America, the nation that was born in faith, self discipline and hard work is now handing
over its sacred sovereignty and freedom to the One World Government without a hint of a struggle.
Karl Marx, the father of Communism, was a Jew. Gorbachev of Russia is a Jew. If the New World
Order was introduced by a Russian an American could understand it. George Bush, the President of the
United States of America, is the first to speak in public of this Communist and Jewish Zionist New World
Order.
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion laid the blueprint of this New World Order, at the turn of the
century. Little by little, they have been able to gain their power position and are now ready to close the vise
of their One World Government.
The answer as to who is behind the so called new World Order is, The Elders of Zion! This order of
International Jews has gained control of the power of the world and the money of the world and now will
soon begin their rule of the One World Government with a hellish reign.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would now share some excerpts from a book called NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION, by Ben
Klassen, Chapter 9, pg. 104. I make no comment to the authority or conclusions of this writer nor the
book’s contents but I want to share a bit of incontrovertible recognition of some of the contents.
[QUOTING:]
FIVE JEWISH BOOKS
As we have seen from the history of the White Race and of the Jewish race, the Jews throughout their
long and tortuous history have been the supreme masters of deceit. Whereas the Egyptians are no more,
the Babylonians have disappeared, the (original) Greeks were mongrelized, the Romans perished, the
Jews, on the other hand, are alive today, and going strong. They are, in fact, now in control of the world.
Why is it that this ... race, which could never even found a culture or a civilization, or manage to build
a country of their own, has nevertheless come out on top?
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If we analyze Jewish history, the answers are not too hard to come by. There are hundreds of reasons
that could be listed, but basically they are these few:
1. Early in their history they recognized what a powerful weapon was religion—a weapon with which
to unite their own race, and a weapon with which to destroy their enemies.
2. They learned that in racial unity there is strength. They have been fanatically dedicated to their own
race.
3. They found that there is nothing more potent in unifying a group, nation or race than hating a
common enemy. As a consequence all non-Jewish peoples have perpetually been their enemies, and
always will be.
4. The Jews mastered the tricky technique of confuse, divide and conquer as a key in overcoming their
enemies.
5. They have relentlessly organized—they have organized their own people into thousands of effective
and all-encompassing groups. They have also organized their enemies for their own destruction.
6. They have been diabolically clever at propaganda. They have grasped early in their history what a
powerful tool was propaganda with which to manipulate their enemies.
It is this last aspect we want to examine more thoroughly. Whereas the Jews are in complete control
of today’s propaganda and “news” media—radio, television, motion picture, newspapers, magazines,
etc., they were already extremely adept at using propaganda before the modern means were even invented.
Manipulation of the word has been their specialty as Masters of Deceit. In St. John 1:1 the Jewish
bible says: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the word was God.” A
strange claim indeed, but one loaded with meaning—a meaning that has escaped most Gentiles, especially
the preachers. What this strange bit of hocus-pocus really means in Jew-language is that with words they
can create Gods, and conversely words can become as powerful as a God in controlling and directing the
minds and destinies of people.
The Jews have used words and propaganda profusely and relentlessly to their advantage and to the
White Man’s detriment, along with every other race of humankind on the globe. Although they have
written and diffused millions of propaganda pieces, they have specifically written 5 books that have had a
catastrophic effect on the history of mankind, and the White Race in particular.
These books are:
1. The Old Testament. It has been a powerful instrument in uniting the Jewish race.
2. The New Testament. It was written to confuse and confound the Romans in particular, and the
White Race in general. It has been devastatingly effective.
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3. The Talmud. It was compiled over several centuries to give the Jews a Code of Laws to live by
and a formula by which they could successfully destroy the “Goyim”, i.e., the White Race in particular.
4. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. This was a modern distilled essence of the principles
scattered throughout the Talmud but concentrated and brought up to date.
5. Karl Marx’s Das Kapital and The Communist Manifesto. Together these two are the foundation
and program for turning the Gentile peoples of the world into an organized Jewish slave labor camp. This
program has already been successfully executed in Russia, Cuba, China and dozens of other countries
now under the Jewish heel....
[NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION, Book 1, Ben Klassen, Pub.: The Church of the Creator, P.O. Box
5908, Lighthouse Point, Fla. 33064, 1973.]
[END QUOTING OF PART 16]
It would seem that it always comes back around to the INFORMATION and its source. I don’t and
didn’t write any of “those” books and I can only perceive content as to truth or “consequences” of anything. I must, however, base EVERYTHING in light of GOD’S LAWS IN LOGICAL REASON AND
UNIVERSAL TRUTH.
I am a bit at a loss as to some information sent for my use which bears such quantities of information and
truth and yet right off in the first paragraph the author blows his credibility. Perhaps it is from his lack of
command of the language and misuse of terms; however, what he says indicates otherwise:
“I have pointed out repeatedly that I am not a religionist, although the Holy Bible is
a book of scientific truth to me, I would never...”
“SCIENTIFIC” (?????) That book may be many things—but “scientific” is NOT among the descriptions of suitable perception. It may represent many things but scientific anything is certainly not among the
choices. Of all things the Holy Bible is NOT, scientific is THE largest misfit.
Religions are SOCIAL ORDERS, clubs with doctrines, regulations and limitations of actions, beliefs and
thus and so—just as are the Governmental “Orders” of the prevailing “club” and its membership. Spiritual
TRUTH has little to do with ANY CLUB MEMBERSHIP! In the ending, readers, it comes down to two
recognized entities—YOU and GOD! May the best WIN, which of course, is always “God” because
“you” are within God Creator’s most interesting and marvelous works. The name of the REAL game here,
is SOUL, while you are TAUGHT to focus on the physical unreality of expression for a few years here and
a few years there in a universe without “years” or “time” or “space”.
“So what makes you so smart, Buster?” you might inquire. I have been there, friends, and gained a
whole bunch of wisdom from the school of learning—AT SOUL PROGRESSION. I LEARNED
the right and better WAY! So too shall YOU. Or, you will remain on the neverending wheel of entrapment. Soul moves toward eternal LIFE—body moves toward DEATH. The concept is simple enough,
the game rules easy. I salute all who come to KNOW. Salu.
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CHAPTER 6
REC #1 HATONN
WED., FEB. 28, 1996 8:09 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 196
WED., FEB. 28, 1996
WHAT IS OVERLOAD?
You CANNOT overload your mind—you can only overload your emotional wish to use your BRAIN!
I don’t think any of you understand how weary I am of having to meet other people’s needs and Dharma
being put in a position of “having” to keep to “convenient” schedules. Your lives would be ever so much
easier if you didn’t do this for WE WORK DURING THE SLEEP HOURS and by the time anyone can
make space available, because of the work we have ALREADY done, the motivation is to just “what the
Hell” with anything else. I DON’T WORK ON YOUR SCHEDULES—PERIOD—and therefore NEITHER CAN DHARMA.
You legal people are letting options expire daily now and yet you don’t allow time to speak of these things
because, I suppose, of some schedule you set “on others” for your paper material. There is no point in
having a paper if you don’t allow timely collection and input.
Dharma, we don’t have time for this next assignment so, please, get someone to copy the article and
pictures on John Maxson, then send it over to the CONTACT office and ask if someone will structure the
layout to run in the next edition of the paper. This means that someone has to get in touch with these
parties, track down John Maxson and then there are a LOT of things needing to be done. I need Dharma
to have copy because I will be wanting to write about this but we don’t need the “original”. And, furthermore, I am not ready to deal with the topic now.
SPACE SHUTTLE AND OTHER LIES
We will refer here, briefly, to the Shuttle which is supposedly in your command in space as we write. What
does the Vandenberg rocket launch and the Arian rocket launch have in common with this Shuttle “run”?
Does your government ever fib to you?
Let us have a little quiz and see how much science you have learned. Is the Shuttle told to you to be “in
orbit”? Is this in weightless space? Was the satellite on the tether also in weightless space and was not the
tether in weightless space? So, what forces could “snap” that tether? Ah, it was “coiled” so it remembered its holding tank pattern? Fine so far? Well, WHAT WOULD BREAK THE TETHER? It gets
more and more difficult to find ANYTHING that measures equal to the tales given you, does it not? And,
why do they TELL YOU the satellite is lost FOREVER as a piece of space junk? This is hundreds of
millions of dollars simply tossed out? Why? Haven’t the last few missions been said to be to RETRIEVE
satellites? If you are in space orbiting—would not the satellite, at the very least, orbit WITH the Shuttle?
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Or, couldn’t they turn on a booster and speed the orbit ratio and hook that satellite on the next pass? What
kind of garbage do they feed you that keeps you from using your minds?
What do the atomic tests in the Pacific, the Space Shuttle now losing its satellite, the rocket launches AND
THE VOLCANO ALERTS AND THE EARTHQUAKES AROUND THE RING OF FIRE HAVE
IN COMMON? No, I am NOT going to answer FOR YOU. It is time you pay attention, tell your nonreader “friends” it is top secret and “sexually explicit” and they can’t read CONTACT! STOP SHOVING
THE INFORMATION DOWN THE GULLETS OF YOUR BLIND FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES.
LET THEM GO THEIR BLIND WAYS FOR YOU CANNOT DO IT FOR THEM!
In addition, you had BETTER START PAYING ATTENTION to what is coming down. The Islamic and
Moslem peoples are going to rise up against the Khazarian Zionists and it will be the most bloody and
miserable a “fall” the world has ever witnessed. This is coming soon to your local neighborhood!
LANA K. AND
INTESTINAL CLEANSING
I have a personal request from “Lana” who had asked help prior to now and I had responded. Please
don’t do this to us, friends. I know that you get desperate but I CANNOT show any possible misrepresentation of doing “medicine” or even a “healing-gourd dance”.
Lana, as to your body: yes indeed you are in bad shape and let me point out why—to some extent. You
are diagnosed with “clostridium” infection. That is by far, not all, but it is enough for now. Clostridiums
give off gas, quite like Botulism and “Gas” Gangrene and, if nothing else were present as you get more and
more debilitated, the symptoms will continue to increase and, worse, the “carrier parasites” will take on the
same qualities as the “bug” they carry around.
You speak of the “Cleanse” possibly making parasites “burrow in”? No, the parasites will act much like a
tick with a match to its tail. They will back off because the toxin affecting THEM is in the circulatory system
and they die from “that”, not old age.
What can you do when you can’t keep the component parts ALL down? You, as I have said many times:
drop off the offending ingredient—EXCEPT FOR THE WALNUT HULL! That product is THE most
necessary ingredient but will not keep from hatching out new parasites—but it is not unpleasant to go over
and over through the “walnut hull” regimen. If you can’t stand the tincture, send some helper to the health
store and get capsules and follow on as on the program. However, the walnut tincture is excellent for
soothing the stomach, quieting the stomach and intestinal linings and its presence in the digestive tract will
stop the gnawing of any parasitic invaders. The “sweep” is a fiber BUT does not act like you imagine. You
have to have lots of fluids with it but it STOPS the irritation of the separation of solid from fluid, softens the
stool but leaves it intact and, even though it sweeps the intestinal walls, it also lubricates the entire intestinal
tract.
I simply won’t offer more, Lana, for we are paying dearly for our prior help. We have had products
SEIZED and sent to the FDA, etc. This is fine in that the products are excellent, within regulations and
simply ends up a time-consuming botheration—but it keeps product FROM EVERYONE so I will no
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longer individually offer ideas. I’m sorry but you people will HAVE TO READ ALL THE PAPERS AND
THE JOURNALS WHEREIN I HAVE WRITTEN ALL THE INFORMATION.
All of you seem to think the parasite cleanse program is somehow hard on the body! IT IS NOT!
There is NOTHING which is other than EASY and healing to the body. There are some of Dr.
Clark’s ideas and additions which act as a purgative—NOT IN GAIACLEANSE! If you are
feeling debilitated during or after the cleanse—you are using it incorrectly. If too much clove makes you
feel bad—stop taking too much! There needs to be a cleansing of the toxins from the body as well, but I
do not go along with all the body retching that such as Cancer Clinics, etc., mandate. If you can’t handle
getting well, then there is something wrong with the treatment—or—you have damaged self to the point of
un-easy recovery.
Lana speaks of “scar tissue” from all the prior trauma of wound healing. Nothing is going to take away the
scar tissue but possibly surgery. There are some things that would make the tissue more elastic and less
painful and damaging as a whole—but if the tissue is necessary to be gone, it would have to be through
surgery. You will continue to have the recurrence of what you call “flares” as long as the causative problem
is present.
And Lana, karma is a botheration. You can hold onto karma if you must but it is NOT what you obviously
believe it to be. That is a type of “voo doo” thrust off on you people to CONTROL you (AND MAKE
YOU SICK). Take control of your life, cast off the so-called karma, and take back your lives. Karma, at
best, is simply something for you to rise above and get rid of. It is time to grow beyond the “witchcraft”
beliefs thrust off on you in the name of religion, explanation in excuse of some sort of “religious mythology”,
and get control of SELF as the perfect miracle of God that you ARE.
Now for the hardest: YOU CANNOT GET RID OF THAT WHICH YOU HOLD DEARLY AND
FOCUS ON EVERY MOMENT OF YOUR EXISTENCE. You have to “get a life”, focus on others,
help others as your primary goal in life and stop attending your own set of accessories to the point of
exclusion of LIVING.
Lana, you say that some of your friends think “someone is trying to harm me” and energy transference
through pictures, etc. Stop it, child, there IS DEFINITELY someone trying to harm you—YEA, TO
COMMIT SUICIDE—AND IT IS YOU! You are now so badly punishing SELF as to be bait for a
one-way ticket to Dr. Kevorkian. I CANNOT HEAL OR CURE YOU, CHILD, AND UNTIL YOU
WANT TO HEAL MORE THAN YOU WANT TO HURT YOURSELF, IT IS NOT LIKELY THAT
YOU WILL GREATLY IMPROVE. SICKNESS BECOMES A FRIEND IN EVERY SENSE OF
THE TERM IF ALLOWED TO CONTROL YOUR MIND. THERE IS NO MAGIC, FOR YOU
ARE YOUR MIRACLE!
DRINKING YOUR URINE?
Yes, I know that CONTACT ran a long article on “urine” use. What does “that” mean to me? Nothing. It
does mean that CONTACT is a newspaper which carries, we hope, interesting information on many
subjects. It also means that, I suppose, for some problems, such as incurable things, the use might be
effective—but only because the MIND believes it to be healing. Can’t you DO “THAT”, however,
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without retaking into your already compromised system, your WASTE?
If your body is already compromised—YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT YOU ARE RECIRCULATING
WITHIN YOUR SYSTEM—FOR THAT NICE “STERILE” STUFF WILL NOT BE FREE OF TOXINS!!! The urinary system is one of the major excretory routes of unwanted substances—NO MATTER
WHO TELLS YOU OTHERWISE. Every time you make the kidneys and other organs do double
cleansing, you are shortening their working life-span. Would it not be better to STOP putting the toxic
substances, such as damaging things like alcohol, etc., INTO THE SYSTEM IN THE FIRST PLACE?
TO RECIRCULATE THE TOXIC OR WASTE MATERIAL, EVEN IF IT IS STERILE, IS UNHEALTHY—THINK ABOUT IT. OUTRIGHT POISON CAN BE STERILE! AND, SUCH EXCRETIONS CARRY EXITING ORGANISMS LIKE, FOR INSTANCE, HIV VIRUSES.
COMMON SENSE is your best PHYSICIAN, readers—EVERY TIME! So, NO, I do not advocate
urine therapy even if it seemingly works in some disorders—for you will find that “those disorders” are
usually “incurable”, “of unknown cause” and that in turn is usually because they are emotionally based and
only a change in the MIND will heal the symptoms—not all the urine in the world.
I do not run the paper and this is an excellent example of that fact for I would not have used the space
required while no “news” was offered. That is Editorial decision and proves my point to our legal adversaries—that I do not control the paper or all its contents. So, please, DO NOT go forth telling anyone,
including yourself, that because something is in CONTACT it is my input. If you have been gifted enough
to excrete unwanted waste ONCE—why try your luck more than once?
The game I really detest, however, are the “clinics” who “treat” obesity with urine injections. Obesity is
treated quite correctly by exercise and cutting out or DOWN the intake of fattening foods. What could be
more simple than that remedy? Why would pregnant female urine make you thin? I hope you people start
THINKING more clearly and REASONABLY for, remember, they once “bled” poor sick patients—
USUALLY TO DEATH!
This is my response to you who inquired about this form of “medical” treatment and especially were
“shocked” that “I” would write on such a thing. I DIDN’T! I HAVEN’T! and, I WOULDN’T. I THINK
THE ARTICLE CAME FROM SOMETHING CALLED “NEXUS”—A PERIODICAL I FIND TO
OFTEN BE MORE DANGEROUS THAN EVER COULD BE BENEFICIAL. I also believe that THE
INFORMATION of source and resource was offered. I find it interesting that already Mr. Green is telling
around his circuit that Hatonn “recommends drinking your own urine”. Thanks a lot! You must understand
that PEOPLE DO NOT READ WHAT “YOU” PRESENT—THEY ACCEPT WHAT THEY ARE
PREDISPOSED TO PERCEIVE AND INTERPRET.
I certainly do not argue the point of there being valid “cast-off” substances which could be beneficial, but
my point is that it is not what you believe it to be in this age of plagues. There is a whole processing for the
fluid which bathes a baby in the womb different from that of excreted urine in ALL INSTANCES. HOW
ARE YOU TO KNOW WHAT IS PICKED UP, PASSING THROUGH A COMPROMISED, BUT
UNKNOWN COMPROMISE, SYSTEM?
I would suppose that the point is made best in the final paragraphs of the article. That indicates that the
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collection of this product and sales amount to a “$500-million-dollar-a-year MARKET... OF URINE
INGREDIENTS”. The product is pulled out of such as urinals in “the 10,000 portable outhouses owned
by the Porta-John company, a subsidiary of Enzymes of America”. Still feel SAFE and secure in that little
product? Oh well...!
I don’t want to spend any more time on, forgive me, mine or “yourin”, waste products.
I would, however, like to offer you a copy of Grandma’s February 27, 1996 FAX which asks you to
“Think About It”:
[QUOTING:]
VOICE OF THE OLD GUARD
You had best start thinking, Americans. Our Educational system was deliberately “sabotaged”, our
children and grand-children can not compete in the international business markets. Now, our Major
Factories are closing down, and moving off to China, Mexico, Korea, etc., etc., etc. Soon, the American
people will not even know how to work at a skilled job in order to feed themselves and their
families. How many skilled stone masons such as the ones who built the great Cathedrals and
other magnificent edifices of our Historic Past are left today? Bet you can not count them on one
hand! [H: I suspect she means that you wouldn’t even need one finger!] Where are the family
farmers who feed the local communities in the time of need? You had best awaken from your dull slumber,
Fellow Americans—and “THINK ABOUT IT”! COMPUTERS CAN NOT FEED YOU—! nor can
“Television” or “Hollywood”. Television feeds you “Tripe” and Hollywood destroys a THINKING MIND!
Our elected Leaders, state and federal, are of the mind-set: “Everyone can take PROZAC and work
at McDonalds”. Hundreds of billions of tax $$$ are being spent to build “Fantasy Land Play Grounds”. I
have news for you Fellow Americans; you had best be learning HOW to survive, and FANTASY WILL
NOT FEED YOU. Furthermore, have you ever wondered WHO CAN AFFORD TO USE THESE
“FANTASY LANDS”? Most assuredly it is not for the “Under” privileged.
[END OF QUOTING]
She goes on speaking of the changes which ARE coming. But, the important point is that, reportedly, you
have “less than a ’30 day reserve’...” of emergency food supplies.
This is worthy of notation!
You will also need to consider clothing—and I don’t mean the most recent fashion accent. However, if
that is your “bag”, stock up a bit and make sure you can do some “work” in them—especially the “shoes
are made for walking” because the big “boots” are soon gonna’ be walkin’ all over YOU.
THANK YOUS
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May I add a personal response to B. Kruger. Dear one, there is NEVER offense at receiving clothing or
whatever you wish to share—there are no fashion models here and we are grateful for that which is shared.
Dharma has lived in gifted “hand-me-downs” and lovingly loomed and sewn clothes for several years now.
M.G., of far away, sent a “wardrobe” one year and the handmade love and warmth of the vests and
jackets, etc., have warmed the SOUL as well as the heart ponders the loving thoughts brought WITH each
stitch, each selection. If we bear “pride” here it is that you out there care enough about us—to send such
love for our very physical use. We are humbled by your offer and I say “we” because “Fingers” has no
spare time to do her gratitudes. I will promise you who DO think I am “some sort of individual reality”—
I THANK YOU for, as you offer unto my friends who also serve, you have gifted, beyond words, unto
ME. [Editor’s note: And also thank you, M.G., for the gift that lightens the load upon this editor’s
daily chores.]
Remember something quite important, readers, that which was worn or dear to a prior person or energy
form—bears that energy forever.
It is hard, possibly, for you to believe but when things come here in loving sharing, i.e., especially the
Christ-mas things, after they are lovingly accepted and handled—they literally “glow in the dark”. These
are gifts that cannot be measured in any form of “money exchange”. These connect the very energy
networks which bind us one to another so that when all “things” are cast away—there we are in full
recognition of our connections, clothed in the perfection of God’s choosing.
Churches and RELIGIONS speak of “tithing”—I do not for “things” are NOT of value in my world or, in
actuality, in YOUR “REAL” WORLD. You can dedicate intent unto GOD—you cannot “give” anything
of physical substance to God—for God has no use of your “things”—ONLY THE MEN IN CHARGE
OF THE COFFERS USE YOUR THINGS if it be in “doctrined” churches. Certainly you can offer input
to the things which you perceive will present God into a physical world—and work WITH others who
SERVE GOD, but the intent is what reaches GOD. We must each SHARE as “action” of our intent,
according to that which we have or talents available. GOD judges on “intent within”—not on the color suit
with which you cover your nakedness. GOD SEES YOU STARK NAKED! HE doesn’t even pay
attention to the you presented in your old thing called “body”. HE will, however, note the way you attend
your own body—especially when it is used ONLY for the gratification and greed of physical man. GOD
IS INTERESTED IN YOUR SOUL—NOT YOUR MUSCLES OR FAT PADS!
Let us close now for we have some serious legal work to accomplish today. We must find a way to have
more ability to communicate on MY time schedule. I am again, around here, becoming “last” in line of
“pecking order”. This is fine with me—but I really don’t think it is going to be fine with you. I, like anyone
else, simply “go away” when uninvited—but do not expect me to drop everything and come running when
it is finally convenient to you! What you MISS may be THE TOOL to win your battles! Ponder it.
Thank you and good morning.
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THU., FEB. 29, 1996
FRIENDS AND OTHER MISPERCEPTIONS
In our brief sessions in the classrooms of life some of us become well-known but most of us simply pass
through a life-span by being whatever we ARE. Some refuse all opportunities for LIVING in the death
mask setting of EXISTING. Then as we bobble our way through the torrents of downpouring rain,
blizzards, droughts, floods, heat, cold and whatever else is thrust upon us, we move toward our FRIENDS.
Ah, but are the friends actually FRIENDS? If YOU have a “better way” I can promise you that at least
half of the “friends” are NOT and will hurt you, take what you have of value, leave you with the trashed
heap of responsibility, and then blast you while you are down. This is a miserable trait of man gone insane.
You don’t use a hatchet or axe to remove a mosquito from your friend’s forehead.
Ah, but what do you do with the would-be slayers who fling their axes at you whilst now whining to the
public that “you” somehow did them in? You carefully remove the hatchet from the brain and begin to seek
facts as to how this could have been allowed to happen in the first place. You watch what is taking place
before your eyes, consider that someone is “missing” something or is intentionally delaying resolution of
confrontation conclusion and see what it is that you are NOT seeing.
The overlooking of facts which would serve in your favor is not always deliberate, friends, but it
is up TO YOU to learn as much as you can and insist that some things be done timely—or do
them yourself!
POLICEMAN WHO HAS BEEN THERE
If you receive the Aid & Abet newsletter (Police Officer Jack McLamb, Ret.) then you can recognize this
subject and the tightening of the noose about freedom’s neck through the “Policing” policies now coming
into play. If you pay attention in your own towns and cities you will find full preparation for allowing
guarding and security of public buildings and especially the police compounds. In many instances you must
enter through inaccessible doors and heavily guarded lobbies. Are things getting that much worse these
days? No, not really, but it is GOING TO GET IMMEDIATELY BAD very soon.
For several years the meetings of the police groups, Sheriff’s groups and general policing associations have
been seeing and hearing “Constitution To Be Suspended; Martial Law Declared”. The more recent such
major gathering concern is “COMMUNITY POLICING”. Sounds good that a community will police
itself, doesn’t it? Think again very carefully as to WHY there might be a full-out push for the added
manpower for it is that the full intent is to suspend the Constitution and declare Martial Law. What is
more foolish in public recognition is that you have been under Martial Law since 1932 and the Constitution has been Suspended for years under Emergency Powers Act and National Emergency.
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Aid and Abet has offered a paper by Sheriff Bill Spence of Orange County, Virginia on his view of this
Community Policing. He has made some heavy statements of which you need to hear regarding these
meetings and conferences, as well:
“...In the past year I have been to two conferences where the speakers have talked about changing
police concepts, suspending the Constitution and declaring Martial Law. All in the name of
‘Community Policing’... never have I been so enraged by the appalling decadence, corruption and
immorality as we have in our nation’s leadership today... Thanks to you at Aid & Abet for exposing this bunch of venomous vipers.”
All should be grateful to this fine “Police Newsletter” for the daring to bring truth WITHIN the very
policing departments. These leaders in this newsletter organization ARE POLICE OFFICERS!
With that blathering aside let us see what Sheriff Bill Spence has to share in a very brief excerpt from the
beginning of his article.
[QUOTING:]
A SHERIFF’S VIEW OF
OF COMMUNITY POLICING
by Sheriff Bill Spence,
Orange County, Virginia.
In March 1994, I attended, along with other Sheriffs and Police Chiefs across the State of Virginia, a
“Policing In the 90s Conference” in Williamsburg, Virginia. The main themes of this conference were
“COMMUNITY POLICING” and “NEW POLICE CONCEPTS”. The keynote speaker was Janet
Reno, our illustrious Attorney General. The itinerary of this three-day conference was heavily federal in
scope, and we all know what that means: Law enforcement is not being left out of the planning that’s going
on concerning “reshaping” America and enslaving us under the concept of a centralized and socialistic
government....
[END OF QUOTING]
Mr. Rick Martin of CONTACT and Mr. Bob James of Bakersfield attended one of those [national]
meetings out West, also, in that year. Citizens, you have been set-up and now the knock-down is structured BY LAW and ENFORCEMENT OF THOSE LAWS to shut down the entire society. You have so
many public laws, Presidential Orders, Resolutions and outright unlawfully established LAWS that neither
you, nor I, can even begin to keep up with all of them—BUT IGNORANCE OF THE LAWS IS NOT
AN ACCEPTED EXCUSE—UNDER THE LAW.
INTERNET AND OTHER MEDIA
I am asked A LOT about why we don’t have more on “Internet”, etc. I don’t know. Some of our own
people here are on the “Net”, I believe, but I don’t know what they use the connections “for”. [Editor’s
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note: I, E.Y., use the Internet for quick access to the latest earthquake data. My e-mail address is
dreyoung@tminet.com but please don’t feel personally offended if I don’t answer. I’m still working
on a time machine.] I am also asked for permission to put CONTACT and journal information on the
networks? Certainly. Put anything we offer on the Internet but be conscientious about accuracy of wording so that subjects are not taken out of context. I suggest you simply state CONTACT, etc., as source,
with credits, because you wouldn’t be amazed, I’m sure, of what you get if you mention me other than as
a JOURNALIST.
TV PROPHECY SHOWS
In addition and as a sideline notation: pay attention to the numbers of TV offerings on PROPHECIES
lately. Well, brothers and sisters, IT IS COMING DOWN AND, FRANKLY, I SEE NO WAY TO
AVERT THE FLOW OF CHANGE. OUR PRAYER IS TO GET AS MANY INFORMED AS POSSIBLE TO RISE AGAIN THROUGH THE RUBBLE. If we ever get the “time”, I will ask “Fingers”
to allow us some papers on the subject of what to expect and “about” when it might be expected. DO
NOT expect me to give you a date and time, say, Thursday afternoon at 3:04 p.m. the Big One will hit L.A.
But I WILL TELL YOU that the BIG ONE is past due as we write here this morning. The entire RING
OF FIRE is going to blow UP and DOWN and ALL AROUND.
I do not want to be pointed out as a soothsayer or fortune teller—leave that to ones who don’t really know
what they do in this time of corruption and arrest for simply telling truth. There is nothing to “prophetize”
for ALL IS WRITTEN, ALL IS SEEN—ALL IS IN “MEMORY”—EVEN YOURS. The most ANY
“prophet” can offer is a vision already established. The problem is that so many controllers have established “changes” (in their favor) to the established prophetic pathways as to “do you in”. Our mission is
simply to help inform you and help tip-toe through the thistles and make a survival getaway, while, I might
add, working within the system as it is structured until such time as you can offer a BETTER way. We
certainly are NOT INTERESTED in FIGHTING anything which simply distracts us—it is to inform, show
a better way, watch and know all we can possibly learn and hang on tight to our God Creator. IN GOD
you may well “trust” but it is far WISER TO ACT within GOD. MAN BOTCHES ALMOST EVERYTHING HE TOUCHES! Man is in grade-school LEARNING to become a creator, and that creation
ability will move in the direction of the teachings of the professors in the school. Today, those professors
have led you down the primrose pathway. You MUST realize that every time you are witness to the tales,
myths and pictures of suspected prophecy, you are forming COLLECTIVE MEMORY EXPECTATIONS—which will eventually come to pass because ALL THINGS are created through IDEA. If you
expect war—you will MAKE a war. If you invent deadly weapons—YOU WILL USE THEM!
The only thing your enemy has to do is keep pushing a tale off on you and paint you some VISIONS and
you will march right along with his drummer. The “Holy Bible” (both books) was written by Zionists of
physical manifestation and the pictures of happenings are built into the theme of three-dimensional participation in motion and, therefore, you will have whatever is written that you shall have—unless YOU decide
that it shall be OTHERWISE. Moreover, if you allow your children to be taught to “kill”—they WILL kill!
YOU are the only thing and being that CAN change your world as you experience your physical manifestation.
From the Internet, Grandma has retyped an article from the “Committee to Restore the Constitution” and
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it is worthy of printing here and your rereading it until you memorize the contents:
[QUOTING:]
COMMITTEE TO RESTORE
THE CONSTITUTION
ELEMENTS OF PROOF: A PLOT TO OVERTHROW THE CONSTITUTION AND ERECT
A CENTRALIZED, SOVIET-STYLE GOVERNMENT ON RUINS OF THE REPUBLIC.
Fatal steps which transformed the Republic into a dictatorship of the financial Elite are set out in the
following Congressional statutes, executive orders and proclamations which trace a seditious conspiracy
of interlocking subversion in government departments beginning 16 October 1968.
FATAL STEP NUMBER ONE: 16 October 1968, Public Law 90-577, 90th Congress, S698, “Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968”, “To achieve the fullest cooperation and continuation of activities
among the levels of government... to establish coordinated intergovernmental policy and administration...
to provide for the acquisition, use and disposition of land within the urban areas by Federal Agencies”.
Public Law 90-577 destroyed the separation of powers which is the principle of the US Constitution. By its Title IV the US Congress purported to yield legislative power to the President. He, in turn,
allegedly transferred that law-making power to his appointed directors in the grant-making agencies of the
Federal Regions per section 403 of the bill. Out of that arrangement has grown the A-95 regional
clearing house review system, designed by the Office of Management and Budget. The resulting Federal
Region substitute control system straps regional governance (control by regulation) as a way of life over all
Americans.
FATAL STEP NUMBER TWO: 27 March 1969, “Statement by the President on Restructuring of
Government Service Systems”. The White House. Quoting the Reorganization Act signed the same
day, as his authority, President Nixon divided the United States into eight (later ten) Federal Regions or
provinces, each with a new provincial capitol. Coordination and control of the Ten Federal Regions
would be administered from Washington. Formation of such super states is of course, a violation
of paragraph 1, section 3, Article IV, United States Constitution.
OBJECTIVE: Transfer political power from the respective sovereign State governments to appointed
Federal agencies whose controllers are the directors of the corporate world state.
FATAL STEP NUMBER THREE: 30 October 1969, Executive Order #11490, “Assigning Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal Departments and Agencies”. The Federal Register.
E.O. #11490 authorizes the Office of Emergency Planning to put all controls into effect “in times of
increased international tensions and economic or financial crisis”. Takeover by government agencies include communications, media, all electrical power, gas, petroleum, fuels and minerals, food, resources,
and farms, all modes of transportation and control of highways, seaports, etc., health, education and
welfare functions, airports and aircraft. Provision is also made for the mobilization of civilians into work
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brigades under government supervision. The order directs the Postmaster General to operate a national
registration of all persons; permits the Housing and Finance Authority to relocate communities and grants
authority to the Department of Justice to enforce the plans set out in E.O. #11940 and to operate penal
and correctional institutions.
FATAL STEP NUMBER FOUR: 15 August 1971, Executive Order #11615 “Providing Stabilization of
Prices, Rents, Wages, and Salaries”. The Federal Register.
E.O. #11615 designated the Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
as the Director of Cost of Living Council, with authority to request the Department of Justice to bring
actions for injunctions “Whenever it appears to the Council that any person has engaged in, is engaged, or
is about to engage in any acts or practice constituting a violation of any regulation or order issued pursuant
to this order”. (See E.O. #11490).
The Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board thus became the Czar over prices, rents, wages and
salaries, in addition to his control over markets, granted under the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act of
23 December 1913.
FATAL STEP NUMBER FIVE: 15 August 1971, Proclamation #4074, “Imposition of Supplemental
Duty for Balance of Payment Purposes”. The President.
The principle objective of Proclamation #4074 was to “declare a national emergency” and so
establish stand-by authority to implement any or all of the provisions of the Executive Order
#11490 at such time as the American people have been conditioned to accept dictatorship. The
people are now being brainwashed to accept, in fact demand, full government control over their
lives and property.
FATAL STEP NUMBER SIX: “Establish a Federal Regional Council for each of the Ten Standard
Federal Regions”, which Nixon effected by Proclamation on March 27, 1969. The Office of Management
and Budget was designated the control agency.
By this order the ten provincial capitols were staffed by the directors of the grant-making agencies;
Department of Labor, Health, Education and Welfare, and Housing and Urban Development; the Secretarial Representatives of the Department of Transportation, and the directors of the regional offices of the
Office of Economic Opportunity, the Environmental Protection Agency, and Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.
The President subsequently appointed a commissioner for each Federal Region. [H: Note that this
says appointed and not “was elected”.]
FATAL STEP NUMBER SEVEN: 20 October 1972, Public Law 92-512, 92nd Congress, HR#14370,
Revenue Sharing, “to authorize Federal Collection of State individual income taxes, and for other
purposes”.
The primary function of Public Law 92-512 is to provide that “after January 1974, if two or more
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States request it of the US Government, and at the option of the individual states, all State Taxes may be
collected by the Federal Government. (The decision to do that is irreversible.)
Under this “Act” state and country governments will, in time, wither for lack of tax funds, representative governments will die (although trappings of a republican form of government may be retained to fool
the people) and dictatorship control over people and property will be imposed upon once free Americans.
In the intervening years, by stealth and subterfuge, the American people have been moved into the
orbit of a financial/industrial cabal who control their corporate world state through the United Nations
Organization, the United States Congress and other front organizations.
Citizens with a plan of action can instruct state elected officials in their states to confine functions of
government to limitations defined in the Constitution (Implementing details available).
The State is a Principal under the constitutional contract and has the power and authority to correct
violations of the Constitution by its legislative, Executive and Judicial agents in Washington.
Information on preparing instructions to State lawmakers, model bill directing State investigation, and
model State statute to Provide for Enforcement of the United States Constitution with Regard to Federal
Regionalism” (with criminal sanctions for violators) is available.
[END OF QUOTING]
I suggest that while you are on this topic that you go back and review ALL THOSE EXECUTIVE ORDERS pertaining to your CONTROLLED STATUS as bondaged citizens. You will note that good old
Presidential Candidate Gingrich was as big a help to the Administration getting those into POWER as any
other living Congressional Fat-Hog. They didn’t leave ANYTHING to YOUR control in a state of “emergency” (which is now “all the time”).
Yes indeed, it is time to order up “Prophecies I, II, III” and pay attention! The prison cell walls are in
place and the enforcement teams are set forth and you do NOT have to have a fortune teller to remind you
THAT THE TIME IS NOW!
We have written on these foregoing topics so often as to cause me to not wish to spend more space on the
subject if possible. You will find, more importantly, that the entire sequence of events is well laid forth in the
Talmudic PROTOCOLS OF ZION to the last tinymost detail. May you see the Light! Wouldn’t it be nice,
in fact, if you all saw truth BEFORE the world is blown away?
By the way, just because you can’t see “me” does NOT mean that I am not there. Even your nerdniks can
make a ship invisible as can some of your magicians. Ponder it. Neither am I a “little gray” anything
hippity-hopping down your bunny trails. There is a “time” for all things, all Seasons and so too, there is
time for living and dying—so would it not be nice if you “living” dead would start LIVING? Wouldn’t it be
wondrous if you just started using a tiny bit of the 90 percent of your brains not used at all?
Good morning.
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SUN., MAR. 3, 1996
SHADOWS
As we move through the light focused around us we are often as blind or more blind to that which is held
in the shadows. To those blurred images and elusive forms must we be forever attentive.
Friends in Texas have sent to us a wonderful gift to assist in making it through the long hours of writing. A
most wonderful chair arrived a day or so ago and with it came all the blessings of that which flowed from
the hearts of the gifters—and in behalf of all of us.
The receivers of such gifts of heartfelt intent to share the load is not lost for each does what is available to
do in his/her own space. I know, too, that you offer these helpful things and kind thoughts to me as well for
any “thing” is of passing use—while the intent lives on and on forever.
Many of you scattered within the four directions have brought (sent) gifts which have more meaning than all
the wealth in the world could offer, for you have understood the long hours spent writing wherein the back
hurts, the hands and arms tire and begin to be painful. Many of you have “been there” and that allows you
to realize how “just a good supportive chair” and proper office apparatus can help. Ah, and so much the
more comforting are the kind thoughts, careful cleansing of the energy fields, and flow of love from a heart
to another heart.
What does a chair have to do with shadows? A LOT. EVERYTHING is connected to everything else
and in the energy fields there is always need to REMEMBER to clear the negative impacting energies from
the presence of the mind so that warp does not enter. This requires clearing within the light that IS and
rendering the energies who wait for entry to be vanquished. Our intent with the dark ignorance of being is
always to negate it, not simply subjugate it. Ego in conscious focus needs subjugation of “another” in honor
of itself (at any cost). Self assurance within God needs only stand strong as the waves of assaults flow.
Eventually the “wavemaker” will meet his waterloo (pun intended). Remember to always be “right”, not
simply right, and that which is thrust against you to destroy truth will backwash against the opposing force.
When BALANCE is achieved there is only equal “force” and therefore no apparent force at all—only
equality of forces. Let me example: If you have a chair, and THIS chair serves well the opposite example,
with a weak back and no adjustment, the back of the sitter is most uncomfortable after a long period of
sitting because the back must supply its own support and muscles tire. If the chair exerts the same
opposing pressure force as the weight and structure of the human impression—you have an equalizing of
forces on both structures.
When a support system is removed, then the affected system is going to respond in like “kind”. If you are,
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however, prepared for contingencies which may arise, you will shift to alternative resources and if you are
really prepared for these contingencies you will do very well indeed. Herein I think in terms of legal selfsupport. If you are in tedious cases and can no longer afford an attorney to defend you—you will be wise
to have learned all you can about the workings of courts, law-makers, interpreters and functioning ability of
self to DEFEND SELF. If you are involved as the victimee in a case, this offers you superb assets as you
can function in your own behalf within the maze of secret chambers while STILL KNOWING MORE
ABOUT THE CASE THAN ANY OTHER BEING ALIVE.
Why has it come to be that you can’t defend selves easily? Because most of the problems are coming now
from the very system itself and the perpetrators must have you buried in the helplessness of PERCEPTION regarding the “royal” insider’s ability to remain separate in the SECRET SOCIETY. In other
words, it is important for you to know whether the bear in your presence is there to eat lunch WITH you
or eat you FOR lunch. TRUTH “IS” BUT IT IS OF LITTLE MEANING IF YOU HAVE NO WAY TO
EXPRESS IT OR TO RECEIVE IT.
So, let us again look at the incident of “the new chair”. It comes all cleared of dark assumptions but as it
passes from the protection of ONE into the use of another—the “another” must also see to the task of
using it correctly and offering an aura of positive energy rather than simply sitting in it, for whatever reason.
You can “just sit” in a chair for tea—but hours spent in a chair must fit the body or it becomes a step on the
road to actual damage. Therefore, if the apparatus (chair) has adjustments, is it not wise to use them?
Why would you damage the very structure of your body rather than learn to adjust the levers and adjustments for perfection and comfort? Pain and torture ARE NOT OF GOD. Those are misperceptions of
MAN who wants you in subjugation to himself. And then it follows that those things lurking in the shadow
need to be brought into the LIGHT where they can be studied and no longer BE A SOURCE OF FEAR
OR INTIMIDATION OR THREAT—BUT ONLY WARNINGS TO BE ALERT!
SPECULATION
You, as beings with exceptional gifts of reasoning, learning, objectivity, choices and emotions, have wondrous potential to reach perfection. Why? Because you do not have to experience being burned alive to
realize that you should not jump into blazing infernos. Logic will often serve well your journey—but logic
is only that which is reached in reasonable objectivity. It is not always accurate in its presentation for if your
ASSUMPTIONS are not correct, the data imperfect—the logic will have imperfections relative to the
circumstance.
Let us just jump off the ignorance cliff and let me pose for you a question: “What goes on under the ground
where you cannot see?” Do you KNOW or do you “THINK THERE IS...”? Do you think there are
tunnels used by people, etc., under the ground out of sight of your eyes? Why? Where? Who uses them?
Who used them? Does it matter a whit? TODAY IT MATTERS A LOT!
Man of today has built tunnel systems with elevators, great technologically advanced areas for living, for
growing, for war purposes and always out of sight, top secret and usually without good intents for the
masses—otherwise they would certainly NOT BE SECRET. That is today, you might suggest. “But what
of yesterday?” I would counter. And now we come to the point of the original question: “What do YOU
know about the underground tunnel civilizations?” Oh yes, they are there and in this instance YOU ARE
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THE PRIMITIVE BEINGS.
You can now only LOOK at them and realize their presence as KNOWLEDGE is offered. There are
massive tunnels used by PEOPLE crossconnecting large masses of land in almost every country of your
world. In the U.S. you have even more recent HISTORICAL proof of those systems as utilized by your
ancestors. But do YOU know anything about it? No? Why not? The “why not?” might well be far more
important than the facts involved here in this scenario. DO YOU NICE CITIZENS OF AMERICA
KNOW ABOUT THE MASSIVE CAVERNS AND TUNNELS IN, SAY, THE GRAND CANYON?
Why don’t you know about them? Is there no information about them? No, that is NOT a good response
for there IS information about them—that information, however, never makes it past the censors in these
current days of enforced ignorance. These are THE TALES which become legends and myths and are
stricken from the minds and memory of man.
Would it help if you have “proof” of, say, these tunnels in the Grand Canyon? Why? Is it not enough that
I tell you about them? No, it is not enough! This is why you need to face facts and stop your mystical
chanting to scare away your conjured beasts—is it not better to have a great big stick to defend self against
the attacking cat than to suggest reasoning with the limited perceptions of the cat in mid-air-jump upon
you? KNOWLEDGE is that “stick” and if you carry that BIG STICK around with you—the cat is not
likely to get close enough or be stupid enough to jump on you.
Before the turn of this century there was plenty of information regarding the tunnels beneath the area of the
Grand Canyon and, in 1909, for example, the Smithsonian Institute investigated. It might be noted that the
Smithsonian was not much more advanced than the Phoenix Institute so how dare you people put down
either one? Do you not think those early professors hated to bring such “outrageous” information to youthe-public? Will OUR information forever be so “far-out” as you deem it to be today? Are there not
NOW, rockets? Are there not things NOW that were never dreamt of a century ago? How dare you
discount and bash just because YOU haven’t bothered to investigate and become informed. This is
exactly WHY I tell you readers to never mind the enforcement of knowledge upon another—because
force is not of God and realization cannot be forced upon anyone. Information can be offered to either be
investigated, denied or accepted and, therefore, you can OFFER and that is all your own obligation
demands. It surely helps to have back-up information, however, and NOT JUST YOUR OWN “OPINION”.
PERCEPTIONS
I would again caution you people, however, in that your INTERPRETATION of MY OPINION may well
not be my perception. Therefore, I suggest you always stress your own perceptions as being “in my own
opinion” and that leaves you clear of having to express MY opinions. I will always give you resources with
which to back up any claims I might make. This way you don’t have to concern about the kibitzers and
challengers. The antagonists are IGNORANT or, when you speak truth, they would not antagonize to suit
their own needs of ego “bettering your input”.
Again we can refer to the tunnels and caverns of the Grand Canyon. Why argue over a thing when a little
research would prove your point and it would do so without need of rancor or obsessive denial of your
audience? Let us look directly at this particular subject and get ourselves a bit better informed and the
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entire lesson will gain us all better insight and offer a line of investigation for the curious.
Arizona Gazette, Monday Evening, April 5, 1909.
[QUOTING:]
EXPLORATIONS IN GRAND CANYON
Mysteries of Immense Rich Cavern Being Brought to Light.
Remarkable Finds Indicate Ancient People Migrated FROM ORIENT.
The latest news of the progress of the explorations of what is now regarded by scientists as not only the
oldest archaeological discovery in the United States, but one of the most valuable in the world, which was
mentioned some time ago in the Gazette, was brought to the city yesterday by G.E. Kincaid, the explorer
who found the great underground citadel of the Grand Canyon during a trip from Green River, Wyoming,
down the Colorado in a wooden boat, to Yuma, several months ago.
According to the story yesterday to the Gazette by Mr. Kincaid, the archaeologists of the Smithsonian
Institute, which is financing the explorations, have made discoveries which almost conclusively prove that
the race which inhabited this mysterious cavern, hewn in solid rock by human hands, was of Oriental origin
or possibly from Egypt tracing back to Ramses. If their theories are borne out of the translation of the
tablets engraved with hieroglyphics, the mystery of the prehistoric peoples of North America, their ancient
arts, who they were and whence they came, will be solved. Egypt and the Nile and Arizona and the
Colorado will be linked by a historical chain running back to ages which staggers the wildest fancy of the
fictionist. [H: Are any of you readers just a tad more interested NOW? Will this information be
lost forever after the “authorities” buried the openings within? These closings came so long ago
that when one opened up from a “slide” a few years back the entire area around the Grand
Canyon was CLOSED to visitors while employees were ordered to SILENCE.]
A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION
Under the direction of professor S.A. Jordan, the Smithsonian Institute is now prosecuting the most
thorough explorations, which will be continued until the last link in the chain has been forged. Nearly a mile
underground, about 1480 feet below the surface, the long main passage has been delved into, to find
another mammoth chamber from which radiates scores of passageways, like the spokes of a wheel.
Several hundred rooms have been discovered, reached by passageways running from the main passage,
one of them having been explored for 854 feet and another 634 feet.
The recent finds include articles which have never been known as native to this country and doubtless
they had their origin in the Orient. War weapons, copper instruments sharp edged and hard as steel,
indicate the high state of civilization reached by these strange people. [H: Well, it indicates something
but hardly a “high state” of “civilization”. War weapons indicate the very presence of Earthbound human.] So interested have the scientists become that preparations are being made to equip the
camp for extensive studies and the force will be increased to thirty or forty persons. Before going further
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into the cavern, better facilities for lighting have to be installed, for the darkness is dense and impenetrable
for the average flash light. In order to avoid being lost, wires are being strung from the entrance to all
passageways leading directly to large chambers. How far this cavern extends no one can guess, but it is
now the belief of many that what has already been explored is merely the “Barracks”, to use an American
term, for the soldiers, and that far into the underworld will be found the main communal dwellings of the
families and possibly other shrines. The perfect ventilation of the cavern, the steady draught that blows
through, indicates that it has another outlet to the surface.

MR. KINCAID’S REPORT
Mr. Kincaid was the first white child born in Idaho and has been an explorer and hunter all his life.
Thirty years having been in the service of the Smithsonian Institute. Even briefly recounted, his history
sounds fabulous, almost grotesque.
“First, I would impress that the cavern is almost inaccessible. The entrance is almost 1486 feet down
a sheer canyon wall. It is located on government land and no visitor will be allowed there under penalty of
trespass.
“The scientists wish to work unmolested, without fear of the archaeological discoveries being disturbed by curio or relic hunters. A trip there would be fruitless and the visitor would be sent on his way.
“The story of how I found the cavern has already been recounted, but in a paragraph: I was journeying
down the Colorado river in a boat, alone, looking for mineral. Some forty-two miles up the river from El
Tovar Crystal Canyon, I saw on the east wall, stains in the sedimentary formation about 2000 feet above
the river bed. There was no trail to this point, but I finally reached it with great difficulty. Above a shelf,
which hid it from view of the river, was the mouth of the cave. There are steps leading from this entrance
some thirty yards from what was, at the time the cavern was inhabited, the level of the river. When I saw
the chisel marks on the wall inside the entrance, I became interested, secured my gun and went in. During
that trip I went back several hundred feet along the main passage, till I came to the main crypt in which I
discovered the mummies. One of these I stood up and photographed by flashlight. I gathered a number of
relics, which I carried down the Colorado to Yuma, from whence I shipped them to Washington with
details of the discovery. Following this, the explorations were undertaken.”
[H: Now, since everything is related to everything else, how do you think some of the above
information would be TRANSLATED? When you take up a book which uses common and ordinary terms of the “day”, how are those translated, say, some 2000 years later? Let us just
consider ONE little insignificant statement that has meaning to you NOW but how about 2000
years from now? “One of these I stood up and photographed by flashlight.” Say what? Does
this mean that Mr. Kincaid stood up? Was his flashlight a camera? Do you get my point? When
terms used at the time of originally putting some of the great “memories” to print—don’t you
think that one or two translators just might interpret a phrase as to “different meaning”? Man
can only relate to the things in interpretation as they are USED in a given circumstance and
“time frame”. What would be meant by “far-out”? What about “...and he lapped up the...” or he
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“loved the prostitute” or “he was queer” or especially, “he was gay”? Think upon this because
you are, and remain, people of the LIE until you awaken to that which has come upon you.]
THE PASSAGES
“The main passageway is about 12 feet wide, narrowing to 9 feet toward the farther end. About 57
feet from the entrance, the first passages branch off to the right and left, along which, on both sides, are a
number of rooms about the size of ordinary living rooms of today, though some are 30 to 40 feet square.
These are entered by oval shaped doors and are ventilated by round air spaces through the walls into the
passages. The walls are about 3 feet 6 inches in thickness. The passages are chiseled or hewn as straight
as could be laid out by any engineer. The ceilings of many of the rooms converge to a center. The side
passages near the entrance run at a sharp angle from the main hall, but toward the rear they gradually reach
a right angle in direction.”
THE SHRINE
“Over a hundred feet from the entrance is a cross-hall, several hundred feet long, in which was found
the idol, or image, of the people’s god, sitting cross-legged, with a Lotus flower or Lily in each hand. The
cast of the face is Oriental, and the carving shows a skillful hand, and the entire is remarkably well preserved, as is everything in this cavern. The idol most resembles Buddha, though the scientists are not
certain as to what religious worship it represents. Taking into consideration everything found thus far, it is
possible that the smaller images, some beautiful in form, others crooked necked and distorted shapes,
symbolical, probably, of good and evil. There are two large cacti with protruding arms, one on each side
of the dais on which the god squats. All this is carved out of hard rock resembling marble.
In the opposite corner of this cross-hall were found tools of all descriptions, made of copper. This
people undoubtedly knew the lost art of hardening this metal, which has been sought by chemists for
centuries without result. On a bench running around the workroom was some charcoal and other material
probably used in the process. There is also slag and stuff similar to matte, showing that these ancient
peoples smelted ores, but so far, no trace of where or how this was done has been discovered, nor the
origin of the ore. Among other finds are vases or urns and cups of copper and gold made very artistic in
design. The pottery work includes enameled ware and glazed vessels.
Another passageway leads to granaries such as are found in the oriental temples. They contain seeds
of various kinds. One very large storehouse has not been entered, as it is twelve feet high and can be
reached only from above. Two copper hooks extend on the edge, which indicates that some sort of ladder
was attached. These granaries are rounded and the materials of which they are constructed, I think, is a
very hard cement. A grey metal is also found in this cavern which puzzles the scientists, for its identity has
not been established. It resembles platinum. Strewn promiscuously over the floor everywhere are what
people call “Cats eyes” or “tiger eyes”, a yellow stone of no great value. Each one is engraved with a head
of a Malay type.”
THE HIEROGLYPHICS
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“On all the urns, on the walls over the doorways and tablets of stone which were found by the image
are mysterious hieroglyphics, the key to which the Smithsonian Institution hopes yet to discover. These
writings resemble those found on the rocks about this valley. The engraving on the tablets probably has
something to do with the religion of the people. Similar hieroglyphics have been found in the peninsula of
Yucatan, but these are not found in the Orient. Some believe that these cave dwellers built the old canals
of the Salt River Valley. Among the pictorial writings only two animals are found. One is of prehistoric
type.”
THE CRYPT
“The tomb or crypt in which the mummies are found is one of the largest of the chambers, the walls
slanting back at an angle of about 35 degrees. On these tiers are mummies, each one occupying a separate
hewn shelf. At the head of each is a small bench on which is found copper cups and pieces of broken
swords. Some of the mummies are covered with clay and all are wrapped in a dark fabric. The urns or
cups on the lower tiers are crude, while as the higher shelves are reached, the urns are finer in design
showing an interstage of civilization. It is worthy of note that all the mummies examined so far have proved
to be male, no children or females being buried here. This leads to the belief that this interior section was
the warriors’ barracks.”
Among the discoveries no bones of animals have been found, no skins, no clothing nor bedding. Many
of the rooms are bare but for the water vessels. One room, about 400 by 700 feet, was probably the main
dining hall for cooking utensils are found here. What these people lived on is a problem, though it is
presumed that they came south for the winter and farmed in the valleys, going back north in the summer.
Upwards of 50,000 people could have lived in the cavern comfortably. One theory is that the present
Indian tribe found in Arizona are descendants of the serfs or slaves of the people which inhabited the cave.
Undoubtedly a good many thousands of years before the Christian era a people lived here which reached
a high state of civilization. The chronology of human history is full of gaps. Prof. Jordan is much enthused
over the discoveries and believes that the find will prove of incalculable value in archaeological work.
“One thing I have spoken of may be of interest. There is one chamber the passageways to which is not
ventilated and when we approach it a deadly, snaky smell struck us. Our lights would not penetrate the
gloom and until stronger ones are available, we will not know what the chamber contains. Some say
snakes, but others boo-hoo this idea and think that it may contain a deadly gas or chemicals used by the
ancients. No sounds are heard, but it smells snaky just the same. [H: Can you visualize this? Fine!
Now you can realize the difference in MYSTICISM and MYSTERIOUS for this is a prime
example—when the LIGHT is shed on the interior of the “cave” it will show what is within and
the speculation (mystery) is revealed—no more, no less. There may well be MORE mysteries
but as each is revealed the “mysticism” is removed. GOD IS A MYSTERY—NOT MYSTICISM.]
“The whole underground institution gives one of shaky nerves the creeps. The gloom is like a weight
on one’s shoulders and our flashlights and candles only make the darkness blacker. Imagination can revel
in conjectures and ungodly day-dreams back through the ages that have elapsed till the mind reels dizzily in
space.”
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AN INDIAN LEGEND
In connection with this story, it is notable that among the Hopis the tradition is told that their ancestors
once lived in an underworld in the Grand Canyon until dissension arose between the good and the bad, the
people of one heart, the people of two hearts. Manchoto, who was their chief, counselled them to leave
the underworld, but there was no way out. The chief (tnon) caused a tree to grow up and pierce the roof
of the underworld and then the people of one heart climbed out. They tarried by Palsiaval(?) (Red River),
which is the Colorado, and grew grain and corn. They sent out a message to the temple of the Sun, asking
the blessings of peace, good will and rain for the people of one heart. That messenger never returned but,
today at the Hopi village, at sundown can be seen the old men of the tribe out on the housetops gazing
towards the Sun, looking for the messenger. When he returns, their land and ancient dwelling place will be
restored to them. That is the tradition.
Among the engravings of animals in the cave is seen an image of a heart over the spot where it is
located. The legend was learned by W.E. Rollins, the artist, during a year spent with the Hopi Indians.
There are two theories of the origin of the Egyptians. One is that they came from Asia: another is that the
racial cradle was in the upper Nile region. Heeren, an Egyptologist, believed in the Indian origin of the
Egyptians. The discoveries in the Grand Canyon may throw further light on human evolution and prehistoric ages.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would leave this here with a thank you to Alain and Joye of Iowa for sharing with us. I would also offer
further possibilities of information: John Rhodes, c/o A.W., P.O. Box 91034, Henderson, NV 89009. Tel:
(702) 434-5091.
I am asked about what I might know of this material as to factual, etc.? READ SIPAPU ODYSSEY!
Ah, what wonders are held by the Wisdomkeepers! I would leave this writing with just a bit of that
wisdom for your consideration and for the consideration of your brethren who “know”. In the works of
Mathew King, Lakota, “It’s time Indians tell the world what we know... about Nature and about GOD.
So I’m going to tell you what I know and who I am. You guys better listen. You got a lot to learn... God
made everything so simple. Our lives are very simple... We’ve learned that God rules the universe and that
everything God made is living. Even the rocks are alive. When we use them in our sweat ceremony we
talk to them and they talk back to us.” And when did you last take time to speak to a rock to get some
“answers”? The very history of the UNIVERSE is held within the rocks and crystals of the UNIVERSE.
Until you learn to ask—and then LISTEN—you are not apt to learn very much at all.
Is my pronouncement a revelation? No, it is simply “SOMETHING REVEALED”. When you learn the
DIFFERENCE we will have passed the greatest hurdle to knowledge which exists in the pathway of man.
Perhaps it is time to stop denouncing that which is unclear to your perceptions, stand silent and LISTEN,
and we shall accomplish our mission of LIFE.
Little Crow: “We are linked. We are the universe in itself. What we do as individuals affects the entire
universe. Every thought you have, every thing you do, every breath you take affects the universe. It goes
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out into the universe and each and every thing is touched by it and affected by it... Isn’t that an amazement?! I am affecting the universe with my mere breath. With just my breath I am affecting the universe.
For me to say to someone ‘you have made me angry’ simply says to me I have made myself angry. To say
to someone that ‘you have hurt me’ simply means that I have hurt myself. If I hurt you, then I hurt me. Your
pain can be shared by the universe and is shared, only in a different form. There is none of us here whose
suffering is not felt by the entire universe, by every animal, by every creature, by every tree, rock, grain of
sand, morsel of air, all feel your suffering and your pain. It also feels your joy. You are never alone. You
are not created to be alone because you are part of the total. Everything is connected and we’re all related
and there is no energy that can be separated from anything. When people start talking about ‘I’m putting
you out of my life’ I laugh, because there is no way you can do that... Energy is energy and it’s always
connected and it’s always related and it will always be what it is—energy. It will always be from the same
place that it has always come from, the Mother-Father Creator. It will always be that it is the MotherFather Creator. It is the Mother-Father Creator in just another form. We have no privacy, brothers and
sisters. The Mother-Father Creator dwells within us and is connected and is all things, and that privacy
then becomes part of the same privacy that I have within my mind, my heart and my being. We are all
connected and what is experienced by one is experienced by all. The Earth and I are one, you and the
Earth are one, you and I are one, we are not separated by anything—only our own thinking, our own fears,
our own prejudices, our own biases and our own agendas. We are related. Remember the relationship
we share with all things and with all people. No one is separated from us because of what they might be
feeling or what they might be experiencing. They are continually connected to us and relative to us and we
cannot shun them or put them aside or out of our minds... We are all connected and we should be capable
somehow of dropping the labels that have separated us for so long.”
May we always honor such wisdom from our brothers and relations. And if you need a bit of upliftment
from time to time, try FROM THE GATHERING, The Wisdom of Little Crow. Ed: C.F. Clark, One
World Publishing, P.O. Box 9148, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
I would rather, however, have you gain the WISDOM offered and then, instead of trying to run my
business or that of, say, Little Crow—remember the following (from Little Crow): “As absurd as it
might sound, finding my identity is to remember who I was. Remembering who I was simply
means taking responsibility for who I am.”
Aho.
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CHAPTER 9
REC #1 HATONN
MON., MAR. 4, 1996 7:28 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 201
MON., MAR. 4, 1996
THINGS THAT DON’T HAPPEN
Let us just cut to the chase, readers, and realize that you are living in a chaotic world. I realize that we often
offer information which does not come to pass. I also realize that our obligation to you is to tell you those
things which flow into our focus which bear major impact upon you. I can’t cover all the myriads of
questions about silica gel vs. horsetail tincture—but I can ask for a notation about the possibility of a
bombing of Los Angeles taking place. These things, neither one, are “prophecies” of some kind—they
deal with things going on as usual as we write.
SILICA GEL
I would speak here for just a brief moment on silica because I have personal letters to my attention
regarding this item. The body converts silica and from silica comes the ability of the body to lay down
good hard bone, etc., not from calcium. I am not going to go back over the lessons [see the 9/19/95 issue
of CONTACT p. 16] which were tedious at best. We have to move on with new input to the best of our
limited capabilities. I too wish there were funds to get the journals published for reference in a timely
manner. We offered to publish the journals as they should be, in monthly indexed editions, but the response was light-to-nil. There simply are not funds to do our task as desired so we do that which is next
best—the best we can.
I asked New Gaia Distributors to get a supply of silica gel for your use. I am told that the more effective
intake of silica comes from “spring” (as in season of the year) horsetail weed. Indeed I would like to see
BOTH brought into the stores for availability. Horsetail, used without a break in regime, will tend to strip
the body of some very necessary items, Vitamin E being one such substance. It is easy enough to take the
tincture through the week, say, and rest on the weekend. I am NOT in the vitamin or mineral business as
relates to products carried by distributors. I do believe, however, that there are some very valid arguments
to be made for silica gel and, actually, some colloidal minerals which Gaia doesn’t yet carry. I remind you
that Horsetail is a plant THAT HAS THE BEST RECOGNIZED SOURCE OF SILICA. I advocate a
“choice” but I am not going to personalize intake programs.
Please realize that as New Gaia offers new products from MY HANDS they have to incur great expense
in gearing up to meet demand and they are working from minus zero in every instance for we CREATE
such as Dria formulae which is unavailable elsewhere. Any time a new product is put on-line from other
resources, there is a massive up-front outlay of funds to pay for the product to get it to the distributor in Las
Vegas.
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ACIDOPHILUS
Acidophilus is another product which gets a lot of attention around here but I don’t know the status of
availability. I do know that it is one of the easiest products to grow and supply but no one seems to know
the procedure for doing so on a large scale. I don’t have the time or inclination at the moment. So, if you
have information on large scale farming of natural and necessary microbes for the body, please share with
New Gaia, me, Kathy or CONTACT and they will forward the information. I plan to soon start a “nursery” with intestinal flora fed with Gaiandriana and OxySol for programming. With the addition of silica we
will be able to cut out the multitude of different products into an ongoing pleasant teaspoon a day, or less.
There are not large enough facilities yet and Dharma has to do the work so it has to wait.
CEREAL
I also have requested that a breakfast cereal be brought in to supply enough for your use in Spelta cereal
you might call “mush”. We can either use cracked grain or ground style (as in Cream of Wheat, etc.). We
are working on it but realize, audience, that this requires grinders, crackers and if we want the grain
toasted, which brings out the full benefit of the B-17, we need toasters like you would use in coffee
roasting. Then we need bags and printing, instructions, etc. When a product is worker-intensive as this is,
by example, we can’t keep the price lower for you than on the health food store shelves. Most health food
stores are extremely high in prices and rightly so for you have no preservatives to allow for long shelf life.
We also need freeze dryers for such as acidophilus lactobacillus or use a liquid-based product. This is fine
except that shipping becomes a problem for in warm temperatures the product “blows up”.
There are some real problems with shipping in this new world of yours, not the least of which are such as
scanners, intense heat as seasons change, and products are shipped in dark vehicles without ventilation,
and then when delivered they are often left to set in the Sun on a loading dock somewhere, or off the
shelves at the stores waiting for unloading. Just to do business becomes a nightmare of experience in
almost all instances which, of course, is the intent of government regulators.
SILVER BLUES
To you who concern about “blue” possibilities in silver colloids, please be aware that “salts” and “colloids”
ARE NOT THE SAME THING. In addition, in a new thrust to keep products for use—from you, you
will find more and more articles popping forth to destroy your desire for intake. There is such an article in
last October’s (18th, 1995) issue of JAMA (Journal of the American Medical Association) from which
I will share an “Alert” from that source (thank you, Dr. Wright), and I think you can use your usual
“backwards guidance system” to interpret the intent of the writer to keep you toddling back and back and
back to the drug houses and physicians’ offices.
I would always ask that you use good sense and thoughtful evaluations, from the inability of antibiotics to
relieve symptoms of new diseases and prevent death, to what you should eat. I simply cannot divert my
attention to such things as urine therapy, etc. Much ado about these things is interesting but not what I am
about. The facts are that estrogen replacement hormones are often most effectively produced from horse61

urine-derivatives [also see top of News Desk, p.2]. A lot of women have had surgery, aging osteoporosis,
and other estrogen-shortage symptoms but, for the osteoporosis, silica is better than estrogen therapy
although estrogen replacement is much better for the overall balanced functioning of the female body. But
then, our subject is silver so let me offer the little excerpt from JAMA and recognize that it comes from the
DRUG INDUSTRY FOUNDATION OF THE TEMPLES OF MEDICINE.
[QUOTING:]
SILVER ALERT
No, this is not an investment advisory. The alert is about eating silver. That is what is being recommended by some hustlers and misguided health writers. “Ethical” rheumatologists have been having their
patients eat gold for their arthritis for the past 30 years and that’s, in my opinion, an establishment-protected scam. It’s probably less toxic than silver, but equally ineffective as a therapeutic agent, and gold
costs more than silver. Why don’t they recommend tin or lead? [H: Now, isn’t that good and valid
suggestion? Lead? Surely the man who wrote this nasty note is out of his mind.] At least the
patients will die richer.
The silver-for-everything-that-ails-you scam has been going on for a hundred years, even though there
is no evidence that it’s any better than Mississippi mud for your ailments. In the 19th century, it was
recommended for tetanus and rheumatism. In the early 20th century, up until World War II, colds and
gonorrhea were treated with silver. The results were not impressive.
In this last decade of the 20th century, silver is back again as a treatment for 650 different diseases!
They even refer to it as an “essential mineral” with no proof whatsoever. According to the latest hallucinations, taking silver pills will cure AIDS, TB, yeast infections, viral infections, bacterial infections, diabetes,
chronic fatigue syndrome, and, of course, cancer. They are available in every conceivable form (even
injections) for every orifice. [H: My, my, — PILLS? The man has a pretty good point if you think
you can get a colloid SOLUTION in pill-form. The writer has not the most remote idea of that
which he spews forth. I would think that the treatment of some 650 diseases and used against
that many microbes FOR WHICH THERE IS NO ANTIBIOTIC TREATMENT LONGER
AVAILABLE IS WORTHY OF SOME POSITIVE NOTE!]
They claim it is without side effects and safe for pregnant women and the little ones. This simply is not
true. Silver causes argyria, a bluish discoloration of the skin, and neurologic deficits. It accumulates in the
body, like lead, and causes renal damage. The damage caused by argyria is irreversible. [H: This jerk is
worse than the original QUACK, QUACK snake oil salesman. He either is totally stupid or
incomprehensibly ignorant. Argyria is caused ONLY from the intake of “silver SALTS” and,
even if present, to compare it to the intake of LEAD is unconscionable, even for the medical
drug-pushers. Since this information is some kind of an editorial blathering we can’t even “here”
pin down the ignoramus source. But, readers, this is a prime example of the way “THEY” work.
However, AGAIN, I urge you to use common sense. The very fact that colloidal silver and/or
gold do NOT build up in the body so you don’t have any “long-acting” residual benefit for timerelease benefit if you are really sick must be considered. Everyone wants to overdo in an attempt to remain without flaws. My suggestion is always to use “reason” and logic, hit the bugs
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when they are at you and minimize all other intake. The IDEAL circumstance is to live in a
“perfect” world where all things are balanced and wondrously convenient and comfortable but,
unfortunately, third dimensional worlds do not come with such available perfection.]
As to “Action to take”: Pass on silver as a “nutrient” or internal treatment. There is a silver product that
has been on the market for 30 years, called Silvadene. It is a fairly effective topical cream for skin
infections, but hydrogen peroxide is better and a heck of a lot cheaper.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would end with a precaution regarding articles such as the above—USE YOUR BRAINS! Ebola is on
the move AGAIN and is now mutated a few steps beyond that already experienced. What are YOU
going to use when it comes to your town? What do you think JAMA will advise then? Or, will they just
begin to burn all infected townships as in the movie “Virus”? I suggest every one of you get the video of
that movie and watch it and weep for YOU ARE THERE.
Now, let us turn to the big hype on bombing L.A. and Taiwan. One doesn’t “seem” to have much to do
with the other—but think again.
From an article commenting on the recent information relative to the threats of China invading Taiwan
comes this “commentary” from a Jon Talton, syndicated writer. The original information came through the
Los Angeles Times.
[QUOTING:]
February 29, 1996:
CHINA TO INVADE TAIWAN
Here’s a chill wake-up call from our post-Cold War nap time: Chinese officials are warning influential
American visitors that an invasion of Taiwan may come as early as this spring. If the United States intervenes, China will use nuclear weapons against Los Angeles.
It makes you wonder why this toty hasn’t been blown across the front page of every newspaper in
America, but such is the odd coma of denial and self-delusion into which we’ve fallen. (The report is from
Ross H. Munro of the Foreign Research Institute, writing in the Los Angeles Times.)
The China hands wring themselves comfortingly that such is the posturing of an insecure regime facing
a succession crisis upon the death of Deng Xioping, and that’s true—to a point. But insecure regimes also
miscalculate and start world wars: Ask Kaiser Wilhelm.
Indeed, the Chinese situation is .....
[END OF QUOTING]
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I don’t wish to go further into this because it matters not what the topic may be—I AM GOING TO ASK
THAT YOU BE TOLD ANY TIME THERE IS SUCH SWORD SWISHING! If nothing happens, fine
with me—but YOU expect information and possibilities of happenings, from us, and you are going to get
what we have available. This information was placed on the phone line, I believe, as I requested it to be so.
Why did it become IMPORTANT? Because on both C-SPAN and CNN it was made public that the
above intention was not only valid but was planned to happen TODAY, March 4, 1996.
Public, don’t kid yourselves that the capability is not here and now available. This does NOT require
missiles—there are plenty of nuclear devices already planted and waiting for appropriate timing to be
detonated. Let us pray that this would just take out some Federal building like in Oklahoma City, but
capability is present to take out the whole of GREATER LOS ANGELES and the 17+ million people in
the area. There would not be a nice McVey to take the blame and O.J. Simpson has his hands full so he
is out—for blame—so let us hope that just the focus of attention will slow up the willing participants in such
terror tactics.
You are going to have to realize that, with the full-scale hook-up of the HAARP electronics network, the
intent is to interfere with any help you of the “free” world would be getting from Cosmospheres. The
counter measures taken to strengthen the apparatus on the ‘spheres becomes even more deadly in the
need to penetrate a bubble of electronic cross-networking. Please remember, in addition, that the
Cosmospheres are Earth-craft of the Russians—not space “alien” anything. Space aliens haven’t even yet
begun to show their power! I believe that most of you will be quite surprised when that day arrives for such
a show-and-tell.
Remember, there are less than FOUR years for the Zionist One World Order Plan 2000 to be fully
operational, so things have got to HEAT UP, readers. I certainly am NOT going to sooth your “Hadacol”
(ask your grandmother [widely-advertised “tonic”, about 40% alcohol]) nerves by not telling you what
is going on or suggest you take two aspirin and call me in the morning—although I might well suggest you
take two aspirin and NOT CALL ME in the morning.
FEMA’S CABINET POSITION
You now have a NATIONAL EMERGENCY situation declared which allows your idiots in power to
place FEMA into power. FEMA has been turned into a “CABINET” department, and a Cabinet post
filled by the head of FEMA is NOW in place. Now you have FEMA in full control of the Cuban “situation”
and, with Martial Law in full command, readers, that means the National Emergency is extended another
year under the War Powers Act and Executive Order. The CONSTITUTION is thereby LEGALLY set
aside. You now have the “covering” happenings in Israel/Palestine, China and other DISTRACTORS,
while the Administration puppets do their dirty work on you-the-people.
You live in a WONDROUS world—not a “nice” world! When you realize that YOU control your world—
perhaps you will see far enough beyond the moment to realize your potential to MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
I cannot tell each of you your purpose or direction any more than I will interfere with the flow of thought
forms on the universal tablets of recordings. Your DESTINY is that which you make it and THAT comes
ONLY from that which is within your own beings. I am constantly amused by the term: “What does that
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have to do with the price of tea in China?” when speaking of something that seems quite unrelated to the
topic in point. That too is a distractor for EVERYTHING IS RELATIVE TO EVERYTHING ELSE
AND TEA IN CHINA BECOMES QUITE IMPORTANT AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THE ABOVE
NOTATIONS. Abuse and misuse of one item, one person, becomes abuse of everything within the
UNIVERSE—for you CANNOT detach anything from anything else. So be it.
THE GREENS
I am constantly asked about the information offered by “the Greens” in our journey together, i.e., “was it
valid?”, etc. Of course it was valid—that part which was valid, no more and no less. The circumstance
which brought the separation of the relationship was not on the “information”, it was the misuse of others’
property and into the control of the people who set forth to gain wealth and destroy perceived enemies at
the same time. George, for example, set up the very program he now labels Ponzi scam. No, obviously,
run properly, it is NOT his own Ponzi scam after all. The journals, for instance, ARE VALID; the holding
of them hostage for monetary gain and destruction of a gifted mission is wrong behavior and not the fault of
the journals.
George held truth but tossed it aside when it did not serve his ego needs. You cannot live and serve TWO
MASTERS and this is a fine example of what happens when it is attempted. Worse, EGO will disallow the
person’s taking a very simple step toward solution of any problem: simply saying, “I was wrong, forgive
me.” But just to use this apology to accomplish more dirty tricks is not acceptable and the receivers of the
apology get very wise right fast when stung more than twice by the same scorpion tail. No, the actions of
NO ONE invalidate TRUTH and, therefore, YOU must get informed for truth comes from anywhere and
everywhere—just as does the LIE. It is you who must discern the reasonable, just, and Godly presentation by evidence PROVEN, not just touted for the heck of it.
Our intent here is never to “sensationalism” but I cannot deny that we must deal in that which is “sensational” and not readily available to your senses. We can’t help that circumstance for opposites do not
become “like” by our wishing it would be so or changing the definitions of accepted words. That which
any person believes is “his truth” even if it in actuality is the “LIE OF LIES”. Perhaps Green really
“thought”, without proper information input, that he was doing the correct thing as relates to, say, the
Institute. Here is when “thinking” without evidence is foolish indeed. The same with some of the other
things that take place as in taking Corporation documents in secret shenanigans—WHY NOT SIMPLY
HAVE DONE A SHIFT CORRECTLY, IF THERE BE NO FOUL INTENT? Why do the people who
still blame E.J. and Doris for their misfit problems NOT SIMPLY CONSULT WITH THE ACCUSED
AND GET THE INFORMATION THEY NEED TO MAKE VALID DECISIONS AND PLANS OF
OPERATION. IT WOULD BE MOST SIMPLE AND A WAY TO GET THE BASIC REASONING,
EVEN IF IT MIGHT BE INCORRECT INFORMATION, WHICH COULD THEN BE CORRECTED.
However, what we have is a misuse of property for personal gain and selling as in Green with his “dome
building development”. Why not just work out the plan with E.J. and Martin? It was their plan; why would
Green set up a whole plan which meant getting control of other’s funds for same—while leaving the
Institute in receivership? These REASONS are the differences upon WHICH YOU CAN LEARN AND
BASE YOUR CONCLUSIONS! These are the things of Green’s own advertising and telling, not tattling
by others! If the tales were not so in the first place, then why does Green now claim them to be false tales
against him? He told them! And when you get tossed back at you, “Oh, that was just advertising rhetoric,”
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get concerned! If the advertising lies about the product—the damage is laid forth in the first misdeed or
misstatement.
Example? George was a Director and Officer of the Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd.
Then, on the witness stand under oath he claimed he was not and never had been such. He was, so nothing
could change the facts. Next came the claim, when the first didn’t work, of saying, “Oh, well, that was to
be a California non-profit corporation.” No, there NEVER was a plan for any California anything—the
Institute is a Nevada corporation—always was, always will be. When that didn’t sell to the court it
changed AGAIN and then AGAIN. Well, which is correct? The Institute is a Nevada corporation and
originally Mr. Green served as a Director and Officer. He laid forth a plan of operation and went about the
nation selling the plan which he now calls a “Ponzi” scam. Is there something wrong with this picture?
Does this, however, mean that when George Green said in a lecture that “God wins in the end” that “this”
is not so? YOU have to become informed and it is a slow process, even for the most incredibly intelligent
among you. George said he was an expert at the “illusion of money”, the “creation of imitation money”,
etc. What he meant was that he was capable, just as was Keating, of developing legal plans for expanding
the value of money. But what got him into trouble was the taking of REAL HARD MONEY IN THE
FORM OF GOLD and burying it SECRETLY in his back yard while responsible for its security with the
Institute—WHILE he was a Director and Officer of same. All the CLUES are in place for discernment—
never mind the flowing words of such recent pleas of innocence. THE ACTION TELLS THE TALE IN
TRUTH—NOT ALL THE SMOOTH WORDS STRUNG TOGETHER. SATAN HAS THE
SMOOTHEST VOCABULARY OF ANYBODY AROUND THE UNIVERSE.
I would leave this writing here for the convenience of the paper staff who may wish to use it. I am often
asked if we shall ever run out of material or subject matter? NO! Salu.
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CHAPTER 10
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., MAR. 5, 1996 7:05 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 202
TUE., MAR. 5, 1996
THE BANKS AND GOVERNMENT OWE YOU?
Are people gullible? Yes indeed! But, are people usually WRONG and gullible at the same time? Usually! How can you tell if a “thing” is right, wrong, legal or illegal, lawful or unlawful?
Let us start, again, with an example of which we regular readers are familiar, the Adam Drive property
which was once the Ekkers’. The property was lawfully and legally purchased (was being purchased) by
the Ekkers from people named Haynes. This was a very usual type of arrangement wherein the Haynes
(Mrs. Haynes is a realtor) wanted a “Land Contract” purchase arrangement while the Ekkers wanted a
Lease Option to begin the transaction. Why? Because the Ekkers were working with Westinghouse and
SeaWest for a massive wind-energy development with Mitsubishi, in Tehachapi, and wanted only the
commitment of a lease arrangement prior to starting the wind park. The Haynes wanted the other option
for a sale under full understandings up-front to keep the mortgage payments current if anything negative
would take place. It is hard to predict all contingencies when dealing with major corporations. So good
so far. The Haynes wanted to move to Texas, didn’t want to live in Tehachapi or have the house, which
had been on the market for some three years, and all would seemingly live happily ever after. So all sorts
of things happened in the middle of the tale but to move ahead, there came the foreclosure on Haynes and
now what do Ekkers do? Ekkers were paying Haynes through a local bank so now you can get a bit of a
picture of the major confrontation which was boiling.
Santa Barbara Savings, holder of the Haynes mortgage, told Ekkers the only way to handle the dilemma
was to go to the foreclosure sale and bid on the property—otherwise the S&L would take all the equity.
However, the sale would be the amount plus “stuff” that the Haynes owed the mortgage company. OK so
far.
A notice of sale ran in the papers. A notice was placed on the property. Certified notification of the sale
was sent and signed for by the Ekkers. Finally, simple mailed notices of the property sale came through the
mail correctly addressed. Ah, but on sale day—the Ekkers had borrowed MORE than the amount
expected to be asked and which had been advertised, and went to the proper place on the proper day at
the proper time. THERE WAS NO SALE. The auctioneer, it later became known, walked right by them
in the lobby of City Hall [place of sale] with no one else present, went down the hall and made a phone call
(all on record), exited the building via the BACK door and was watched going back up the street the way
he came (where he made yet another call, all on record).
This is just to let you see how things seem to be and help in deciding what and who is right or wrong.
Almost EIGHT years later the legal battle is no further along than at the beginning except that the property
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was “taken” by Santa Barbara Savings which then “bellied up”, hanging out to dry billions of dollars from
you nice taxpayers; the “good” notes went to Bank of America while such as the Ekkers’ case was simply
BURIED as the RTC [Resolution Trust Corporation] took over—in the same building while the employees of SB Savings got promotions. The RTC sold the property and it was structured so that the Ekkers
could not even buy their own property, by law. The “other” side would call this, in George Green’s terms,
creating the “illusion” of money and the acquisition of value from nothing. The response of the non-sale
person? Well, he had one tale; all the rest had different tales; but the facts remain that they SAID there
certainly was a sale—even though FACTS show there not only was no sale BUT there COULD NOT
HAVE BEEN A SALE.
ASSETS GONE!
Don’t turn off yet because we are going to move right into the subject of “warrants” for funds as are
circulating now about your country. This is even more “worser” than the Farm Land Claims of which you
constantly ask me to explain. I can’t, for I don’t believe they are valid and I don’t believe that, right or
wrong in concept, YOU will ever see a dime but may well see the inside of a prison.
So, what about the Broderick and Schweitzer warrants for collection from the Postmaster? Well, if you
live around Los Angeles where the seminars are taking place or around Montana where more seminars are
taking place—THE GOVERNMENT AND MEDIA WILL BE ALL OVER YOU IF THEY AREN’T
ALREADY THERE WITH THE CUFFS.
RIGHT OR WRONG HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH IT. EVEN “LEGAL” DOESN’T HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH IT AND CERTAINLY “CONSTITUTIONAL LAWFUL” HAS EVEN LESS
TO DO WITH IT!
But is it actually unlawful? NO, it becomes quite obvious that it is quite LEGAL—until, that is, you try to
cash in your draft “gift” returned for the price of a $125.00 seminar.
The media is now in a mad feeding frenzy about this because there are so many “drafts” out there now for
collection as to boggle the legal underminds. No postmaster or postal clerk CAN, even if they would,
honor the millions of dollars of silly claims—even if they are based on valid CLAIMS and LIENS. But,
only those trying to pass them as outright payment for something, like one man tried to buy a
Lexus automobile with one of those warrants, have been arrested. Actually, they couldn’t find
that he was doing anything “unlawful” but he did NOT get the car!
So readers, you must look at WHAT IS and consider what other avenues of action you might take in such
cases, actually, in all cases. Look at what you have, what are your underlying purposes of struggling for
justice and whether or not a thing is “reasonable”. Remember, a thing may be perfectly LEGAL while
being totally UNLAWFUL. The government lawmakers are going to act WITH THE BANKSTERS
AND BIG CENTRAL GOVERNMENT—EVERY TIME!
Does this make people who see the “rightness” of such claims, WRONG IN INTENT? Some yes, some
no. The concept is correct, for the taking of your money in the first place under unlawful seizure under
force—IS WRONG. But, citizens, be reasonable—the thief is not going to see to it that you get BACK
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the money he stole from you! You as a citizen will not even be given the equivalent rights of those, say, in
another nation, no matter how poor that nation, under laws of international TREATY. That alone SHOULD
tell you how many of your “citizen” gifts are going to be honored. Many of you will simply end up in jail for
fraud. Don’t you yet understand the rules of the game? The bank bilks you; the government bilks you;
YOU DO NOT GET ANYTHING BACK FROM THEM!!!
Remember something: anything the government puts into regulation is LEGAL even if, again, it is totally
unlawful. Right or wrong has nothing to do with anything those evil empire entities touch.
Worse, as in the case going right back to you-the-Ekkers (for it is happening to all of you sooner or later),
the S&L that went belly-up is now re-forming—without any DEBTS against it—using the SAME personnel, now richer and without debts. But, the statute of limitations has expired and there you have it: all dirty
laundry nicely laundered by THE SYSTEM that dirtied it in the first place.
Now, I DO have something to ask you: “Is it right for a man to pay for a luxury car, or any car, with a
worthless piece of paper?” Is that not “intent to defraud”? DOES ONE WRONG BECOME BETTER
WITH TWO WRONGS?
SO BACK TO RONN JACKSON
I would guess that you all know Ronn Jackson is involved in something of this sort for he certainly knows
the SAME people who present these warrants and claims. No, they, I repeat, are NOT the same as the
Farm Claims. However, they amount to the same principle. Is Ronn a Con-Man for showing these to
you-the-people? Of course not! Further, IF he can make it work FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE, is he
“right” or “wrong” in the ending? Consider carefully what you answer, reader. If HE takes money for
worthless goods—he is WRONG. If he can make it worthy of your investment—is he RIGHT? ARE
YOU? I KNOW FOR SURE THAT RONN JACKSON NEVER FORCED ANYONE TO DO
ANYTHING IN THIS INSTANCE! Then following on: if you handle the “gift” incorrectly—is it HIS
FAULT? IS IT YOURS? Well, it is NOT going to work the way pretty Mrs. Broderick or Mr. Schweitzer
offers—but I suspect it WILL work the way Mr. Jackson tells you.
Ah, but you would ask: “How many people have access to bankers and banks in a ‘Treaty’ nation?” So,
now, you have to look at YOUR OWN INTENT, do you not? Why did you want something for nothing
in the first place? No, I do not consider $125 to equal any amount you wish to write on your gift as to
quantity of money. The $125 is exactly what it is said to be, seminar fee. Right? Wrong? Who paid? Did
they break your arm and force you to attend? Do you see that the “shadow” of right and wrong must be
cleared WITHIN?
Let us say you got a couple of million dollars from such a claim; what would you do with it? Would you
feed the multitudes? Would you upgrade your house? How about your children’s education? You would
just have won a “lottery” so what would you do WITH THE FUNDS? YOUR ANSWER TELLS THE
TALE, READERS. Would you “do God’s work”? I don’t believe it for I have already been promised, for
goodness sakes, 10% of anything “I get”, says one player! Will that be scattered at WHOSE feet? And,
I question, the new Mercedes?
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Ronn Jackson is trying to meet his debts. He committed to a LOT OF YOU and he is trying to find a way
to make his promises good, no more and no less. When he realizes that his promises to God must be first
met IN THE HEART AND SOUL IN TRUTH, he will find his way quite easy to traverse. Ronn and
Grandma both want to serve the American people and THOUGHT they had ways to accomplish that
deed. They, however, thought that they could FORCE the big boys to honor their debts but they could not
accomplish the task.
Until you go about attaining freedom and honor in the right way you cannot succeed because your “wrong”
is no better than “their” “wrong”. If you WIN through force—you HAVE NOT WON ANYTHING!
You take that warrant as issued along with your instructions to your local postmaster and first, if you are
known, it will be laughed at as a joke. Then, if you persist—the next person you will meet will be the local
police or sheriff. You then will have a FEDERAL (postal fraud) charge facing you in a “real” federal
court—even though the post office is a private corporation. And so, what if you take it to Mr. Rubin, head
of Treasury? Well, good friends, he might even print you some worthless money to shut you up—but
remember: HE WORKS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, UNITED NATIONS—
not you citizens of the U.S.A.
If you are foolish enough to do such a thing, then perhaps you deserve that which comes upon you?
IN THE NAME OF GOD AND RELIGION
Let us turn to another distractor, please. Look at the “UnHoly Lands”. What kind of insanity is taking
place between the Palestinians and the Israelis? I do not call them “Jews” because they are not! Do you
really think that blowing up children is GODLY? What about “religious”? What kind of religion would
blow up children? When Christ said, “Let the little children come unto me,” I doubt very much that he
meant “deaded” and “blown apart”.
Oh, I see, you say now that it is “the Prophecies” coming to full circle? Wrong! “Those” prophecies are
NONEXISTENT, readers, and have been written, updated and cast upon you through an UNHOLY
media and medium to shackle you to the LIES. YOU say the Bible is INSPIRED and therefore it has to
be correct? WHICH Bible? WHOSE Bible? Inspired BY WHOM? WHO SAID????? I can offer you
50 or 60 VERSIONS of that same “Holy Bible”, and additional hundreds of claimed various religions’
versions of “their holy bible”. But the one you thrust at me as your PROOF is nothing but a tampered-with
version of the Zionist Plan for World Domination by year 2000. No, I do not put down anyone’s right to
believe anything they choose, BUT I DO ALSO ALLOW ALL CHALLENGERS TO ANYTHING, TO
CHALLENGE, BE IT BIBLE OR HOLOCAUST!
You are at the door of WORLD WAR III which is “prophesied” to begin in the MIDDLE EAST under
exactly THE PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES. So, who can control this war? Ah HA! Now you are
beginning to see, are you not? (blink, blink.) Moreover, the Zionists of Israel’s Mossad are KNOWN
ABOUT THE WORLD for doing in THEIR OWN in the accomplishment of REVENGE! It cannot get
better, can it? As long as REVENGE and CONQUEST of people are at play—this mess CANNOT get
better! You will have a massive war—just as speculated and right on cue. It will be devastating because
Israel has and sells every type of new world weapon that, certainly, America has—and more especially,
that the Communist Soviets had and have! But, the Israelis and U.S. have SOLD these weapons to the
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WORLD—so do you think they won’t be put to use? YOU, AMERICA, ARE DECLARED THE NEW
ISRAELI HOMELAND—SIGNED, SEALED AND ALREADY DELIVERED!
Ah, but you still argue, “...and the Old Testament said...” and then, “...the New Testament claimed the
gospels...” The what? There are over 28 KNOWN GOSPELS. Who chose the four offered? Ummnn
Hummnn, right-on!
Why do YOU NOT DARE to challenge anything? Think about it, please; WHY DO YOU NOT CHALLENGE ANYTHING? I can give you a thousand reasons, but you must have YOUR OWN reasons. I
can, and will, offer what I can—but somehow you must not believe me so, perhaps if some other “authority
expert” offers information, you can accept—perhaps? I can do that also, but my inquiry of you is: Why
have you not checked out your own destiny, save through astrologers, prophets (mostly false), psychics
and fortune-tellers?
Let us take up a chapter from a book called THE BOOK YOUR CHURCH DOESN’T WANT YOU TO
READ, Ed.: Tim C. Leedom, Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 2460 Kerper Blvd., P.O. Box 539, Dubuque,
Iowa 52004-0539:
[QUOTING:]
NONEXISTENT PROPHECIES:
A PROBLEM FOR BIBLE INERRANCY
by Farrell Till
[H: How many of you know what “Inerrancy” means? Well, this makes a point doesn’t it? It
means “infallibility”. I remind you all that all things physical are subject to error and therefore
to pronounce A BOOK handled by MAN to be infallible is quite foolish, if not downright stupid.
However, to not question those errors or intentional misrepresentation is, by far, WORSE. I
also suggest you challenge the lies both of necessary vaccination and of the Holocaust.]
Any challenge to the integrity of the Bible will very likely draw the familiar prophecy-fulfillment response. “If the Bible is not inspired of God,” Christian fundamentalists will ask, “how do you explain all of
the prophecies that Jesus fulfilled?” The answer to this question is quite simple. The so-called prophecy
fulfillments that the New Testament writers claimed in the person and deeds of Jesus of Nazareth were
prophecy fulfillments only in the fertile imagination of the writers. The famous virgin-birth prophecy (Isaiah
7:14 and Matt. 1:23), the prophecy of the messiah’s birth in Bethlehem (Mica 5:2 and Matt. 2:6), the
prophecy of King Herod’s slaughter of the children of Bethlehem (Jere. 31:15 and Matt. 2:18)—these
and many like them became prophecy fulfillments ONLY through the distortions and misapplications of the
original Old Testament statements.
To discuss these in depth would require an entire book, so instead I will concentrate on another aspect
of the prophecy-fulfillment argument: New Testament claims of prophecy fulfillment for which no Old
Testament sources can be found. An example would be John 7:37-38, where Jesus allegedly said, “If
anyone thirsts, let him come to me and drink. He who believes in me, as the Scripture has said, Out of his
heart will flow rivers of living water.” At that time, the only scriptures were the Old Testament, yet try as
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they have, Bible inerrantists have never found this statement that Jesus said was in the scriptures of his day.
The prophecy was nonexistent.
Similar to this is a “prophecy fulfillment” that was referred to in Matthew 2:23. Here it was claimed
that when Joseph took his family to Nazareth, he fulfilled that “which was spoken by the prophets, ‘He
[Jesus] shall be called a Nazarene.’” In all of the Old Testament, however, neither the word Nazareth nor
Nazarene is even mentioned, so how could it be true that the prophets (plural) had predicted that the
messiah would be called a Nazarene? To avoid admitting that a mistake was made, inerrantists point out
that Matthew did not say that this prophecy had been written; he said only that it had been “spoken” by the
prophets. [H: How did they know? How COULD they know? The Old Testament was supposedly written long before Jesus or anyone called Christ—OR WAS IT?? HOW HANDY THAT
IT WASN’T! IT WAS WRITTEN TO ALLOW FOR ALL THE THINGS THE ZIONISTS
WANTED TO ACCOMPLISH—LIKE, FOR INSTANCE, TODAY!]
A weakness in this “explanation” is the fact that Matthew routinely introduced alleged prophecy fulfillments by saying that thus-and-so had been “spoken” by the prophets. He claimed, for example, that the
preaching of John the Baptist fulfilled what had been “spoken” by Isaiah the prophet: “The voice of one
crying in the wilderness, Make ye ready the way of the Lord, make his paths straight” (2:3). However, this
statement that Matthew said Isaiah had spoken is a quotation of what had been written in Isaiah 40:3.
Other written “prophecies” that Matthew introduced by saying that they had been “spoken” can be
found in 4:14-16 (Isaiah 9:1-2), 12:17-21 (Isaiah 42:1-4), 13:35 (Psalm 78:2), and 21:4-5 (Zechariah
9:9). Since all of these alleged prophecy statements can be found written in the Old Testament, we can
only assume that Matthew’s style was to use the word spoken to introduce statements that had in fact been
written. Undoubtedly, he intended the expression to mean the same thing in 2:23 as it did elsewhere when
he referred to things that had been “spoken” by the prophets. Hence, he made a mistake in 2:23, because
no prophet (much less prophet(s)) had ever written anything about Nazareth or Nazarenes. [H: By the
way, Matthew was, at best, a rather taciturn disciple of this man later to be named Jesus. He
was NOT a Testament scholar and knew nothing of “prophecies”, so where could all this misinformation and mistranslation have originated? That was NOT A TIME OF COMPUTER PRINTOUTS AND MYRIADS OF REFERENCE BOOKS, readers. There was no INTERNET so
what are the “probabilities”? What are the “possibilities”? Have you no wisdom to QUESTION? Have you no “obligation and responsibility” to QUESTION? How do YOU expect to
get to heaven with God if you don’t know up from down? Is God up or down? These people also
said that “God dwells within,” and that, therefore, leaves the big question: ARE YOU UP OR
DOWN???]
In telling the story of Judas’ suicide, Matthew erred again in claiming that Jeremiah had prophesied
about the purchase of the field where Judas was buried. After casting down in the sanctuary the thirty
pieces of silver that he had been paid for betraying Jesus, Judas went away and hanged himself.
The priests then took the money and bought the potter’s field to bury Judas in. Matthew claimed that
this was a prophecy fulfillment: “Then was fulfilled that which was spoken through Jeremiah the prophet,
saying, And they took the thirty pieces of silver, the price of him that was priced, whom certain of the
children of Israel did price; and they gave them for the potter’s field, as the Lord appointed me” (27:9-10).
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In reality, however, no statement like this can be found in the book of Jeremiah. Inerrantists will sometimes
defend Matthew by referring to Zechariah 11:12-13, which makes mention of thirty pieces of silver but in
a context entirely different from the statement that Matthew “quoted”. Besides, even if Zechariah had
obviously written the statement that Matthew quoted, this would hardly acquit Matthew of error, because
he said that Jeremiah, not Zechariah, had made the prophecy.
[H: The facts actually remain that Judas was at the least the son of a Pharisee and the betrayer
was not Judas Iscariot in any way, shape or form. At least 24 of the KNOWN “gospels” state as
much. So wherefrom comes this religion called “Judeo-Christian”? This incomprehensible RELIGION that is totally in opposition to each other—even in the TITLE? IF IT IS JUDEAN IT
CANNOT BE CHRISTIAN—REMEMBER THE DIFFERENCES TOLD TO YOU—IN THAT
BIBLE? How is it that now come along MEN who tell you to believe on something or other—
that has no basis in FACT, no realization in even good story-telling and you bow and bend and
gobble it up like the turkey on Thanksgiving? Remember the Protocols of Zion which give
instructions to MAKE THE STORY FIT THE REST OF THE PLAN AND THE PEOPLE WILL
NEVER QUESTION, MUCH THE LESS, “KNOW”.]
A more serious nonexistent prophecy concerns the very foundation of Christianity. On the night of his
alleged resurrection, Jesus said to his disciples, “Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer, and rise
again from the dead the third day” (Luke 24:46). The Apostle Paul agreed with this claim that the scriptures had referred to a third-day resurrection of the messiah: “For I delivered unto you first of all that which
also I received: that Christ died for our sins, according to the scriptures; and that he was buried; and that
he hath been raised on the third day according to the scriptures” (1 Cor. 15:4-5).
Two New Testament writers, then, claimed that the scriptures had spoken of a resurrection of the
messiah on the third day. The problem that this claim poses for the prophecy-fulfillment argument is that no
one can cite a single Old Testament scripture that mentions a third-day resurrection. As a matter of fact,
no one can even cite an Old Testament scripture that clearly and undeniably refers to a resurrection of the
messiah, period, but that is another article for another time.
There are other major weaknesses in the prophecy-fulfillment argument, but the fact that New Testament writers so often referred to prophetic utterances that can’t even be found in the Old Testament is
enough to cast serious doubt on their many claims of prophecy fulfillment. If they were wrong when they
referred to prophetic statements that cannot be found anywhere in the Old Testament, how can we know
they were right when they claimed fulfillment of statements that can be found? The truth is that we can’t.
[END OF QUOTING]
What do “I” believe? I know one thing for sure, it does not matter to you what “I” believe! You see, I have
advantage; I am not a prophet although my record of accuracy is worthy of, at the least, being called, by
some, a prophet. I am not even a psychic as you use the term. I simply KNOW how it is. I do not thrust
that knowledge off onto you—I simply make every effort to allow you to see and hear and conclude that
which you will, but in REASON and not as sheeple of the LIE. Because Paul Krouch of TBN tells you
something, do you have to lap at his feet like the proverbial Pentecostal puppy? Stop it—he is a moneymaker
of the highest order and calls himself a fundamentalist Christian in the “name of Jesus”. People, if you have
one error is there not apt to be more than one? Is not Satan known to be the most shrewd and cunning
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being of all time and space? Would Satan not try to trick a Paul Krouch? If I misspell his name does that
not better PROVE MY POINT? Errors are notoriously subtle in most instances—to better fool you.
Does an “a” or an “o” make a difference? It certainly does if the result of use is TWO different men.
You can convince yourself of anything, readers. Let us consider the process of becoming informed, say, in
medical matters. Why do YOU always choose to make your fatigue symptoms into untreatable and
unlimited death-dealing seriousness? Could you not simply be “tired”? Could you simply be short of
vitamins in balance? Could you simply be wishing to withdraw from the struggle of whatever is taking
place in the moment of experience? Why do you come up with these terrible and dastardly diseases to
pronounce upon self? Ah, indeed, you WANT TO DO SO. It is recognized that as medical students and
nurses pass through the learning lessons—THEY ALL PICK UP A CHOSEN SYMPTOM AND CLAIM
IT FOR THEMSELVES. IF THE HEAD HURTS IT MUST BE FROM A BRAIN TUMOR—NOT A
HANGOVER FROM THE PARTY THE NIGHT BEFORE! BE CAREFUL, PEOPLE, THE LIFE
YOU SLAY MAY WELL BE YOUR OWN!!
People want to escape from problems, boredom and all manners of other “causes”. Accept the realization
of your own circumstances, change what you can, allow for those things which are beyond your ability to
change—and realize it is not your business to change anyone else’s anything.
If your problem be children and discipline and you be the parent—set the rules and expect full cooperation
and cause the child to pronounce their own discipline—but do it in realistic truth—not some fumbling lie to
get out of responsibility. THEN FOLLOW THROUGH. NEXT, RELEASE IT, ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY TO SELF AND LET IT GO. If a child is beyond the age of reasonable acceptance of responsibility—then see to it that consequences are immediate for lack of responsible actions. Why would you
beat up yourself for another so-called adult’s foolishness? Where little children are concerned, look at self,
be “just” in your discipline, be a GOOD example, but acknowledge errors while being RESPONSIBLE
enough to require guidelines be met in your environment. If this cannot be accomplished, then when the
child is grown—set him to his own consequences. If you set RIGHT guidelines the child may well rebel but
will come back within those rules. If not, then you have problems which you must release or destroy the
whole of the family for the one negative participant. In this day and age of non-family—you have other
problems with which to contend so why punish yourself with deadly diseases instead of taking responsibility, getting self well, forgive self, and cause the OTHERS to meet their obligations and responsibilities.
Fall of FAMILY life is not a prophecy, readers, it is a lack of responsibility on the part of people playing the
games of living. Anyone can read prophecy and predict a downfall of civilization if the family is dissolved
for therein is the child’s direction bent or broken, strengthened in righteousness or destroyed. Prophecy
means NOTHING. Only action in responsible reason means anything at all in the journey through the play
of life. Do you not see that such as “Jesus” didn’t fulfill prophecy—YOU DO! NO-ONE BUT YOU
CAN DETERMINE YOUR PROPHECY OR FULFILLMENT THEREOF! PONDER IT.
Is it not visible that which is taking place? If you do not refuse the mythical fatalist attitudes of non-control
of self—then accept your destiny of being “controlled”. Take control of yourself and you take control of
the world! Just remember something: the world of greed and corruption has a great number of would-bekings who are far more adept at evil than are you—so consider GOD’s way. How do I know this to be
true? Because you are READING this and if you had no intention of learning truth and/or to question this
message—you would have tossed the paper long before now. This too is worthy of thought. SALU.
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CHAPTER 11
REC #1 HATONN
WED., MAR. 6, 1996 7:14 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 203
WED., MAR. 6, 1996
EBOLA
EBOLA IS NOW IN THE U.S.A.
There are now “smothered” reports right out of good old Clinton territory. At least three diagnosed cases
of Ebola, in the hospital, have slipped through the silence net. The information comes directly from several
person who plead to remain anonymous (and shall because they don’t offer names), who work in the
hospital wherein the patients are DYING. Is it time to panic? Well, if you know your circumstances I
certainly would suggest you consider something and panic might well be among the responses expected.
Worse than having confined carriers, these patients come from DIFFERENT parts of the nation to attend
some activities taking place in Little Rock. I suppose the next MOVIE I might recommend is “OUTBREAK” with Dustin Hoffman as the lead actor.
The possibilities are enormous. Can “this” “outbreak” be confined? Yes, but will it be confined? I don’t
know but you can count on it being misrepresented to you-the-people until one of these days, soon, it can’t
be LONGER hidden. Like the flesh-eating disease organism, there is no REAL treatment available. I
recommend that you who have your colloids, cuddle up with them frequently and check every blemish you
find, immediately, with what you have available. Get some hydrogen peroxide and clean every scratch or
abrasion and soak in peroxide (the kind at the market is fine for external use). Please check your children
CAREFULLY and, as Spring and Summer come, keep those children under netting if at all possible, as
well as yourself. Mosquitos will carry the viruses. The original bite is not as important as the scratching
which usually follows the bite, so, apply whatever is necessary to prevent undue itching. WASH YOUR
HANDS OFTEN!
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
It is also important that if you have become careless about your peroxide in the drinking water, that you
sharpen up. This virus is made to be carried in water and in parasites which make it through the city water
cleaning systems. A couple of drops of 35% FOOD GRADE hydrogen peroxide per glass of water is
sufficient. If an outbreak occurs in your area and you don’t have hydrogen peroxide in such “grade”, use
a drop of chlorine bleach. You may well want to put a few drops in your bathwater as well. Parasites can
work their way through even the tinymost filters and only systems using SILVER in the purification process
can be seriously considered as totally safe.
I am herein asking that New Gaia get an abundant supply of Walnut Hull tincture AND a supply of green
walnut hull capsules from a supplier. If you cannot handle the “cleanse”, and also in between the cleansing
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program, you should now consider taking walnut hull a few times each week to clean out any larvae which
might be trying to “establish”. It is not unpleasant and can help maintain a host-carrier-free environment.
SPELTA CEREAL
I am requesting, today, that cracked and ground spelt be made available for cereal. When you are sick
and can hold almost nothing in the stomach, spelta “mush” is soothing, has every nutrient you need, and in
small amounts slowly eaten WILL stay down.
We cannot, at this time, roast the grain. It is better for the release of the B-17 (laetrile) if the grain is roasted
and cooked with a bit of butter (real dairy butter). So, if you want to roast your own simply put some
spread out on a cookie sheet and follow the instructions in any cookbook for toasting almonds or any nuts.
When slightly tan in color, remove and use exactly as you would the “raw” cereal. We will begin to offer
roasted cereal product as soon as we can get a roasting oven. I am told that some here would be willing
to pre-roast the grain until we can get started. Don’t wait, however, for some will not like the taste of
roasted cereal. It tastes much like toasted wheat germ if you need a comparison product. The cereal itself
is more the consistency of “Malt-o-meal” and needs a bit more cooking than, say Cream of Wheat, for
softening of the hull. A slow-cooker is ideal for this cereal and is handy for use. You would just start at
night and allow to cook on “low” until you are ready to eat. There are one-speed little quart-sized cookers
which run less than $10 and are perfect for small portions. You can get them at any multi-product store
such as Thrifty, Payless, WalMart, etc. There is a monetary savings for buying bread machines at New
Gaia but these little cookers are so available that New Gaia can’t afford the cost of offering them to you.
It is not good to save cereal too long because the ground grain loses value rapidly and, therefore, we will
not ask for a large STOCK on hand at any given time but will fill all orders, I am told, within turn-around
time at least once per week. Remember that the products hand-made must be packaged and then shipped
from Las Vegas; so please, be patient as we try to meet the needs. The cereal should be refrigerated for
longer shelf life.
I will repeat, however, that the cereal really needs to be a STAPLE in readiness for symptoms of disease
wherein vomiting is present. It can suffice for ALL meals during illness but is a delicious cereal that even the
children love when honey, vanilla, maple, brown sugar, and/or various fruits are added, offering flavor and
added goodness.
If you have a babe who is sick—dilute the spelt flour with a little white syrup (NOT HONEY, IF AN
INFANT) and flavor and offer it instead of milk (or with formula). Mucous will be all but non-existent and
nourishment value is tremendously enhanced without adding allergens.

PEOPLE CHANGE, TRUTH DOES NOT
The rest of the heading should read: “...and neither do termites”. Termites simply do what termites do but
they can take a house and reduce it to a pile of digested rubble. Earthworms do the same duty with the
soil—but they leave their environment improved as they pass through. Both have to be attended. De76

stroyers do not usually begin as a destructive force but grow into mature intent of their mission—whatever
might be the mission. Suppose now for a moment that you have an enemy who wants to destroy you and
all that you represent—will he dump earthworms or termites on your place of dwelling? Now comes the
big question: after the termites are discovered, what do you do? You cannot sort one termite worker from
another and, since they all flock to their Queen and the other powerful controllers of the hive, who do you
confront, squash, take elsewhere, or allow to direct the eating of your house? Rarely will the workers turn
against the ones who brought them to eat your lunch in the first place—they will continue to eat on yours if
they, indeed, are “there”.
The countering of termites and lies is about the same, as you can’t usually get rid of either in total but each
one must be confronted and dispatched. I realize that it is painful to have your very soul invaded but you
can account the invasion as a plus or a negative circumstance. When the few “milling about” termites make
a show-and-tell, you know the tenacious entities will strike, eat, strike, eat and finally take your house
down if left unattended and unfettered. If you take one at a time you will finally find THE KING-PIN of
the bed or hive and the nest will become a shambles. TRUTH will stand into infinity—only the LIES will
be discovered as that which they are. One may simply be believing the lies of another—so be it. Do you
understand that only EGO is that which decides a personal charge and always is abetted and aided by
“things” as in money and “control of others”. Power and control are more powerful than even money once
enough riches are attained to satisfy the self-image.
In these days it is wise to always remember that acting in goodness within truth is the only way to go if you
wish to survive the insanity of what has come upon each of you. EGO is THE controlling force acting in
FEAR.
Someone, and this is especially true in personal interchanges, may well be working innocently in the belief
that what another is instructing is “right”. It may be exactly the opposite of “rightness” but the facts remain
that the manipulated one KNOWS better, for watch what they DO. If secret letters are passed behind the
backs of the intended targets—then something is WRONG. If you have something to object to with me—
TELL ME! Why do you hide behind “another’s” quibbling and whining?
I can show you right off the top what are usually the intents of ones who, say, declare that I am correct and
should be heard and then move right along on their own path of power, ego-tripping, and manipulation for
their own benefit, even to breaking the moral and ethical codes and finally the very LAWS OF THE
LAND. After the latter happens it doesn’t matter what the first intentions might have been. Moreover,
they will team-up with the VERY ONES who did them in in the first place, even in the face of visible
damage to selves. So, if you who are under attack waste your time attending your pricks and scratches
you will get so distracted from your mission that you will certainly miss opportunities which might otherwise
come knocking at your doors.
Remember that Satan’s game is to confuse, confound, distract and play dirty tricks within lies. Sticks and
stones may well break your bones but in the ending of game, words will not have hurt anything but your ego
if, indeed, you act always in truth and integrity. All the words of accusation about another’s actions which
are false do not make a truth. Remember it when the feelings are hurt. First necessity is to look at an
accusation and determine if there is truth within it—then, if not, release it from your ego frame of reference.
An insult is only an insult IF YOU ACCEPT IT. Another cannot make a fool of you, only you can
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accomplish that status. I am reminded of the game of children with a ball as a central focus. There is no
game without the ball so whoever controls the ball is the game leader. I am then taking note of others who
bring their ball and, although it may be much the prettier, they want to control the game with THEIR ball or
they will take it and go elsewhere while using their own rules. Fine, let them go; but if they have SOLD you
the ball (not even “given”) and you trusted and bought the ball—it is rather foolish to let them TAKE it
without recourse.
Example? Dharma is present to WRITE, to be a secretary, NOT TO PLAY BALL! So, whoever comes
and plays in this court—may do whatever they wish with their balls. E.J. has a different job and it is one he
never bargained to hold or serve—but he is forced to consider the balls. So, I find it interesting that
“dharma” (a very simple descriptive term in ANY language) always has many people trying to destroy her
ball. I have to cause her to look around a bit and realize that SHE DOESN’T HAVE ANY. Cross ME
with your slings and arrows, however, and you may well come to find that I DO! AND, I CAN USE
THEM IN EITHER OR ALL COURTS SIMULTANEOUSLY.
You who think you will push Editor Young into doing your bidding because you want your battle fought are
going to find a strong wall of will for CONTACT is his responsibility (ball game) as to publications and he
makes sure he knows the FACTS of personal encounters regarding his ball park. I certainly think he
should take control of the ball and respond to the obvious attempts to discredit his position through the
antics of little ladies who connive and secretly work their termite damages. Indeed he too has his own
game balls and controls who plays with them.
By the way, to you inquiring minds: Esu Sananda comes through this way EVERY DAY so, if you don’t
realize that, then you have missed a lot of interesting input. CONTACT is a paper, a NEWSPAPER,
where public airings can be offered, not silly prattlings of a dozen receivers who like the cute game of
mysticism or of “getcha”. Satan has been around a long, long time, but not as long as has Creator!
Ponder it!
If YOU are being “put out” in some manner and feel the sword of truth about to fall upon some of your
acquaintances—check out what they have said and done—for it was with the FIRST lies that the scene
was set. It was with the first SECRET actions that hurt another, without cause, that sets the focus and, by
the way, that which you THINK may not have come to be—why think ye that it has not? Oh, I see:
Somebody “told” you they heard...? Try direct approach and all the CIRCUMSTANTIAL evidence for
it tells enough that perhaps a few of you should consider consequences of actions which projected such a
circumstantial look at your actions. You ARE known and judged by the company you keep and some of
you have no idea how totally ridiculous you appear in the view of those who KNOW facts. Why do you
not ask for those facts? Ah, because you would learn truth and it would offend? So be it.
You ones who try blackmail with us, please don’t bother for we have NOTHING TO HIDE and we
welcome the truth in court to the point that we will arrange to have it told there and then perhaps you will
consider your own stance.
George Green’s attorney asked Rick Martin what “he wanted” in his confrontation with Green. Rick
answered “the truth told”. The lawyer, Mr. Methven’s colleague, Gilbert, responded “Is that ‘all’?” All?
When you have been so damaged as to struggle to breathe from the stench of the lies and outright unlawful
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damages, TRUTH IS ENOUGH! There was already a business plan under way BEFORE George Green
ever graced us with his mighty presence and nothing has changed; we go right on with our work and have
gained recognition and respect IN SPITE OF all that the adversary could push and shove and lie against
us. We asked for no publicity and you will note that we did not have seminars about UFOs etc. We
appreciated all the help we could get, but believe me, readers, THAT HELP has been more than anyone
on Earth can afford. Further, even after ones leave in a huff of ego anger, we still can’t get them to simply
LEAVE US ALONE. If you don’t like us, get thee from us for nothing holds you. Could it be that you
KNOW truth and that it is found HERE? Why do you not simply go your way for how can we possibly
BOTHER you so much as to preoccupy all your thoughts, your time and your actions? WE DO NOT
CHANGE SO CHECK YOUR OWN BALLS FOR AIR. There is no “group” here, just friends who are
working as hard and with integrity to the very limits of their endurance. If you have a Chamber of Commerce in the town does it mean that the President of the organization owns and operates all the businesses
represented in the town? How foolish a concept. What if “you” are just one of the businesses in this
scenario? Do you then control and own the business in the store next door? Then WHY do you come to
believe we offer some kind of cult arrangement? WHO told you so? Check it out for integrity and truth!
And you who think you have run out the “statute of limitations”: you haven’t. You who think you can break
the laws may well find that you cannot get away with it. We act ALWAYS within the laws of the land AND
WITHIN GOD’S LAWS. In hearings the proof can be presented nicely and we can find where the facts
lead.
There is no such prison as confining and destructive to freedom as a “closed mind”. Is it not time that some
of you look beyond your nose and the ears on your head being fed by the restricted inputs and consider the
FACTS and what IS? Always the enemy FIRST comes as a friend in disguise while even himself believing
he is the friend. Disallow him to control you into his image and his servitude and he will turn like the viper
upon you and take all he can gain as he turns the lies upon you and runs for his hiding hole. Unfortunately
for the would-be Kings, the citizens are NOT dumb-bunnies hopping down the bunny trail—when they
realize TRUTH, the lies, and liars, WILL FALL. I do not care if you are 15 years or 95 years of counting.
It is certainly excusable and, at the least, mitigating, to be misled and distracted. It is intentional fraud to
know truth and continue in the lie and that, too, has no age qualifications.
With all of the above in mind, I have asked to personally handle this next bit of information for it, once
again, does such a better job of lesson teaching than any I could bring you for consideration.
The following comes from, if I read Internet codes sufficiently, Conspiracy Nation, Vol. 7 Num. 37:
THE OKLAHOMA BOMBING AND
THE STORY OF A MAGAZINE
by Sherman H. Skolnick
[H: This is worthy of your attention. I make no comment regarding the status or stature of
Sherman Skolnick and because it is so hard to discern who is truly a set-up party or one being set
up I will simply ask that the information be offered. Meanwhile, to you readers, remember that
all good men who confront the “enemy” are going to have stones tossed their way, including one
Sherman H. Skolnick who has also been called a “plant”, a “distractor” and other anti-citizen
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set-ups. If you act wisely and within all laws, you can find your discernment enough to stay out
of trouble. When there is talk of “ways to not legally not file your income tax forms”, as example—why would you concern selves with follow-up if you have covered yourself with the available shelters? Why bring down the heavy arms against you? It is important to ALWAYS remember that whatever laws are pronounced against you—they are legal if not lawful. Remember
also that you are just as dead if killed by a good guy’s bullet as the bullet sent from the bad guy—
and, the gun is innocent—check it out! We have yet to have a gun sentenced to death for murder
if it simply sets in the closet on a shelf. How many of you, in the name of justice, actually bring
the sword against selves?]
Once in a great while there is a story that is hard to tell. And the writer and his friends and associates
risk a great deal just to try to bring it out: to bring to you, the reader, the details.
This may well be just such a time.
It was before 10 a.m. (Eastern Time) in the offices of Media Bypass Magazine, in Evansville, Indiana.
At the time, they were a recently started publication with a circulation of about 5,000. At the same time it
was before 9 a.m. in Oklahoma City. The Magazine, operated by Tree Top Communications, Inc., the
parent firm, had as its largest stockholder an old-timer named Jim Thomas. They were dedicated to
publishing stories the mass media were afraid to touch.
The day was April 19, 1995, “A day that will live in infamy”, to borrow the words of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt in describing the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
At the time in the Magazine’s offices was Lawrence W. Myers. Did anyone at the Magazine that day
note a key point? Others now claim Myers was there “before” 10 a.m. their time (9 a.m. Oklahoma time.
Central Time) He wanted to be hired as a writer, to write about “serial bombers”, presumably the
“Unabomber”. To demonstrate his credentials he brought along four books authored by him, published by
Palladin Press, of Phoenix, Arizona. Did anyone take note they publish items primarily catering to “soldiers of fortune”, that is, mercenaries? Myers also said he wrote magazine articles.
His books apparently show how to build bombs from ordinary materials. And contain explicit instructions on how to build remote detonators for explosives.
While in their offices, news came out that at a few minutes after 9 a.m. (Central Time, 10 a.m. Evansville time), there had been a terrible bombing of a federal office building in Oklahoma City. Magazine
officials immediately contracted with Myers, on a week-to-week basis, and dispatched him to Oklahoma
City to report and write on the tragedy.
Myers is a “take charge” type. He soon became the magazine’s Chief Investigative Reporter. Myers
also became, in effect, the gate-keeper. He decided what stories, if any, were worthy to be published by
the magazine. Most of the others at the Magazine were very young and inexperienced in running a publication.
One of the investors in the parent firm tried to tell Thomas and others, to no avail, that some suspect
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Myers is actually a counter-intelligence agent, infiltrating and penetrating the Magazine operation to carry
out some U.S. government agenda. Some penetration agents are under orders to infiltrate and destroy the
targeted group, entity, or enterprise.
Myers had apparently been with Special Forces in Central America, particularly Honduras and most
likely Nicaragua. Did Myers specialize in neutralizing so-called “insurgents”? Some claim big land-owners in Central America use “Death Squads” to silence dissidents. Did Myers at one time aid such bloody
events? From various bits and pieces of data, and circumstances, some astute observers answer YES. In
the back of his vehicle, some at Media Bypass observed Myers carries with him the full equipment for him
to survive in the jungle. [H: THAT does not impress me, readers, for ALL OF YOU “should” carry
such a survival kit with you everywhere you go if possible. This is not a “nice” society and big
things can interrupt your travels from accident, storms or whatever. You can literally simply
park and take a few steps outside your vehicle to refresh yourself and get bitten by a rattlesnake
or, at the least, stung by a wasp. If the survival pack, however, comes equipped with six automatic machine-guns and 150 pounds of ammo, take note!]
Few at the Magazine—if anyone there—were experienced on espionage and putting things together to
identify a penetration agent. No one there was listening to items tending to cast suspicion on Myers. For
example, also in Phoenix, has been John Alexander, called “Colonel” by some and “Doctor”. He founded
the super-secret Delta Force used to carry out clandestine missions. They are no strangers to assassinations, including “Death Squads”, airplane sabotage, strange bombings, and much more.
Wherever there were meetings of the controversial militias, Myers would reportedly show up. Was it
for the purposes of a story or really to pick the brains for some intelligence agency? Was Myers using his
apparent infiltration and penetration of the magazine to penetrate dissident groups following the Oklahoma
bombing?
Without apparent disclaimers, the Magazine ran provocative advertisements like “NO NEED TO
PAY INCOME TAXES” in big bold type. The ads went on to state, “Immediately stop paying income
taxes, a tax no one in the U.S. is required, by law, to pay (though people residing outside the U.S. might be
subject to the tax).” Media Bypass Magazine, February, 1996 issue, page 19.
[H: And THIS, friends, is exactly why CONTACT DOES NOT take in paid advertising! It is
also WHY CONTACT gives full credit to others who write such as this article. We have no facts
from our own resources to back up the authenticity of this article so please understand why we
offer something but only with “qualifications” to check for yourself. This, as much information,
comes through a computer internet and ANYTHING can be put onto such networks—and can
use ANYONE’S name as reference without recourse. It has surely become a time for seeking
and researching FACTS, audience. In this very attitude you can KNOW that we would never
have used Dr. Russell’s information WITHOUT full credit and respect. If we speak of “books”
it is because we feel them worthy of your attention. JOURNALS (as in “Phoenix”) are NOT
such books but are fully classified as “journals”, “periodicals”, “dated material”, and “newspaper-newsletter” material. YES INDEED, THERE CERTAINLY IS A DIFFERENCE! Further,
we do not copyright anything in our library of writings. We do ask for contact with someone here
for acknowledgement if possible and ask that things not be either taken out of context or misrepresented which is only an intelligent expectation. The point is to get the information out and
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to as many readers as possible—without interference. Books such as “Trance Formation of
America” by writers such as Cathy O’Brien, etc., are presented as BOOKS and not as PHOENIX JOURNALS. Please note the difference! And if the “style” of structure of the book seems
familiar to our readers, you better bet we helped—ALL WE COULD!]
A “shooting gallery” is a government counter-intelligence operation set up to identify, photograph or
video, and neutralize “enemies of the state”, such as tax protestors, militias, Western State anti-federal
government activists, and such.
Some fear that at the hands of Myers and others, Media Bypass has become part of a shooting gallery
operation. Such a set-up saves money. Instead of government intelligence agents beating the bushes
looking for dissidents, the dissidents identify themselves by responding to such noisy ads in so-called
“anti-government” magazines.
Notice the time-table related to the bombing:
1. Monday, April 17, 1995. A Special Federal Grand Jury, under the wing of Independent Counsel
Kenneth Starr, reportedly hands up a sealed indictment, charging Hillary Rodham Clinton with (a)
bank fraud, that is, participating with husband William Jefferson Clinton in misappropriating or
embezzling some 47 million dollars from a federally-insured Savings and Loan; and (b) offenses
bordering on treason, namely, being the beneficiary of secret offshore accounts purportedly
payable to Vincent W. Foster, Jr., at one time her law partner, as purported payment for arranging for Jonathan Pollard to convey nuclear missile launch and tracking codes to Israeli intelligence. Foster was the middle man, on behalf of George Bush, while he was Vice President and Reagan
administration Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, to use a low-level naval intelligence analyst,
Pollard, to convey these topmost secrets to a foreign power. [H: Now, note the full-out support of
Israel at all costs in this current on-going upheaval, even at the expense and pain of AMERICAN Palestinians. Israel has the Clintons and almost ALL of Congress in the udder-wringer.]
After all, the Reagan-Bush team owed Israel a favor, for Israel trans-shipping U.S. weapons to Iran—a
pay-off for Iran delaying the release of the U.S. Embassy hostages, to screw Jimmy Carter’s bid for reelection as president, 1980. Called “The October Surprise” treason by some, the hostages were released
a few moments after Reagan was inaugurated the new president, 1981.
A federal judge, crony of the Clintons, has kept the sealed indictment sealed to this day.
2. The evening of Monday, April 17, 1995, a plane-load of top military brass crashed near Alexander
City, Alabama. The plane was apparently sabotaged. Two explosions in the air were heard by a witness;
one explosion on the ground. One top brass was in a supervisory capacity to the highly secret National
Security Agency as well as the Army Security Agency.
Like the book, Seven Days in May, the passengers were reportedly part of a military coup, to arrest,
under the military code, their Commander-in-Chief, William Jefferson Clinton, for treason including, but
not limited to, the cover-up of the murder of his boyhood friend Foster who was implicated with Clinton’s
wife in the Jonathan Pollard Affair. Foster headed a secret bank spying project for NSA; Foster had the
equivalent rank of General in NSA.
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Was the plane crash near the secret Delta Force base in Alabama? Why do some continue to suspect
that Myers is reportedly part of a team working with the Delta Force, to stop the few brave military brass
dedicated to arresting Clinton for high crimes?
3. The bombing, Wednesday, April 19, 1995. The bombing occurred before the expiration of the 48
hours by which sealed indictments are in more ordinary circumstances delayed—to give the federal authorities time to apprehend the named defendants in the indictment. Mainstream journalists have confirmed, from their own sources, this writer’s exclusive stories about the sealed indictment. BUT, those
other writers, being cowardly, and their editors being newsfakers, are all silent publicly. The bombing
changed public psychology, favoring the Clintons.
4. Saturday, April 22, 1995. For the first time in history, the Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr,
takes the depositions, inside the White House, of President Clinton and of his wife, the First Lady. Was
this, coming on this week of April 17, just a coincidence? Note: a senior editor of Forbes (later fired)
contends he asked the White House to respond to his inquiry about Hillary being the beneficiary for the
secret overseas accounts of Foster. He wanted a response by the day that turned out to be the day before
the bombing.
5. Some contend there was high-level complicity—in and out of the U.S. government in the Oklahoma
bombings (experts claim it should be plural—that pressure detonators set off explosive charges on the
building’s pillars—the pressure being supplied by the pressure from explosives in the purported truck
bomb).
Were the bombings out to divert attention from the treason charges of Monday, April 17, 1995? Of
course, that implies a great deal of pre-meditation in the events of the whole week. Shortly after the
bombings, in a rare performance, President Clinton went on the 60 Minutes CBS program. Appearing
highly rattled, Clinton said there is an element in the country—the militias—trying to overthrow the federal
government.
Left unsaid: that it is justified for him as President and Commander-in-Chief to murder any group of
military officers trying to stage a coup, such as those killed near Alexander City, Alabama, April 17, 1995.
Clinton reserved the right, left unsaid, to invoke the emergency fiats put into supposed “law” by him in
June, 1994, giving him the authority above the U.S. Constitution. One of the provisions: that no court
shall have authority to consider a challenge to such emergency authority.
That is, using the bombings to engage in repression against dissidents and other outspoken types, as
well as the American people in general.
6. A Special Federal Grand Jury, in Alabama, has been blocked from investigating the sabotaged air
crash near Alexander City, the apparent related Delta Force secret base of operations, and the murders,
by air sabotage, to abort the coup attempt.
7. While all these events have been happening, certain persons, purporting to be intermediaries for
Independent Counsel Starr, have been traveling around the country, supposedly interviewing witnesses on
related matters. What they have been actually doing apparently is the following:
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(a) gathering data to be used for their own personal advantage, financially and otherwise, as a
power base, through blackmail and extortion: in Arkansas and elsewhere, in and out of public office.
(b) identifying and listing what witnesses, sources of evidence and testimony have to be snuffed
out—or what witnesses, whose testimony is “for sale”, can be paid to shut up or alter their testimony with
perjury. For example: in the Chicago area was a long-time member of the London Gold Pool, previously
active with NSA official Vincent W. Foster, Jr., in clandestine gold transactions for espionage work. The
Gold Pool member was part of a circle active with Propaganda-Due [DOO-ay] known as P-2. Judges,
Secret Police, Legislators, Cabinet Members, and Journalists; Italy, France, England, and the United
States, devoted to overthrowing representative government through the “politics of tension”, bombings,
assassination, and terror. In short, violence and major disruptions blamed falsely onto dissidents.
The Gold Pool member’s team not only included Foster, but reportedly the Archbishop of Milan,
Italy. The Gold Pool member, John Tarullo, was murdered in August, 1995. He had failed in his assignment which was to completely control those involved in the 50-million-dollar secret transfer of federal
funds from Chicago to Little Rock. The funds, held in custody for the federal S&L bail-out agency,
Resolution Trust Corporation [H: Yep, the same old bail-out agency that seized Ekkers’ property
through the Santa Barbara Savings and Loan Association failure, which is NOW coming out of
bankruptcy debt-free to fly like the vultures, again, upon society.], were misappropriated to make
good the purported embezzlement of 47 million dollars from a federally-insured S&L, namely Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan, done reportedly by Hillary Rodham Clinton, with the aid of her husband—that
is, the subject of one part of the sealed indictment of April 17, 1995. (The 3-million-dollar difference—
between 47 and 50 million—was for “street tax”, bribery of public officials to smooth the way.)
Tarullo had failed to protect Household International and Household Bank, which had custody of
the funds, part of a profound series of scandals known as the Joseph Andreuccetti Affair. Household was
the successor to the CIA money laundry, the Nyugen-Hand Bank of Australia. (See: The Crimes of
Patriots, by Jonathan Kwitny.) [H: Yes indeed, we DID WRITE on this very bank WITH INFORMATION COMING DIRECTLY FROM NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA. Also there are
bunches of information spilled all over you from such as Dr. John Coleman and from our own
myriad of journals.]
Apparently implicated in the events of the 50-million-dollar transfer reportedly was Lawrence W.
Myers. He was reportedly part of a project of a clandestine nature with the Little Rock office of Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC). Did operatives of Delta Force, with the aid of Myers, snuff out Tarullo?
It is a fair presumption. Myers has sought to block publication of stories related to Foster, Pollard,
Weinberger, Bush, Hillary, Household International and CIA, as well as the Gold Pool member, [and] the
Andreuccetti Affair.
The counter-intelligence operation of which Myers is reportedly an integral part interfaces with highly
secret units of MIG, (Military Intelligence Group). (They were known for violence and dirty tricks going
back to 1970 and before, as documented in Sherman H. Skolnick vs 113th Military Intelligence Group,
also known [as a covert] as Midwest Audio-Visual News, U.S. District Court, Chicago, 1970.)
A London newspaper uncovered Congressional documents tending to show MIG were involved in
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stripping Foster’s office or nearby offices after his murder as well as part of a vast cover up of his manner
of death. ( Riddle of Spooks in the White House, by Ambrose Evans-Pritchant, London Daily Telegraph 1/27/96: Electronic version 1/9/96.)
The apparent penetration and infiltration of Media Bypass Magazine seems to be just one of several
happenings of a secret team of which Lawrence W. Myers appears to be a part. Their efforts started prior
to the Oklahoma bombings. This, by itself, tends to prove or support charges that there is a high-level U.S.
government complicity in the bloodshed of the federal office building calculated to be blamed onto dissidents.
Some months ago, upon the suspicions and complaints of some connected to Media Bypass magazine, Myers was fired, but then rehired reportedly on the same day, upon his representations that he could
boost circulation with an exclusive interview with the accused, so-called “lone bomber”, Timothy McVeigh
(published in the February, 1996 issue of the magazine). Left unpublished and unmentioned is the reported
method Myers used to get into the prison with the blessings of the Warden and the U.S. Prison system:
Myers reportedly used his espionage agency “muscle” to have the prison door swing open so he could
enter and get an exclusive interview with McVeigh.
The exclusive interview enabled Myers to keep his job and continue his reported penetration and
infiltration of Media Bypass Magazine for the apparent purpose of eventually destroying them and damaging and discrediting various categories of dissidents nationwide.
As of the time of this article [03/03/96], various persons are planning to attend an urgent meeting for
the purpose of seeking to remove Myers from the magazine. For example, the top official of Jeremiah
Films (1-800-828-2290) reportedly has accused Lawrence W. Myers of being a counter-intelligence
operative. This official has to be considered since his firm regularly runs a full-color advertisement on the
back cover of the Magazine bringing in approximately $3,000 per month. With current estimated circulation of 45,000, the Magazine might be justified in charging a lot more soon for the same type of back cover
ad.
Why it may be difficult to remove Myers and/or expose him:
(a) He is reportedly part of the most secret, super-powerful secret espionage operation in the U.S.
They have apparently penetrated and infiltrated various dissident groups, entities, publications, and movements. The espionage community has invested tremendous dollars and manpower in this undertaking.
(b) To reportedly expose the Delta Force, MIG, and Lawrence W. Myers would unravel the cover
up—done supposedly for reasons of “national security”—of the clandestine gold transactions, billions of
dollars, involving the London Gold Pool, various money-center banks in the U.S., Europe, and Japan, and
the Caymans, and Hong Kong.
(c) And would reportedly expose the interface between Delta Force, MIG, and Myers and the
extremely secret units of DISC (Defense Industrial Security Command), guarding plutonium and other
nuclear facilities nationwide; they have the apparent authority to murder “trouble-makers” and, if necessary, throw their dead body near one of the security fences and claim they had to shoot said person who
was trying to climb over the fence. Units of DISC, together with security units of NASA, combined with
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Delta Force and MIG, are reportedly implicated in the murder of Foster, the handling of his body by a
mortuary linked to CIA, and creation of entities and news items as disinformation to cover up the murder.
(d) And could topple the central government in a high-level scandal involving the murder of the
highest level U.S. government official to be assassinated since President Kennedy, namely Foster, and
cover up of same.
(e) And would reportedly disrupt banking connections worldwide, since Foster headed the secret
bank spying project, using a “trap door” in the stolen Inslaw software called PROMIS, to spy on banks,
including the central banks of supposed allies and friendly trading partners of the United States.
(f) And could reportedly expose the 200 million [dollar] swindle in high-level Reagan and Bush
administration officials stealing PROMIS and selling it to various espionage agencies, using the “trap door”
to spy on our allies.
(g) And George Bush and Caspar Weinberger would have to be prosecuted for treason in the
Jonathan Pollard Affair as well as the “October Surprise”.
(h) And reportedly would cause the collapse of Household International and Household Bank,
one of the largest credit card and loan operations in the world. The major owner of Household is Wells
Fargo of which Warren Buffet is a major stockholder. Buffet is one of the largest stockholders in Disney,
now owners of ABC news, of Coca Cola, and GEICO. Buffet is also one of the largest stockholders of
Washington Post Co. as well as the bond house, Salomon Brothers. [H: Ah indeed, good old Salomon
Brothers—guess what: they held an interest in Ekkers’ property as well as the Santa Barbara
Savings and Loan Association!]
(i) And would tend to prove high-level complicity in the Oklahoma bombings.
(j) And would publicly expose the efforts to arrest Commander-in-Chief Clinton by a military
coup, like “Seven Days in May”: a coup aborted by murdering high level military officers in Alabama, April
17, 1995.
More than one book would have to be written to set this all forth with all the details. Are Myers’
reported team members known? The answer is YES. By the way, this writer has over 30 years of
experience in identifying spies, counter-spies, and agents-provocateurs.
(Disclaimer for above: Brian Francis Redman: I neither necessarily agree nor disagree with
either all or portions of the preceding. Persons mentioned are invited to send their rebuttals, of
reasonable length, to bigred@duracef.shout.net for probable distribution.)
[END OF QUOTING]
I concur except that I agree with most of the above and disagree only with a small portion. You be the
judge and, if you can get onto the follow-on internet hookup, please feel free to do so. A lot of information
can flow through that Internet (all inclusive nets) so don’t underestimate the facilities of these networks to
begin to touch the multitudes—IF IN FACT, you continue to send information such as THIS to such as
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CONTACT. We CAN get it out to a few thousand more in numbers and OUR READERS REALLY
READ AND STUDY OUR PAPER. Our subscriber list may be small but CONTACT is about the most
“read” paper on the globe. It is picked up off this computer and at layout by surveillance teams, which we
encourage, and is printed on bulletin-type presses whereby the information is out before we even go to
press. Are CONTACT people fearful? No, cautious enough to make sure we use good journalistic rules
and regulations and offer “hearing” as space allows.
I repeat something here that I have said again and again: we offer what we have for your consideration but
I suggest you CAREFULLY consider the above information. We accuse no one of anything but the
discernment you use for selves is very apt to be your protecting shield. Why go forth and prick and prod
the beasts? You WIN by restructuring a valid societal structure build on a solid foundation of good
business and industry—and let the beasts do battle with themselves.
By the way, the SAFEST and MOST SECURE place to be found, by name, is on the subscriber’s list of
CONTACT!
May the light of insight be given to shine clearly upon us all.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 12
REC #1 HATONN
THU., MAR. 7, 1996 7:29 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 204
THU., MAR. 7, 1996
REVELATIONS?
As things begin to expand in seriousness around the globe I am again and again petitioned to “give us some
of your all-fired revelations!” What “revelations”?
The greatest and most important “revelations” have already been made over, and over, and over, and over
again!
Try Thomas Paine: “No one ought to make a living by religion. One person cannot act religion for another—every person must act for himself.”
However, again THIS year it is internationally being stated that that which was to come off last year will
take place this year: That is the worldwide, simultaneous, Christian Crusade, Billy Graham, all languages
audio and video revealing of our “God” in the clouds. This is also known as Operation Blue Beam. It got
shut down last year but, to fulfill the expectations of the “people” for a Rapture and Second Coming, etc.,
there MUST be a visualization in every part of the world—to allow for the ONE WORLD RELIGION.
The “revelation” herein is to stop, look and listen before you jump off the cliff into the arms of an illusion.
The “operation” is not only easy to EXPLAIN and REVEAL technologically, but I suppose we must do it
AGAIN here. I forget that once a paper is presented there will be only a few who will ever again refer to
the information. Some will memorize it; other papers may reprint, etc., but in general realization, FEW will
restudy information. Worse, if the information flows through while you are off on vacation, recreation, or
a business trip—it is put aside for a convenient time to read and therefore is lost forever—usually.
Rather than bore you with what we have already printed, please allow us another’s point of view. There
used to be a paper called Americans for the Constitution. It is now called Connecting The Dots. It is
a brave group who offers this newsletter and I am very happy indeed to give you their address: CTD/
Editor, POB 244342, Anchorage, Alaska, 99524. Don’t you readers just want to bet that the Alaskans
are sorry they joined the state of the united prison system? Oh well!
From: Connecting the Dots, February, 1995, pg. 6. The offering is originally from our friend Serge
Monast who has been under horrendous siege from all enemies as to be now broke, his child removed
from him, and all manners of man-made horrors perpetrated upon him. I personally disagree with much of
the information offered by that source but as to “Blue Beam” he has good information. CONTACT has not
had enough resources to help him much other than through a bit of calling of his information to your
attention. Please be patient with him for what you order, for the government is continually interrupting the
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flow of any information. This will be a good refresher reminder of what, exactly, IS Blue Beam.
[QUOTING:]
PROJECT BLUE BEAM
Holography, a technique for obtaining 3-dimensional images, involves an interference pattern between
2 sets of single-wavelength light waves. A single laser beam is split into two parts, one to illuminate the
object, the second part (called the reference beam) is reflected by a mirror. The two beams meet forming
an interference pattern, which is developed to form a hologram. This hologram can be used to re-create a
3-dimensional image of the original object. According to a comprehensive report by Canadian investigative journalist Serge Monast entitled Project Blue Beam, this holographic technology used in conjunction
with hi-tech mind-control weapons utilizing the effects of radio-frequency waves upon the brain, is capable
of projecting an image in the sky and causing collective thought to convince people they are seeing an alien
invasion or the second coming of Christ.
The Blue Beam Project will pretend to be the universal fulfillment of the prophecies of old. In principle,
it will make use of the sky as a movie screen as space-based laser-generating satellites project simultaneous images to every part of the planet, in every language, in every dialect according to region. Specifically, the show will consist of laser projections of multiple holographic images to different parts of the
world, each receiving different images according to predominating regional/national religious faiths. No
area will be excluded. With computer animation and sound effects appearing to come from the depths of
space, astonished followers of the various creeds will witness their own returned Messiah in spectacularly
convincing lifelike realness. The various Saviours will then merge into one after ‘correct’ explanations of
the mysteries, prophecies, and revelations will have been disclosed. This event will occur at a time of great
political and general tumult. [H: Seems like surely this is a good time to meet those requirements.
It can now be touted as the great fulfillment of the “resurrection” at Easter time of the solar
arrangement.]
The Blue Beam Project, developed by NASA scientists, consists of 4 parts, 4 steps toward the
implementation of the NWO religion with the Antichrist at its head.
First, earthquakes at certain precise locations of the planet will result in new archaeological discoveries
revealing that all religions’ basic doctrines have been misunderstood and misinterpreted.
Second, a gigantic Space Show with laser projections of multiple 3-dimensional holographic images
worldwide, will appear to be the image of God, speaking in all languages.
Third, electronic telepathy involving ELF, VLF, and LF waves will reach people by the inside of their
brains, interlacing and interweaving with the natural thinking to form diffused artificial thought and making
each one to believe that God is speaking to them from within their own souls.
Fourth, electronic universal “supernatural” manifestation designed to deceive will create the following
illusions: make mankind believe an alien invasion is imminent, make Christians believe a rapture is imminent
and the aliens have come to rescue them, and convince all that global satanic supernatural forces and
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manifestations penetrating worldwide—able to travel through optical fiber, coaxial cables, electric and
phone lines—are everywhere and inescapable.
[END OF QUOTING]
Dharma, leave this please as I would like you to attend the pumice evaluation. Thank you
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CHAPTER 13
REC #1 HATONN
FRI., MAR. 8, 1996 8:39 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 205
FRI., MAR. 8, 1996
BRITISH LAW
I have an alert for you this morning which will also act as an example of how you are manipulated into
corners. You KNOW, if you read CONTACT that your nation is under both National Emergency RULE
by PRESIDENTIAL ORDER, and, I hope you realize that with that “emergency” state of being you are
subject to whatever regulations deemed necessary to contain the citizens, make laws to strip the citizens,
etc. It is ALL CONSTITUTIONAL, friends, so don’t go hanging your hat on “It ain’t Constitutional”! It
may at one time NOT have been constitutional—but is IS now. It was achieved through non-constitutional
methods but I assure you that that argument will not serve you well if your government decides OTHERWISE.
Our friend who sort-of belongs to Canada and the U.S. and manages America East Publishers has sent a
bit of a warning memo to us which MUST BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. When something is quietly passed
in parliaments and legislatures and then months or years later it surfaces for FOCUS—it should be considered a MAJOR alert.
Pierre remarks that he just received a memo which he feels should be brought to my attention. It should
and it must then be brought to yours. You have to understand that even your courts (as you read Mr.
Martin’s recent series) operate on BRITISH ADMIRALTY AND MARITIME LAWS. I have also
warned you over and over again, recently, to pay attention for the U.S. and ALL BRITISH PROTECTORATES have laws in place to be able to CONFISCATE anything you have and, further, these Elite
plan to do so.
[QUOTING:]
From: America East Publishers
Date: Feb. 22, 1996
I just got a memo... that mentions the following:
“Just prior to the summer recess of parliament of 1993, Bill C-124 was UNUSUALLY passed in somewhat of a hurry, which is not the common procedure of the House of Commons. Contained in that bill,
authority is given to the Government to SEIZE all monies in a person’s bank account, and to
retrieve any gold, silver, jewelry, gems, stocks, or bonds, and mortgages, from your safety deposit boxes if the Government deems it necessary by way of declaring an ECONOMIC EMERGENCY, or IF ORDERED TO DO SO BY THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND. [H:
NOTE PLEASE: The International Monetary Fund is the United Nations, by any name, run by
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the Banksters AND your now-in-control “FEMA” is the controlling force in charge of dispatching the orders and requiring enforcement of same.] These boxes now become vulnerable deposit
boxes!!! Act accordingly.”
This is worth checking out.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, for you who just “can’t believe they would...”, I suggest we copy and print the “Bill” itself, please.
[QUOTING:]
BILL C-124
An Act to Amend the Currency Act
Passed by the House of Commons June 3, 1993
Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada,
enacts as follows:
1. Subsections 17(2) to (6) of the Currency Act are repealed and the following substituted therefore:
acquire or cause to be acquired;
2. The Minister may, with assets held by or on behalf of the Minister for the Exchange Fund Account,
acquire or cause to be acquired;
(a) currencies designated by the Minister;
(b) units of account designated by the Minister;
(c) gold;
(d) deposits that are
(i) denominated in those currencies or units of account or in gold, and
(ii) held with the Bank of Canada or any other financial institution inside or outside Canada
designated by the Minister; and
e) securities or notes that are denominated in those currencies or units of account or in gold and are
issued or guaranteed by the Government of Canada or by such
(i) government of another country,
(ii) agency or institution of the Government of Canada or of the government of another
country.
(iii) official International financial organization, or
(iv) institution
as is designated by the Minister.
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(2.1) Within sixty days after making a designation under subsection (2), the Minister shall cause to be
published in the Canada Gazette the name of the currency or unity of account designated for the criteria
used by the Minister in making the designation under subparagraph (2)(d)(ii) or paragraph (2)(e).
(3) The Minister or an agent on behalf of the Minister may sell, lend, borrow, or otherwise deal in
currencies, units of account, gold, deposits or securities or notes described in subsection (2), on any items
and conditions that the Minister thinks fit, and may, for that purpose
(a) enter into and participate in
(1) futures, forward, option, repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, and
(ii) derivatives or associated instruments or products
relating to those currencies, units of account, gold, deposits or securities or notes;
(b) accept any of those currencies, units of account, gold, deposits or securities or notes as
security for any loan or undertaking; and
(c) give undertakings and give as security for the performances of the undertakings any assets held
by or on behalf of the Minister for the Exchange Fund Account.
(3.1) Within sixty days after the Minister appoints an agent under subsection (3) or a derivative or associated instrument or product is interred or participated in under subparagraph (3)(a)(ii), the Minister shall
cause to be published in the Canada Gazette the name of the agent or a description of the derivative or
associated instrument or product.
(4) There shall be credited to the Exchange Fund Account
(a) the proceeds, earnings and interest from all transactions pursuant to subsection (3);
(b) all amounts received by the Minister on the maturity of any deposits and securities and notes
held by or on behalf of the Minister for the Account; and
(c) all earnings and interest from the currencies, units of account, gold, deposits and securities and
notes held by or on behalf of the Minister for the Account.
[END OF QUOTING]
You will note right here and now, readers, that the push to destroy the Monarchy of “Her Majesty” is
moving right along. Elizabeth is the wealthiest female in the world in her own right and actually Heads the
Committee of Rome so the next point is to have the Khazarian British Israelis come into full control and
content of the wealth and persons of the International scope of communities. (Communities here defined
as EVERYBODY EVERYWHERE!)
The U.S. ALREADY has this same authority written in the National Security Presidential Orders authority
and has been accessible since, at the least, 1933. Only the words will be changed TO PROTECT THE
GUILTY!
Next I need to respond to some serious questions regarding some of the “recognized” microorganisms
zooming around from portal to portal. The subject has been addressed briefly in an article sent from
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Florida from the Orlando Sentinel, 3-7-’96:
[QUOTING:]
CHLAMYDIA IS SERIOUS, WIDESPREAD
Dr. Allan Bruckheim, The Family Doctor
QUESTION: I must admit I had never heard about chlamydia before the doctor told me I was infected and needed medication. What can you tell me about it?
ANSWER: According to one estimate, chlamydia affects 4 million men, women and children each
year, making this the most common sexually transmitted disease in the United States. The annual cost of
the infection is estimated to be $1.4 Billion, 79 percent of which results from complications that occur in
women.
The organism that causes the infection is Chlamydia trachomatis; it has characteristics of
VIRUSES AND BACTERIA. As with viruses, the organism only grows inside of cells, particularly cells that form part of the reproductive system. Like bacteria, it reproduces by dividing in
two.
Once the organism penetrates a cell, it begins to divide and multiply until more than 500 organisms
have been produced. The cell is destroyed, and it bursts, spilling out all of these new infecting agents. It
takes about 48 hours for this to happen, which explains why this disease has a relatively long incubation
period.
The disease has spread rapidly. The majority of women, as many as 80 percent, experience no
symptoms or only a mild vaginal discharge. By contrast, 80 percent of infected men complain about a
discharge and painful urination.
Laboratory tests have made the diagnosis of trachoma infections a bit easier, and there are now
screening tests that may be used in a physician’s office. The consequences of the infection are especially
important to women. The disease causes about 50 percent of acute pelvic inflammatory disease seen and
is suspected to be the primary cause of involuntary sterility and ectopic pregnancy. All patients, with
or without symptoms, and their sexual partners should be treated with tetracycline or doxycycline antibiotic for seven days.
[END OF QUOTING]
It is, yes, true that after a few reinfection bouts the viral portion of the microbe will become totally resistant
to any of the known antibiotics. Will colloidal silver, etc., affect the resistant virus? Yes it will, if you take
it along with Gaiandriana which allows the penetration and merging of the substance through the cell
(carrying cell) wall and get within the cell itself. Viruses live within cells to protect themselves from assault
and then they have a place to mutate as well. This factor MUST BE CONSIDERED in this current day
and age with EVERY ORGANISM. The colloidal solutions as made are utilizing only DISTILLED pure
water and for the “merging” within your own cellular structure it requires a “carrier” for the solution. The
Drias are the only carrier we have which consistently utilizes the same electrolyte base as cellular structures
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of ANY KIND. The qualities necessary can be bred into the Dria cells by simple programing for individual
body types, i.e., DNA/RNA structure. If you can’t get the “medicine” to the organism, as with HIV, you
can’t do anything except cause the organism itself to further mutate. This is WHY a person becomes a
“carrier” of viruses which can pop up and out any time the body gets compromised and the immune system
stressed.
I can’t tell you what are the answers to all your questions. I can tell you what I “may” but no more. Please
note the merging of the TWO MAJOR DRUG HOUSES as we write, Giegy and Sandoz. It is exactly as
with the Khazarian Banks—as each merger takes place more and more citizens are without jobs with no
alternative resources AND the “treatment” resources for all things becomes limited to those POWERFUL
entities. I can’t tell how long anything will be left to your use as citizens, such as vitamins and mineral
supplements to the higher antiseptic agents as simple hydrogen peroxide. It sure behooves you chemists to
KNOW HOW TO MAKE SUCH AS PEROXIDE if you must at some time when the labs who make
such as peroxide are closed. More and more herbs and medicinal products are shut-down every day as
we move along. It simply is the way it is and there is nothing you can do except keep your credibility and
quietly go about NOT doing too much advertising in your effort to SAVE THE WORLD. The World is not
going to be “saved” by you or any other individual so the most valuable thing you can do for all and self is
to keep self in working order, KNOW truth, and always serve in that truth.
We need to make “businesses” out of housing, food growing, i.e., things that contribute toward good
survival in a better-based mode of living. The underground networks of whatever are that which will need
to handle radical change but even radical change needs supporting survival and better ways of industry and
growth, not to even mention simple “sustenance” and “maintenance” capabilities. The Elite don’t want to
get rid of the intelligent people—for they have to survive also. They want to get rid of the TROUBLEMAKERS who are “really” problems and set the others up to “take-the-fall” for their own actions while
appearing innocent.
You do, however, have to KNOW wherein the problems are laying in wait for you and, therefore, we will
share and tell what we can glean from the massive amounts of disinformation and misinformation. We can’t
always tell for, in fact, ONLY GOD knows REAL INTENT. Further, individuals CHANGE with the
winds which blow.
OPERATION MK-ULTRA/MONARCH
I am asked why must the citizen have to be exposed to the tribulations of a Cathy O’Brien, etc. Must the
people be so abused as to have to recognize the world of evil beings for every detail of their experience?
Yes, to the extent we have examples to present. It is your willingness to live within the shelter of the lies
which has undone you and caused loss of freedom. If you had KNOWN who the wicked beasts were
before you elected them (while there were still honest elections) you would not have put into power the
very Beast Himself!
If evil is taking place and if you want to change your societal structures—YOU MUST KNOW.
In words of an article recently published, the chapter title is: “NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED”. The
write-up deals with Cathy and I want to remind you—we cannot advertise Trance Formation of America,
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by Phillips and O’Brien, enough. On the cover spine of the book Phillips is incorrect in that it is printed
“Phillps”. Don’t let that throw you—consider it added value if you have such a misprint for it will one day
be valuable far beyond the cost of the volume itself.
As a reminder of the importance of this information I will just use the article in point here:
[QUOTING:]
NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED
From: Connecting the Dots, Feb., 1996.
This story is so appalling it must be told over and over again. Anyone who thinks our ‘leaders’ are
merely incompetent buffoons, naive, unaware, uninformed, bribed, personable, devoted to us to some
degree, enriching themselves at our expense temporarily while the world adapts to a better way, simply
isn’t applying the technique of discernment extant in the last few years. If it walks like a duck it’s a duck.
Furthermore, if it appears to be villainy it is villainy of the worst sort.
It is unimaginable to a normal person that the following hideous revelations could be taking place on a
daily basis, yet, the recent release (Sept. ’95) of a book entitled TRANCE FORMATION OF AMERICA
THROUGH MIND CONTROL, The True Life Story of a CIA Slave, by Cathy O’Brien and Mark
Phillips, is a cohesive, coherent, very explicit account of the depths to which our vile, treasonous, treacherous politicians have sunk. Read it and weep. There’s a world of difference between the dirty business
of politics and the sincere and selfless diligence of righteous statesmanship.
The National Security Act of 1947, amended by Reagan in 1984, has been used to protect the traitors
named in this book. Brace yourself. Gerald Ford, referred to as the Porn King; George Bush, a pedophile
whose drug of choice is heroin; Reagan, indulged in bestiality videos made according to his instructions;
The CIA, Vatican, Mafia and government officials from the President on down, form a coalition to implement the NWO; prostitution, drugs, torture, sensory deprivation, virtual reality, harmonics, high voltage are
some of the mind-control techniques which produce Multiple Personality Disorder, photographic memory,
and compartmentalization of the brain, and are applied to children and young, pretty women at various
military installations, NASA, and CIA Centers around the country; “Free Trade” includes drugs, children,
and pornography; this government imports cocaine and heroin from Mexico and South America in massive
amounts, unhindered—these are a few aspects of the Project Monarch MK-ULTRA mind-control kept
secret under the National Security Act.
Cathy was a “Presidential Model” about to have her life extinguished in a snuff flick when Mark Phillips
rescued her and her daughter Kelly in 1988. Years of deprogramming and recovery followed culminating
in this book. The powerful people who did this to Cathy and Kelly arrogantly believed that because of the
torture, high-voltage shocks, and compartmentalization of her brain she would never be able to remember
what had happened to her, couldn’t be deprogrammed, couldn’t prove it, and no one would believe her.
Kelly, now 15, is being held in an institution in Nashville, TN where she is denied an unbiased attorney who
will represent her interests rather than those of the state. She is also denied qualified rehabilitation. There
needs to be a public outcry to the state of Tennessee demanding to know why she is denied these basic
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rights.
[H: I hope you will look elsewhere in this paper and find Kelly’s mailing information. Our readers have poured such love and contact with this child that she is awakening and, although the
days are “up” and “down”, this child can come forth and blossom as a young woman in spite of
her horror-story life up to the time of incarceration in the institution under the orders of the
STATE. I ask that you not try to “be the psychologist”; just send lovely cards with loving wishes
and if you want to do more—contact Cathy and Mark. Mail can always be forwarded to a
mailing location.
I have been asked if cards with waterfalls, rainbows, butterflies are “off limits” and do damage.
NO, all who are programmed with the symbols for use—are actually better off is they are allowed to recognize that the symbols themselves are “just” symbols representing the beautiful
and wondrous things of God and NOT SOME HYPNOTIC TRANCE-FORMATION SIGNAL.
I have noted that some of the cards chosen to be sent to CONTACT actually bear these symbols, in profusion. Does she realize what she chooses? No, not for the same reason YOU might
choose a picture of a waterfall, but this allows her to share, even if subconsciously, the fears,
traumas, and grow beyond the limited meanings of a prior warped-reality of living. If you can
find other beautiful symbols than representing those things which are “trigger” symbols, fine,
but she must live in “the world as it is” when free of the shackles and not “trigger” to anything.
YOU “out-there” can’t possibly even begin to know the “triggers” so Kelly must grow in reason
and self-confidence to avoid the “pit-fall” reactions lest she never grow into ability to freely
function. Yes I could tell you the big triggers but why would I do so? She must learn that
“triggers” are exactly THAT, TRIGGERS, and when she realizes subconsciously as well as
“consciously” that these are simply “there”, she will be fine. There are other circumstances and
manipulative measures used by the handlers which would not likely come up from you unattached people. This is her opportunity, in fact, to realize the difference for her own inner-peace.
She can’t possibly answer all the mail you loving people send but she periodically sends a note to
be put in the paper to thank you. Also know that all her mail is read and often retained by the
“wardens”, the staff of the care facility. Just let her know you CARE and share that caring. The
best thing you can do for Kelly is to SUPPORT her Mother and Mark so that a “family unit” can
be achieved suitable even for the “expert authorities”. YOU do not need to psychoanalyze
Kelly and if you feel you must, then consider WHY “You” feel you must and don’t.]
This book reveals the core of the problem we have here in this country. It is easier to believe this story
than it is to believe that some misguided clown of limited intelligence can achieve the highest offices in the
land by just being willing to sell his vote. It’s pretty hard to swallow that the people with the money and
connections to run for Congress don’t know what they are getting themselves into. The courts, the police,
the military, the mob, the Catholic schools and Catholic priests, many governors and heads of nations like
Mexico, Canada, and Saudi Arabia are all charged in this book with being deeply involved in the proliferation of drugs, prostitution, murder, torture, and mind-control through MK-ULTRA and the Monarch
Project, secretly, claiming National Security. [H: Please add the acquisition information.]
[END OF QUOTING]
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ELECTIONS
I am asked to comment on the “elections” and candidates. Oh my, that would take volumes which are
quite unnecessary for some writer and readers KNOW the rigged computer centers which allows ONLY
the New World Order Puppets into the play. Comments don’t help but I will remind you that from Israeli
Bankster funds (the Missing Billions of Dollars) from Swiss Banks—the Doles EACH (Bob and Liz) got
MILLIONS. The elections are a DISTRACTION for what is taking place globally and especially where they are starting the MAJOR WORLD WAR IN THE HOLY LANDS OF THE
MIDDLE EAST!
Remember, PLAN 2000 has less than four years for total operation fulfillment. The nasties have to begin
to fly by faster and faster within the next months while you are brought into compliance with the Order.
Does CONTACT get bashed a lot? Not as you would think because “they” (the big guys) need you-thepublic to know of their power so that you will stop being difficult. They don’t in fact WANT TO GIVE
ATTENTION TO CONTACT SO THAT MULTITUDES GO FORTH AND FIND THE TRUTH. You
will find radio announcers and talk-show hosts actually refusing to speak the name CONTACT on the air
for, if they give accolades, the person in the “seat” of “host” will be soon on his way to oblivion, sans job.
We reach who needs to be reached, friends, and if YOU are reading the information—you are among us.
Further, you who help us shall always “have a place” for we neither run nor hide. What we do can be
shouted from the highest mountain top for ALL TO SEE and, wishfully, all to hear. GOD is alive and well,
contrary to what you may have heard, but, almost all things are not “right” with the world of humanity.
SAVE yourself in TRUTH and, ultimately, the world is “saved”. War serves no person except to see who
shall carry the biggest gun! You cannot have “force” AND “freedom” at the same time any more than you
can serve TWO MASTERS at the same time. YOU must do the choosing and the acting; and upon those
choices and actions does the freedom of your world depend.
If you war against your right hand neighbor and ally with the neighbor to the left—you still have war as the
intent of action and thus it is reflected negatively within the intent of soul. Playing games of hide and seek
with GOD is foolish, readers, for you are in the IMAGE of God and He sees the reflection very clearly
indeed. Further, you can “claim” your position of righteousness in that which you do—but YOU KNOW
“right” from “wrong” so check what YOU do in the secret places, the dark where you are not seen (YOU
THINK) and evaluate your own status. It is of no consequence to ME. However, KNOW without
doubt, that if you lie, cheat and steal from me or mine—YOU SHALL BE COUNTERED AND I MAKE
IT A POINT OF ULTIMATELY WINNING! Denouncing or denying ME does not change one iota of
my reality and/or presence. But I don’t need to win or lose—YOU DO, HOWEVER, HAVE TO MAKE
YOUR CHOICES FOR IT IS YOUR JOURNEY!
YOU MUST COME TO RECOGNIZE THE LIE AND ALSO RECOGNIZE THE TRUTH—AND
THEN, BEYOND ALL THINGS, YOU MUST CHOOSE YOUR OWN AND INDIVIDUAL
COURSE OF JOURNEY.
May those choices become clear to your soul for, in the ending, it IS SOUL which is eternal, forever, and
INFINITE. Salu
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CHAPTER 14
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., MAR. 9, 1996 8:13 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 206
SAT., MAR. 9, 1996
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS COINCIDENCE
Even in the “numbers game” there are no coincidences. For instance, there will be coming great things
from GOD on the 9th day of the 9th month of this the 9th year since the beginning of the “new” calendar of
universal counting. “999” is the symbol of God Creator/Creation just as “8” is the sign of infinity and “666”
is the opposing factor of God, Satan. Everything Satanic beings do is simply an inverted version of God’s
goodness as expressed in opposing intent and actions, in other words: evil. Perhaps the most important
time might well be on the 9th day of the 9th month of the year in your counting, ’99! Hold it in your hearts.
That does mean, however, that much will also take place toward this evil New World Order on the 6th day
of the 6th month in this year of your counting, 199"6". Since there is ACTUALLY no time and no space
then “time” can only be calculated in sequence of events and herein comes the only value of “counting”.
Most things, however, which DO HAPPEN are not seen by the people at all but most certainly act as clues
to the players in the game at the “top”.
TUNNELS AND TRAPPINGS
Why have I bothered to take your time to speak of underground wormworks and living possibilities? [See
last week’s (3/5/96 issue of CONTACT) Front Page story about the secret underground caverns in
the Grand Canyon and note change of address for John Rhodes to P.O. Box 50381, Henderson, NV
89016.] Because the time is NOW in which you must awaken and smell the toast burning. You have a
satellite circling your globe which is supposed to be “lost”. It is not “lost” and it is just as busy as can be.
Furthermore, it GLOWS BRILLIANTLY! Now why would that be? Because of the light beams being
used for mapping the underground of your globe to find and pinpoint the underground world. If you paid
attention and knew where to look you could easily see the satellite’s lights in the daytime sky. It is NOT a
star and it is not a comet.
This reminds me to ask how many take note that my ship is relocated every day now? That is for your
confirmation so please don’t just ignore the communications. How do astronomers explain this phenomenon? They don’t even try.
So, to add fun to your day and less boredom to the Arizona Grand Canyon TUNNELS, I have this next to
offer you. I understand this topic is getting a lot of talk-show inquiry and I HOPE you people who still get,
on your wireless receivers, such as the Art Bell late night call-in radio show, are calling in and demanding
proper allowances for discussion. Pay attention to such as [Art’s recent guest] Dr. Richard C. Hoagland
and his recent material on THE MONUMENTS OF MARS. May I remind all of you that anywhere on any
planet that shows once flowing with water, river beds, must be realized that there was once habitation. The
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“face” on Mars is no more an accident than are the great pyramids of Egypt, the first inhabited place of
civilization as you NOW know it, on Earth Shan. Please also note that this “lost” satellite of yours is set
into orbiting at the present time DIRECTLY PASSING OVER THE GREAT PYRAMIDS AND SPECIFICALLY THE PYRAMID OF GIZA. I believe the above named book by Dr. Hoagland is one of the
most important books you will ever find. [Published by: North Atlantic Books, 2800 Woolsey Street,
Berkeley, California 94705.] I have to continually remind you that there are MANY of YOU out there
who have a specific “interest” in revealing truth and application of that truth to produce the information in
this time of awakening. That desire for knowledge and the input from higher resources is NOT AN
ACCIDENT NOR A COINCIDENCE. We know our team-mates, readers, and we know who will
carry through a task as must be brought forth into fruition. When you quit fiddling around in your mental
games of little gray aliens with bug-eyes and monsters of the psychic variety—you will gain the insight of
the UNIVERSE. Do these “other” things exist? Of course, because you exist! Mankind will produce
whatever is his “mindset”.
I am going to offer you a bit of information which acts to corroborate and as follow on to recent Art Bell
interviews with Dr. Hoagland. There is NO source connection but it happens to come at the same time as
we are speaking of these things in point and will give you confirmation from your military intelligence
resources which seems to offer you tangible or believable realization far better than can I.
I, myself, authenticate this source as valid. There is, however, because of the technical information, a
petition to remain anonymous as to person and location. That is easy for neither is listed in the paper
received.
[QUOTING:]
March 9, 1996
INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION
OF INTEREST
For the past two years, the United States Navy has been working seven days a week, 365 days a year
mapping the entire planet’s electromagnetic fields. The concern is the unusual amount of electromagnetic
anomalies that have been taking place. The prognosis by the Navy is that the Earth is “soon” to experience
a magnetic pole shift, followed shortly by a shift of the axis. During these mapping expeditions, they have
discovered many magnetic “null” spots which seem to come and go from time to time.
Many of the aircraft accidents that have occurred recently can be explained by these magnetic anomalies. Many airline pilots have reported unusual magnetic and inertial instrument readings in the past six
months. There have also been reports of navigation system drop-outs which will last for several minutes
and then magically repair themselves.
[H: Let us stop right here for a minute so that I can comment on the HAARP system and sister
systems. Those systems are not JUST for the enslavement of you masses through some mental
impact but the HOPE is that the electromagnetic balance can be somewhat maintained as this
slippage in Cosmic fields does some massive changing. The problem in recognizing the phenomenon is to consider which came first, the chicken or the egg—and who is doing what and where
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from are they doing it. You have already undergone some pretty big magnetic pole shifting but,
when the balance is upset enough for an axis shift, things which are dry now are going to get
pretty darn wet. Playing with God’s created universe and using all the inverted misperceptions
to gain human power—will cost billions of lives. Remember that it is not nice to try and fool
Mother Nature, whether it be with butter or vegetable oil.]
They are also mapping the ocean floor in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. In the Pacific, they
have discovered a “hot” spot of magma activity very close to the surface of the ocean floor’s surface. The
theory is that the magma layer within the Earth has begun to “bulge”, causing a wobbling effect. It is
expected that the seismic and volcanic activity in the Pacific is only going to increase and that Japan will
most likely cease to exist, along with a great portion of the West Coast of the United States, and that
California would go down in three stages.
When I asked this person if they had ever heard of Gordon Michael Scallion, I was told “of course”.
When asked whether the Navy took what he had to say seriously, the reply was, “not officially”.
I also asked about the supposed pyramid under the water in the Atlantic Ocean where it is thought that
Atlantis might have existed. It was indicated that there is not one pyramid, but rather, five. I was told that
there are a lot of “interesting” things below the surface of the ocean, things most people would never
believe.
I just thought that this information was interesting and confirmation of a lot of things.
[END OF QUOTING]
Indeed it is far more interesting than you can possibly know at this time of your evolvement. By the way,
readers, do not consider that everything being done in the scientific arenas is negative. The sickness of
society comes from “society” and the political scum come upon humanity. You will be surprised at how
many of “God’s people” there are and, further, you will be shocked at how many won’t buy the Rapture
and/or the New World Order when it hits in actuality. People strive innately toward joy and balance and
turn from pain and misery. Therefore, when a “better way” is shown and something worthy of following is
offered, the numbers will grow and blossom as people find there are things they CAN DO FOR THEMSELVES.
PERSONAL INFORMATION
The nice person who has reported to the planning [Kern County] people the activities at “the farm”, is
going to find TROUBLE for SELF. I know that you just wanted to give Ekkers problems and help the
Ence/Enzs; however, what you have done is get Ences into such hot waters as to devastate them. Again,
as the world turns, readers, the assault assumed to be against the Ekkers is NOT and you have just sold
Ence down the drain for with the inspectors you will already find total compliance with all regulations and
with the owner of the property in EVERY instance. A finished root cellar and/or storage room on already
permitted property does not even require permits and, if so, then why did not Ence, while running the farm,
see to same? Was he not once a licensed general contractor?
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The Ences were using the Assistance system and food stamps while running a lot of funds through a
corporation they were utilizing. This is their business and I heartily think that the “system” set up for your
use at taxpayer’s expense should be utilized when needed. However, neither will the turning in of the
Ekkers for using food stamps be recognized. George Green has already tried that. They stopped their
assistance the minute the applications were entered for their Social Security.
This new series of foolishness is conjured by several in the adversarial “camp” and part of it circles around
Leon, et al. The old “I’ll show you how to ‘fix those guys’” is a bit boring while you try to cover your own
assets from the wringer which has caught you all in the trap. When you go after those ones who are really
wronging you, you will find things working far better for you.
You, further, should all have an underground shelter such as a root cellar, finished or unfinished to keep out
seepage. Why? Because the winds will increase and that doesn’t require much in some places. For
instance, already the wind sometimes whips through Cummings Valley (the farmland) at upwards of 150
miles an hour. Tornado funnel clouds were sighted all about the area during this very last storm. It is not
foolishness nor against any laws, readers, to have a safety shelter and a cool room for food storage.
So, there was also REPORTED a violation of business regulations as regards “zoning”. Sorry again,
tattlers, there MUST be a huller processing facility for growing spelta. The hulls are to be put back into the
ground and the sprouting of hulled berries is twice as quickly turned into a growing plant negating the
necessity of “wintering” the seed. The hulls are then mixed with poslin, worked back into the land to allow
for “dry” growing or, at the least, a half cut-back for irrigation needs. The “milling” is simply a by-product
of production, you would-be betrayers. If you have cows which give milk I doubt that the farm would be
in violation of zoning codes. Now why don’t you stop this garbage silliness? You show your own dirty
colors far more brilliantly than all else. And, brethren, to DELIBERATELY MISUSE corporations in any
way is a fatal mistake in the world of La-La-Land.
Next, for our passing patron, Atlantis Astar: I suggest you stop the more silly games going around. You say
that things coming from this place are NOT true and you “don’t want to be caught in the three-ring circus”?
What makes thee think the things are not true? WHO told you? Upon what and whom do you base your
“knowing”? Perhaps you lived with the “enemy” too long? I’m sorry to inform you leavers and hangerson: nobody here is “after you”. Nobody even remembers you until you stick in your silly prattlings. We
have jobs to get accomplished in our separate ways and we wonder frequently why none of you are being
successful or busy with your own. How come such focus continues on we who asked not anything from
you including your input? Hate with the pious face of “love” is the very reason “LOVE” IS SO MISUNDERSTOOD AND MISUSED. We do not bother you, nor your friends, so why do you feel compelled
to botherate us? Unsuccessful misfits in one place, readers, will continue to be unsuccessful misfits anywhere they perch—until they change their self-centered focus. Why do you people come and pass through
our space and then feel you have some right or obligation to bash us because of your own failings, after you
move on? You might well each consider these things for patience is running out for the attending to your
nibbling. Those who came from Canada can return to Canada, those who came from Texas can return,
those who came from ANYWHERE are FREE, FREE, FREE to return to wherever your origin might be.
We release you, plead with you to ‘get a life’ and by all means do what it is you want to do.
You who want to destroy the Institute—shall not. The business responsibility to the Institute will be such
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that you will be protected whether or not you like it. No, not for “your own good” but for the OTHERS
who share and have interests in the success of this Institute. Your choices for handling your confusion is
your right of recognition but fiduciary responsibility will be practiced here. Nothing is changed because
YOU CHANGE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PUDDLE. There is something else I might add here: I find
it interesting that the ones who demand managerial positions to honor their great presence seem to, every
time, turn out to be the ones who cannot manage their own beings and business, much the less “another’s”.
It requires strength in management to not allow the destroyers the run of the plant. One does NOT take
“personal” gain from the position of being on a Board of Directors and, more especially, SECRET manipulations which take from the very company served(??). I don’t care WHO tells you it is OK, it isn’t. More
than “morally wrong”, if that isn’t enough for your tender senses, IT IS AGAINST THE LAW! So, how
can it be expected that you who just continue to “allow” with your blessings, those who cheat and steal,
expect to not be lumped within their clans? What you may think of me or “us” is none of our business so
why do you continue to make ours YOURS?
If you play with the adversary—you shall be treated as the adversary! I would add that it matters not
whether or not you agree with this attitude for you have your choices and others have theirs. You have
every right to any choice you make but know that your opinion changes NOTHING. If you cling to ones
caught in “circumstantial” realizations—then you are stuck within the circumstantial evidence as would be
presented anywhere in any court of law. Do the evidences of circumstantial involvement necessarily have
basis in fact? No, but when your actions verify the possible other actions by similarity under the circumstances attested, you are going to get lumped within the circles of the adversary, true or false. If it “walks
like a duck” and “quacks like a duck” most people are going to assume “duck” for even a goose makes a
different calling sound although it waddles quite like a duck.
Also, to the friend referred to above; you can’t meddle and interject your opinions, attitudes, gossip, and
other things into a circumstance and then announce no involvement with the “three-ring circus”. Who
MADE the circus? To hit someone and then run does not legally make it “OK” and in the circles of law it
is called “HIT AND RUN” AND IS AN OFFENSE UNDER THE LAW. Pretending to be sweet, pious
and Pollyanna—does not innocence make! Oh, you just want you and your friends to get their “due”? I
doubt that for the ones involved in the business shenanigans would therefore be in prison, not running
around getting YOUR sympathy and promising you something more for nothing invested save your wasted
time and mouth sputterings. ACTIONS are accounted, not prattlings. YOU can pronounce ME incredible and non-credible (same difference) BUT, that does not make me either for you are proving, for
me, just how totally CREDIBLE I am and how non-credible are you. FACTS back up my actions and
yours are built on “what”? If the thief gives you his version of the theft and pronounces himself clean—do
you really believe him to be clean? Oh yes you do! Over and over again you believe WHAT YOU
WANT TO BELIEVE. The thieving, lying politicians work secretly to destroy everything of goodness
WHILE they present their “godly prattlings”. Sour milk, readers, is not sweetened by using all the sugar
you can dump into it. You simply end up with sweetened sour milk. Neither is there any way to turn
vinegar back into sweet wine or juice! Neither does a NAME make the entity!
WHAT IS IN A NAME, SAY, JESUS?
Without going off the deep end, hopefully, I again must speak on the “NAME” “Jesus”. I have no exception to you speaking of your favorite “CHRIST BEING” as “Jesus” or anything else. But the man to which
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you most often refer in this day of messianic expectations was NOT named “Jesus”.
YESHUA—The name of Jesus
Jesus (Yeshu—the northern Galilean Aramaic dialect) was a common Aramaic name in the first century
C.E. Your English form of Jesus’ name comes from a shortened classical Hebrew/Aramaic form of Yeshua.
However, the name Yeshua is, in turn, a shortened form of the name of the great biblical hero, Joshua, son
of Nun. The Hebrew name in full is Yehoshua. “Joshua” was the name commonly used before the
Babylonian exile. Among the Jews after the Chaldean (Babylonian) exile, the short form of the term was
adopted—Yeshua.
Despite this change, the name “Joshua” did not die out entirely. “Jesus” was a very common name in
Palestine and remained popular among the Judeans until the beginning of the second-century C.E. The
“Jews” stopped using “Jesus” as a personal name and revived the classical term “Joshua”. Thereafter,
“Jesus” became a rare name among the second century Jewish people. It continued to be a common name
in the Hispanic languages while being pronounced as “Hay-soose”.
“THE SON OF MAN”, BAR-NASHA
While we fiddle with the labels let us consider the term “Son of Man” and get ready for another surprise.
In the major Semitic languages of Aramaic, Hebrew and Arabic, the term “son of man” means a “HUMAN BEING”. In every day language, Jesus referred to himself as a human being. According to the
Gospels, he used the term “son of man” approximately twenty-eight times. “Son of man” is a rather
peculiar Aramaic expression of speech to the Western mind and it has caused a great deal of confusion
when attempting to interpret the Gospels without the knowledge of the Aramaic language. The word itself
in Aramaic is bar-nasha, a compound noun. Bar means “son” and nasha means “man”. It is improper to
literally translate this Aramaic term bar-nasha as “the son of man”. Yet, many biblical translators have and
still do render this term literally.
Let us go a bit further and look at the term:
“THE SON OF GOD”, BAR DALAHA
In the Aramaic-Semitic language and culture, the term bar dalaha, “son of God”, “God’s son” or “God’s
child”, is used many ways and may refer to an orphan, a meek young man (in contrast, a meek, mature
individual is often called a “man of God”), a peacemaker, a good, kind or pious individual. The word
“son”, as we learn from the term “son of man”, is subtly used to infer “likeness”, “resemblance” and to be
“in the image of”. Thus, “son of God’ signifies “like God” or “God-likeness”. The intended meaning of
“son of God” depends on the context in which it is used in the various passages of the Bible, like everything
else is used in the Bible.
More important to this “only begotten Son” attitude, let us look at the words of actual use in this phrase.
“THE ONLY BEGOTTEN SON”, EHEDAYA
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The man, entity, person (you name it) of so-called “Jesus” never claimed he was God’s ONLY son. The
claim that Jesus was God’s “only begotten son” was made by others. This term is found exclusively in the
Gospel of John which is now more questionable than ever for that very fact. The term “only begotten”,
which appears in John’s gospel as a translation of the Greek word “monogenes”, cannot be justified. It is
an improper English rendering of this Greek word. “Monogenes” is composed of two Greek words.
“Monos” means singular”, “genos” means “kind”. When these two words are combined they literally
mean “one of a kind”.
You will find if you go back and study your homework that, however, “genos” is distantly related to the
verb “genan” which means “go beget”. It is not proper to translate “monogenes” as “only begotten”. A
better translation rendering would be “unique son”. Can you bring yourself to recognize that from the
languages in play here the Arian doctrine actually taught that Jesus was not “begotten”, but “MADE”!
How many of you, yes YOU, speak fluent Aramaic? Some Aramaic? Any Aramaic? Then how CAN
YOU put your assumption and conclusion on hand-me-down tampered translations?
When Paul (Saul of Tarsus) labeled (in Greece, after the fact) “Jesus the Messiah”, it came along that the
entire translation is totally incorrect.
So, let us look at:
M’SHEEHA, “THE MESSIAH”
The term “M’sheeha”, “Messiah”, the “Anointed”, the “Appointed One” is a title AND NOT A PROPER
NAME, AS IS “CHRIST”. The Greek term “Christos”, “Christ”, is a Greek translation of the Aramaic
word “M’sheeha” and has the same significance. Years after the death of Jesus the term “christ” became
a proper name, and Jesus of Nazareth became known as “Jesus Christ”. A better offering in English would
be “Jesus the Christ” for accuracy of language even if not an accurate statement and here we speak of
“language”, not a state or being or a proper name. You have to also know that “Anointed One” is not
accurate either because kings, priests and sometimes even prophets were anointed with consecrated oil
into their respective offices.
Let us put it more simply: Anointing with consecrated oil, applied to the crown of the head like an ointment,
is a very ancient rite. In Hebrew the word “anoint” is mashach, hence the title “Messiah” (Anointed One).
The act of anointing was considered a transfer of powers to the person who was being anointed and so it
goes on, and on, and on.
The lasting question for necessary answering is certainly focused on this person or being who walked such
an interesting pathway among mortals, as man.
Jesus, a Semite (oh yes, he was) but he was not a Pharisee “Jew” as known today nor was he from the
Khazarian lineage of those that now are recognized as JEWS but are false and only “so-called Jews”. If
you could follow his line of heritage you would find him to be of Shem in the higher sense of the meaning of
Shem. This idea, this ideal man of goodness, has continued to “speak” through the ages of all time. His
human personality, his loving nature and his simple teachings will live forever and continue to enrich and
embrace the hearts of the human family everywhere. HE was great enough that no amount of “frosting”
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(gilding the lily) adds anything to the perfection presented. The “trappings” added to the tales simply lessen
the wondrous being now clouded by incorrect information. When the unpretentious teachings of a man
later called Jesus are fully realized, all subtle forms of imperialism which advocate absolutism in such as an
infallible church, infallible bible, infallible doctrines, or infallible anything, will no longer stand. THE DESIRE, READERS, FOR INFALLIBILITY IS A LUST FOR UNDISPUTED AUTHORITY,
ABSOLUTE POWER, AND SEEKS TO DOMINATE INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM AND FREE
THOUGHT.
The human MAN in point here was a simple man. HIS source was GOD, and his spiritual insight continues
to ignite the hearts and souls of men, women and children the world over. It is the very perfection of the
ideals offered which require the reverence and respect—never mind the “worship”. You can “worship” a
thing but respect and reverence are aspects of the SOUL.
Now, you who think that somehow to prove your importance you must have some cute little label to prove
you are somehow “chosen” or “divine” or something, I beg to differ. Names are for simple identification,
not deification. When some “spirit” of questionable, at best, authority, labels you something or other, I
would certainly take note of possibilities of Primrose Paths and Fairy Tale games. Walk that pathway
without LEARNING TRUTH and you have trodden upon the pebbles of misrepresented and distracted
focus of all time. To choose between the dark and the light does not require a rocket scientist for the basis
of choice.
May you choose the path you can SEE and HEAR and FEAR NOT.
Good morning.
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CHAPTER 15
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., MAR. 10, 1996 8:57 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 207
SUN., MAR. 10, 1996
TIME OUT!
Where are you scientists when we need you? This is a very good question and I have the answer which,
I’m sure, the scientists are not going to appreciate.
I believe I will have to burden B.J. with this, E.J., because I find a bit of lack of inclusion with M.M. and I
have to have some people who will put aside chemistry and physics AS TAUGHT in the schools to move
on beyond each step in which “followers” simply tend to stagnate.
We will have to move backwards and see if we can break through the focus on “other things” and allow,
please, for wider vision in our own goals of accomplishment.
MONATOMIC GOLD
No, David Hudson does NOT have the answers to everything in the universe and doesn’t claim to have
those answers. He has realized the presence of monatomic gold if certain things are present in the equation
wherein gold is being reduced to its monatomic structure. This is not a difficult task relative to restructuring
the monatomic substance into the metal, gold. Both are easy, however, if you understand alchemy in its
etheric state. Oh YES you can!
Why don’t I just pour this information all over you cute little people? Because you would certainly MISUSE it and, at the least, would ruin the whole intent of our sharing. Remember that INFORMATION can
be utilized by the dark side far more effectively than the “good and lighted” side of the intent. Abundance
on Earth PHYSICAL is a good thing—used properly—if you want to move on into higher LIGHT bodies
with understanding in TRUTH. However, most of you are not ready for such jumps in understanding much
the less in ability to see beyond and into that which is REALITY. You live in the aberrations of distorted
vision. Until you can actually understand “aberration” as a defined term you are going to miss a lot of the
intent and point of the journey. YOU have aberrations while the higher soul body or higher state of being
has the reality of manifestation. You can’t, for instance, be a higher being without passing into the state of
“finer” and higher frequency and state of non-solid matter. You will finally learn that that which you, as soul
become, the body will surely follow for it has no choice!
SATHYA SAI BABA
I will use as an example someone with whom most of you thinking people might relate—even without a
vision or aberration. What can allow this man, Sathya Sai Baba to tick in the manner in which his “clock”
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runs? Because he knows how to utilize the various monatomic states of all things. I might add here that the
monatomic of all things are in the very air you breathe for ALL THINGS ALSO EXIST IN MORE
PURIFIED FORM IN THE ETHERIC REALMS THAN IN THE PHYSICAL ATMOSPHERE.
MONATOMS FUEL ETHERIC
You have to give various things discovered, names and definitions of the state of presentation, or no one
can have any idea of reference from one to another. Many things are specifically bad if taken into the body
in large amounts which can be called poisons, etc. However, in the monatomic state of presence, all things
are utilized and moreover are “better” for the use of the etheric body.
If you could analyze a “ghost”, say, you would find an abundance of elements recognized as such things as
iridium, platinum, rhodium, etc.—all of that octave of presentation, the 9th. The inert gas of that octave is
Niton as it moves on from Argon as the transition manifests. Why is that important? Because your soul
experiences in that higher frequency state of the 9th octave, but the body works on the carbon-based
facility of the 4th and 5th octave where Helium and Neon are the inert binding gasses, and then moves on
into and through the 6th, 7th and 8th octaves using Argon, Krypton and Xenon respectively as the foundation inert gas. What that REALLY MEANS IN SIMPLE ASSUMPTION IS THAT STATE OF “VAPOR” CONTAINING ALL ELEMENTS WITHIN THE OCTAVE IN PERFECT UTILIZATION EXPRESSED IN GASEOUS FORM. Now, do you see how hard it is for us to discuss these things when
our books on “Light” are banned? You must also, however, be seeing how it is that they are BANNED!
For body healing and immune system stabilization we have to deal with some of the elements which are
basically poison in their state of physical formation as you see them, but absolutely necessary for the
existence of soul essence in its finest form.
Here is where we truly separate the proverbial “men” from the “boys” as we introduce concepts that can
ONLY be understood or accepted with intelligent perception by the very few “higher status of being”
individuals, i.e., GOD CREATOR’s “ENTITIES” OF REASONING (THOUGHT) CAPABILITY. The
darker energy forms simply will not see or hear and certainly will NOT understand for the lower energy
forms focus only on the lower energies. In other words, they only see “gold” as a precious metal—not a
way to eternal life in FACT!
I have brethren here who can obviously do a better job of bringing you this information but you can see
how far Dharma and Germain got down that pathway via Green’s Brigade. The books got banned, she
was cited for contempt of court for Green’s actions and nobody ever understood a thing about the subject
attempting to be covered.
I have brethren “there” who should be able to have insight to my communications but I still usually get “why
a thing can’t be accomplished” or my “errors” in presentation. NO, nothing is going to be what you ARE
TAUGHT in the controversial, at best, universities. However, it helps to have that head start of knowing
symbology (language) of the physics and chemistry necessary to have any kind of reasonable understanding. Dharma is having to learn all there is to know about EVERYTHING and it is not suitable for safety or
ability to physically accomplish things. You come to me to ask where you can serve, usually after we
provide a working and pay environment—of which we have to develop both, and then you wait for
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instructions as to step-by-step production. No thank you, if we are going to do it all anyway, we may as
well save the problems of the “middle men”.
I just got an answer, unacceptable at best and as example here, from E.J. when Dharma asked where we
could get a better (more quantitive) source of Baba-ash? What she really was asking was where can we
get a better supply of iridium and rhodium, etc., than from Baba? Baba is willing but I need a lot and a
regular and stable supply if we are to have to do these alchemy lessons ourselves. E.J. responded instantly,
“From David Hudson”. No, we are not interested in monatomic gold for the purposes only of what that
product can accomplish from his standpoint. We need the interim steps which allow people to GROW
INTO the state of understanding and not just transition into ghost form. Bodies in the 4th and 5th octave
of manifestation MUST WORK THEIR WAY THROUGH THE OCTAVES IF THE “BODY” IS TO
SURVIVE AND MOVE INTO THE ETHERIC “EITHER WAY” USE. Until the understanding matches
the physical (physics) capability of transition as in alchemizing bodies, there will simply continue to be
recognized “miracles” and understanding will be absent. It is the UNDERSTANDING which we are
attempting to share, not the physical advantage of finding great commercial secrets and producing them for
the blind masses. The etheric dimensions are overflowing with “blind” masses of souls stranded in their
journey and land-locked as to dimensional capability of flow.
If you simply want “durability” of a body, build it of iron with its brass additives and you will have an actual
metal object which will last forever—but, you will not have LIFE!
Since there is no way to cover this subject today, I ask that this represent the “forward” to the just finished
journal AND THE FIRST OF THE NEXT which will be on this subject. I will ask that all other subjects
be covered by others for it is time that Dharma and I focus on these topics of LIGHT FORMATION. I
didn’t want to do it without using the best information available and NOW we have it from South Africa.
No, Tom A. doesn’t have full understanding. He was NOT to have full understanding, but rather, to
understand that he COULD AND WOULD RECEIVE and he would be able to put the diagrams and
explanations to paper in a form different from Russell’s contribution (at the time Russell first wrote). We
will not stand longer for confrontation with any EARTH MEN regarding information of this magnitude.
Lawyers botched and slowed the process and, yet, we have been able to provide so much other information in the interim as to give you insight as in your awakening. Our presentations will not have to be
“understood” or “fully comprehended” by EVERY ONE, but it probably will be as you continue in your
supplementations which allow the opening of the astral portions of your systems into full consciousness of
that which is presented.
Many individuals around the globe have tasks which will present the necessary “keys” to this unlocking of
the mysteries—so why would we center on ONE and disallow the others? HOWEVER, be very wary of
imposters. You will find, for instance, many commercial “dealers” telling you they can sell you monatomic
gold—NO THEY CAN’T AND DON’T. Neither do you need a myriad of sources when David’s will do
and it is his mission and appointed task of making it available in its perfect “timing”.
Now, for my own team struggling with solutions that won’t “finish” and other notoriously annoying problems, let us recognize that we are at an INTERIM step and the keys will be coming along. The great
Masters and the TRUE Master Healers are not even in knowledge of that which they have available so
they call it GOD. Yes, it most certainly IS GOD, but there are very physical things which can produce the
miracles, for GOD is within and THE IMPORTANT PART of YOU.
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PLATINUM
Of what good is platinum other than as a pretty bauble and/or a catalytic converter component? Well, it
becomes important as much as anything for its non-recognized carrying ability and that which is separated
OUT as platinum is refined. The reason “Baba-ash” is so wondrous is that he intakes those things which
allow him to EXUDE the ash which has high ratios of iridium and rhodium, among traces (IMPORTANT
TRACES) of other things but I don’t want to blow my own show by too much information used incorrectly.
To end this portion of writing, I want you to remember our classes on cellular structures and then remember the atomic definitions as well as other cellular life relationships. You don’t have to be a wizard, just
remind yourself of terms and be readily willing to go research and look up terms. We plan to keep it simple
if at all possible.
We will begin HERE by defining some terms:
ILLUSION
ILLUSION: 1. Something that deceives by producing a false impression. 2. State or condition of being
deceived; misapprehension. 3. An instance of being deceived. 4. Psychol. A perception that represents
what is perceived in a reality. 5. A very thin, delicate tulle of silk or nylon having a cobwebbed appearance,
for trimmings, veilings, and the like. 6. Obs. Act of deceiving: deception; delusion; mockery.
Now, please pay attention.
Syn. 1. aberration, fantasy, chimera., etc.
An “illusion” is a false mental image or conception which may be misinterpretation of a real appearance or
may be something imagined. It may be pleasing, harmless, or even useful.
Now I want to define “aberration” as we will find it used in alchemy:
ABERRATION
ABERRATION (of image): Distortion of shape, color, focus, and density of images caused by imperfect optical elements (i.e., lens, prism, mirror, screen, etc.) Types such as coma, astigmatism, field curvature, distortion, and chromatic and spherical aberrations.
In “astronomy”, the apparent angular displacement of the position of a celestial body in the direction of
motion of the observer, caused by the combination of the velocity of the observer and the velocity of light.
You can go look up for selves the “constant of aberration, planetary aberration. You can also check and
compare “parallax. In optics there is a specific deviation from perfect imagery, as, for example: spherical
aberration, coma, astigmatism, curvature of field, and distortion.
You will have to work with all of these forms of aberrations as you move along and certainly you have to
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know when you have a distortion or a reality of, say, orbiting electrons, etc., around the nucleus of an
ATOM.
When you consider “MONATOMIC GOLD”, for instance, the atom itself is quite elongated as the electron moves further and further from the nucleus and finally bursts outward. A di-atomic circumstance
simply exchanges electrons, for lack of time for better description. When the electron, however, moves
outward you will at first have what might well be seen as an “elliptical polarization”, the polarization of a
wave radiated by an electric vector rotating in a plane and simultaneously varying in amplitude so as to
describe an ellipse.
When only the wave remains, you have achieved mono-state.
While I am defining, and this is for, I suppose, everyone, but more specifically for the attention of my team
here who work with these substances every day, let us consider Iridium and Rhodium as they relate to their
brethren element, Platinum, and later we will consider the transitions made in the octave gasses of Argon,
Krypton and Xenon. We will then move on into the octave of Niton.
We will eventually discuss why you have no need for more than nine octaves in elemental understanding.
You need to save some lessons for the advanced state of BEING you are efforting to achieve in essence
perfection.
IRIDIUM
IRIDIUM: (L. IRIS, rainbow), [H: You will note that “titanium”, when brazed or heated properly,
has the same characteristics of this RAINBOW coloring and we will speak of this later.] Ir: at. wt.
192.22; at. no. 77; m.p. 2410o C; b.p. 4130oC; sp. gr. 22.42 (17oC); valence 3 or 4. [H: No, I will NOT
explain all the abbreviations, etc. You can go get those from primary chemistry charts and we do
not have time to teach pre-kindergarten.] Discovered in 1803 by Tennant in the residue when crude
platinum is dissolved by AQUA REGIA (Reagent). [H: Mix 1 part concentrated HNO3 with 3
parts of concentrated HCl. This formula should include one volume of water if the aqua regia is
to be stored for any length of time. Without water, objectionable quantities of chlorine and other
gases are evolved.] The name “iridium” is appropriate, for its salts are highly colored. Iridium, a metal
of the platinum family, is white, similar to platinum, but with a slight yellowish cast. It is very hard and
brittle, making it very hard to machine, form, or work. It is the most corrosion-resistant metal known, and
was used in making the standard meter bar of Paris, which is a 90% platinum-10% iridium alloy. This
meter bar has since been replaced as a fundamental unit of length. [H: The replacement is in the
Krypton category.]
Iridium is not attacked by any of the acids nor by aqua regia, but is attacked by molten salts, such as NaCl
and NaCN. Iridium occurs uncombined in nature with platinum and other metals of this family in alluvial
deposits. It is recovered as a by-product from the nickel mining industry. Iridium has found use in making
crucibles and apparatus for use at HIGH TEMPERATURES. It is also used for electrical contacts. Its
principal use is as a hardening agent for platinum. With Osmium, it forms an alloy which is used for
tipping pens and compass bearings. The specific gravity of iridium is only very slightly lower than that of
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osmium, which has been generally credited as being the heaviest known element. Calculations of the
densities of iridium and osmium from the space lattices give values of 22.65 and 22.61 g/cm3, respectively.
These values may be more reliable than actual physical measurements. At present, therefore, we know
that either iridium or osmium is the densest known element, but the data do not yet allow selection between
the two. Iridium costs about $300/troy ounce. [H: In the 1960s, that is. We are using as general
reference for these elements the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 60th Ed. No, I don’t
suggest that everyone simply go buy an updated volume; it costs bezillions of dollars and you
won’t generally know how to use it if you had it.]
RHODIUM
RHODIUM: (Gr. rhodon, rose), Rh; at. wt. 102.9055; at. no. 45; m.p. 1966 +/- 3oC; b.p. 3727 +/100oC; sp. gr. 12.41 (20oC); valence 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Wollaston discovered rhodium in 1803-4 in crude
platinum ore he presumably obtained from South America. Rhodium occurs native with other platinum
metals in river sands of the Urals and in North and South America. It is also found with other platinum
metals in the copper-nickle sulfide ores of the Sudbury, Ontario region. Although the concentration quantity occurring here is very small, the large tonnages of nickel processed make the recovery commercially
feasible. The annual world production of rhodium is only 2 or 3 tons. The metal is silvery white and at red
heat slowly changes in air to the sesquioxide. At higher temperatures it converts back to the element.
Rhodium has a higher melting point and lower density than platinum. Its major use as an alloying agent to
harden platinum and palladium. Such alloys are used for furnace windings, thermocouple elements, bushings for glass fiber production, electrodes for aircraft spark plugs, and laboratory crucibles. It is useful as
an electrical contact material as it has a low electrical resistance, a low and stable contact resistance, and
is highly resistant to corrosion. Plated rhodium, produced by electroplating or evaporation, is exceptionally hard and is used for optical instruments. It has a high reflectance and is hard and durable. Rhodium is
also used for jewelry, for decoration, and as a CATALYST. [H: This is VERY important when it
comes to the colloidal gold AND MORE IMPORTANT, THE CATALYTIC ACTION IN
“OxySol”. This accounts for the “rosy-lavender” hue of colloidal gold and the iridescent rainbow color of the iridium in atomic form in the various solutions. The point of OxySol, however, is
to come up with the crystalline diamond transparency of a “LIGHT” solution.] Exposure to
rhodium (metal fume and dust, as Rh) should not exceed 0.1mg/M3 (8-hr. time-weighed average, 40-hr
wk.). Soluble salts should not exceed 0.001mg/M3. [H: Therefore please note that any intaken
Rhodium needs to be in a COLLOIDAL state of molecular suspension.] Rhodium costs about
$450/troy ounce [H: Remember that those are 1960s figures].
TITANIUM
Since Titanium is the most current choice of the binding “neck” of the new viruses being pushed upon you,
perhaps we need to look at the substance a bit more closely. Remember that the “neck” is THE MOLECULE that holds the “brains” or “cap” of the virus to the crystalline body of the virus.
TITANIUM: (L. Titans, the first sons of the Earth, myth.) Ti; at. wt. 47.90; at. no. 22; m.p. 1660 +/10oC; b.p. 3287oC; sp. gr. 4.54; valence 2, 3, or 4. Discovered by Gregor in 1791; named by Klaproth
in 1795. Impure titanium was prepared by Nilson and Petterson in 1887; however, the pure metal (99.9%)
[H: See, you always have that extra l hundredths percent never accounted for! However it may
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come clear why less than 99.9 percent silver and gold are quite useful in colloidids, after all.] was
not made until 1910 by Hunter by heating TiCl4 with sodium in a steel bomb. Titanium is present in
meteorites and in the Sun. Rocks obtained during earlier Apollo missions show lower percentages. Titanium oxide bands are prominent in the spectra of M-type stars. The element is the ninth most abundant in
the crust of the Earth. Titanium is almost always present in the igneous rocks and in the sediments derived
from them. It occurs in the minerals rutile, ilmenite, and sphene, and is present in titanates and in many
iron ores. Titanium is present in the ash of coal [H: PAY ATTENTION, E.J.], in plants, and in the human
body. The metal was a laboratory curiosity until Kroll, in 1946, showed that titanium could be produced
commercially by reducing titanium tetrachloride with magnesium. This method is largely used for producing the metal today. The metal can be purified by decomposing the iodide. Titanium, when pure, is a
lustrous, white metal. It has a low density, good strength, is easily fabricated, and has excellent corrosion
resistance. It is ductile only when it is free of oxygen. The metal burns in air and is the only element that
burns in nitrogen. [H: Very important!] Titanium is resistant to dilute sulfuric and hydrochloric acid, most
organic acids, most chlorine gas, and chloride solutions. Natural titanium consists of five isotopes with
atomic masses from 46 to 50. ALL ARE STABLE. Four other unstable isotopes are known. Natural
titanium is reported to become very radioactive after bombardment with DEUTERONS. The emitted radiations are mostly positrons and hard gamma rays. The metal is dimorphic. The hexagonal “a” form
changes to the cubic beta form very slowly at about 880oC. The metal combines with oxygen at red heat,
and chlorine at 550oC. Titanium is important as an alloying agent with aluminum, molybdenum, manganese, iron, and other metals. Alloys of titanium are principally used for aircraft and missiles where
lightweight strength and ability to withstand extremes of temperature are important. Titanium is as strong
as steel, but 45% lighter. It is 60% heavier than aluminum, but twice as strong. Titanium has potential use
in desalination plants for converting sea water into fresh water. [H: Also very important.] A titanium
ANODE COATED WITH PLATINUM has been used to provide cathodic protection from corrosion by
salt water. Titanium metal is considered to be physiologically inert. [H: Perhaps the most important
item for our uses at present.] When pure, titanium dioxide is relatively clear and has an extremely high
index of REFRACTION with an optical dispersion higher THAN DIAMOND. It is produced artificially
for use as a gemstone, but it is relatively soft. Star sapphires and rubies exhibit their asterism as a result of
the presence of TiO2. Titanium dioxide is extensively used for both house paint and artist’s paint, as it is
permanent and has good covering power. Titanium oxide pigment accounts for the largest use of the
element. Titanium paint is an EXCELLENT REFLECTOR OF INFRARED [H: VERY, VERY IMPORTANT!], and is extensively used in solar observatories where heat causes poor seeing conditions. Titanium tetrachloride is used to iridize glass. This compound fumes strongly in air and has been used to
produce smoke screens. The price of titanium metal powder (99.7%) is about $25/lb. [[H: Again these
are 1960s figures].]
Let us leave this, Dharma, and by the way, readers, is there anyone out there who STILL WANTS
DHARMA’S JOB? It is now getting right down to the nitty-gritty where the reference books alone weigh
some 35 to 40 pounds with the most tiny print available. When you desire another’s job because it “looks
so good”, perhaps you had better THINK AGAIN!
And so, where are we going with all this? Why, right through the SUPER-CONDUCTORS where energy
pours in one end and is never compromised, never used up and always available out the OTHER END.
We are headed for allowances to KNOW GOD and experience the wondrous phenomenon and mysteries of our most revered Creator. Isn’t that, after all is said and done, THE GOAL? If this is NOT your
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goal—please go follow the gang to mystical rapturization death.
Good morning and may insight STRIKE you! Salu.
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CHAPTER 16
REC #2 EL MORYA
THU., APR. 13, 1989 12:30 P.M. YEAR 2, DAY 240
EL MORYA
Greetings, beloved ones of me. Do not concern that thy job requires interruptions and input from my
brothers. The job is ONE, ’tis no matter. Discipline is oft-times hard to take as is the medicine; sometimes
sweet and sometimes bitter. Take all from thy Guide, Hatonn, in sweetness and gratefulness, chelas, for his
truth is strong and unbending. He is thy leader; he is thy Father. When he wears the cloak of his fullness;
he is Aton and none else come first. Behold him in his glory that ye can rise unto that glory.
I contemplate the vast mysteries of the Cosmic realms, the all in all of the Cosmos, and were it not for the
sustaining power of that will divine in my life and myriad angels who also succored me in my hours of
travail, I should not have reached the goal or been able therefore to assist you to attain your own.
I come to encourage you in the way of standing for the Light and assisting the progress and the healing of
a world; nations and hearts. I would give you a morsel of my own—my sense of compassion not alone for
people everywhere but in fact and indeed for the individual. The “orphans” of the Spirit are our concern—
those who have not been tutored properly and fully in the inner Light and know not the way to go.
Ye wish to travel in emulation of the Master of the Sacred Circle; the Christ, let us say, Jesus—the one Esu.
Beloved, I point out to you one of the most pernicious errors of orthodoxy this day, and ever. It is the lie
that the one Jesus is the ONLY Son of God, and furthermore, that Jesus came into embodiment in the full
mastery of Christhood and did not himself have to follow the Path and realize his own inner God-potential
before beginning his mission.
These things are plain in scripture, but the scriptures have been read and reread, interpreted and misinterpreted and then removal of the very keys themselves have given to Christianity today a watered-down,
incorrect religion that does not have fervor or fire to meet the challenges of a civilization. Therefore, thy
civilization is in great suffering and peril.
Beloved ones, I share with you, nothing can move forward in life unless the individual has a true understanding of God and of his relationship to that eternal Spirit. And as Aton impressed upon thee, (I trust),
passion in that relationship.
Ye must come to realize that Jesus did not come from God a “new soul”, born for the first time from his
womb in Nazareth. Nay, I share with you. He has come in many ways as many things; and many ones. By
his own teachings he proved this to those abiding with him in the physical at the time of his walking among
them, that he bore of other energies. Yet it is still denied by those “Bible” quoting Christians who have
determined to say it is not so. They do not want to accept their accountability for their own past experiences and what ye would in the East, call karma.
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The nonaccountability, due to the upbringing of children in the West today, does not prepare warriors of
the Spirit to meet the inroads that are being made by all forces of lust and greed after this nation’s light and
after this citadel of freedom.
Ye must understand, then, that your understanding of the one God and one Christ enables you to see that
that one God and one Christ has vouchsafed to you the I AM Presence and the Christ Self as the manifestation of pure Divinity—not many gods, but one God. And the pure Son of God is the UNIVERSAL
Christ whose Body and bread are broken for you. Ye must, as partakers of the Light, as one with the Holy
Christ Self, pass through the testings and lessons of discipleship as the Esu did. And you ought to look
forward to and expect the fullness of that Christ dwelling within thyself.
WHY THE PROPHETS HAVE COME
Wherefore evolution of a spiritual nature? Why have the prophets come? Why have the avatars appeared? That you can remember what ye were taught; what one can do, all can do. To unlock that
potential of thy heart, that divine spark, and show you that you have been moving toward that point of the
courage to BE who you really are and not to accept the philosophy that you are evolved from anything
other than God. Therefore, in thy purity thee cannot be anything other than God.
What shall be left of a planet?—a scientific humanism? What shall be left? —world socialism and all shall
become drones in a planetary movement controlled by moguls of power East and West?
Beloved hearts, this IS THE GOAL of sinister forces. And let none deny that there is an Anti-Christ. For
the Anti-christ IS EVERY FORCE WITHIN AND WITHOUT THE PSYCHE OF MAN THAT WOULD
PUT DOWN THAT TRUE AND LIVING GOD WITHIN YOU. REALIZE THAT THIS IS NOT OF
NECESSITY, A PERSON WHO WILL APPEAR AT A CERTAIN TIME, but it is the decision on the
part of man to embody the destructive forces of the universe to put out the light of freedom, nation by
nation.
Without understanding of the equation of Armageddon, without the understanding of “free will”, it is impossible to realize that some have chosen the left-handed path of black and destruction, of the Lie, and of
the murderer. And without accepting of this, it is impossible to understand so-called human behavior,
which is not human at all, but it is dark (devil you ones call it), behavior and the behavior of evil incarnate
and disincarnate.
Do I sound like a fundamentalist Christian? Well, I am! Remember well: I came first to adore. I was
transformed. I was transfigured. I was, if it need be said, among the first “born-again Christians”. Oh,
would it be only possible that all could see of the path so clearly in that grand circle of truth.
Just as the Christos Esu Jesus studied with great preparation of his soul of Light, this Son of man, ye must
come into thy knowledge. Harken back to the ancients and the teachings. Harken to the time of Lemuria.
Those teachings of the law of God that were there were transported to the caves and retreats before the
sinking of that great continent. Thus, going back far back beyond all recorded history, you find the lineal
descent of those who have come to earth for a single purpose; to seek and find the thread of contact with
Almighty Source and to demonstrate by their lives a LIVING truth.
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Men may tamper with scripture. They may rewrite the codes of law to suit themselves and their lowered
and lowering standards. But, dear ones, they may NEVER CHANGE THE RECORDS OF AKASHA.
In Akasha—as the subtle energy and force that permeates the planet and your auras—you will find the
record of ALL past experiences of yourself, of all previous experiences of masses of lifewaves who have
come here from other planetary homes. You will find the records, THE TRUE RECORDS, of civilizations.
You will find that ones who have been given the gifts to write the truthful stories of the motion pictures and
great books, have been given the gift of tieng into these akashic records. Many, as Dorushka, sat to write
about subjects concerning those things of which they have no knowledge. Not only have they recorded for
people all sorts of invaluable information that would give keys to the past and past glories of civilizations of
great light and scientific achievement, but they have also shown a teaching and a path and an understanding
for each individual soul to find his true roots all the way back to the birth in the heart of the Great Central
Sun (Son) and the descent to experience here.
Why experience in a darkened world and a darkened star? Why put on veils of flesh and forgetfulness? It
is because the soul demanded free will and the right to experiment in the universe of God, and the Father
accorded the request. Thus they went forth as from the bosom of Abraham, from the Great Causal Body,
and evolved into denser and denser spheres. And, alas, came those hours when the “fallen angels” did
tempt them away from their first love and that of the God Most Holy. And there began to be the densification of the flesh and the mind (some minds are really, really “dense”), and the people lost the contact with
their God. THEY WERE GIVEN TO FORGET THE NAME OF I AM THAT I AM.
MONOTHEISM AND THE RETURN
God sent the knowledge of the true monotheism in the midst of pagan culture, even to Ikhnaton (Akhnaton—
sound familiar Dharma?) and then on to Moses, et cetera. And once again to great I AM Presence
because the focal point as the sun—symbol of the Presence of God—the many hands extend as Ikhnaton
saw it, the power to move a nation as Moses perceived it, and today the source of your strength and your
healing as you perceive the same Presence.
“They” may attempt to divide the Body of God upon Earth by religious schism and argumentation, by
placing the emphasis on the letter of the law. We have seen enough of inquisition in our time! We have seen
enough of the wars of Protestant and Catholic! What is the net gain? The only true gain on the path of
religion is the spirit, the Holy Spirit (Ghost) with the individual and then moving nations—Yahweh (Yewah)
moving among his people, who is still able to draw out those servant-sons of God who will truly manifest
an example of the path of freedom with Saint Germain and the other Brothers who have come forth to lead
and assist.
Beloved heart so Light, surely you can see that the return to Source is necessary, for a people have
forgotten their God. They have not understood the future coming of the Christ and therefore they do not
understand why the saints have lived, why they have died and sacrificed, why they have left a record—
because the emphasis is not on you, but upon a Christ nailed to a cross.
This will afford you nothing unless you yourself realize that all that was in this Son of God can be yours.
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And the imitation of the path of this Jesus Christos, this Circle of Infinity in Perfection, is surely our calling
and our teaching. It is the fundamental teachings of the Spirit. It is the teachings given to the apostles. It
is the anointing of the apostles. It is the transfer of fire, heart to heart! IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE
“WORD” AND THE WORD “WAS”.
So thusly, where does a nation stand when challenged by the taunting of “a” Kaddafi or terrorists from any
creed or nation? It is divided and weak. Where does it stand when there are those who tamper with the
money supply and the economy? Where does it stand when the children cannot read and write and
cannot rise up to become leaders and representatives of still the greatest nation on earth?
Where do a people stand when they no longer have recourse to Almighty God and his Spirit in them?
What can they do when their bodies are beset by drugs, when they are caught up in violence, when all
manner of pleasure and entertainment is the first thing thought of when their disinteresting jobs are through?
I tell you, if America, let us discuss, is to be secured from that which is plotted by the dark ones on this
planet, there must be a rising fervor and a return to first principles both in “Church” and “State”.
How shall we tell them? How shall they be God-taught when the false pastors have invaded the temples
and denounced even the very communion of saints which we enjoy with you and you with us in the Spirit
of the Great White Brotherhood? Brothers and sisters on earth have a right ordained by the Christos to
commune with their brothers and sisters in heaven, not by psychic or astral means, but by the true Holy
Spirit. And the Holy Ghost is the Comforter and the Teacher who has come to you to bring all those things
to your remembering which the Christ has taught unto thee.
When did he teach you those things of which ye are not being reminded? When? Were you all there in
Galilee? It is not quite possible for the tens of thousands and millions who ascribe to the path of the
Brotherhood on this planet to have all been there in the flesh. And thus, The Christos spake to all of you to
whom he taught in all octaves of being in that hour and upon that mission in many forms and many diverse
ways. The Sacred Circle Son of God truly spoke from the etheric retreats, and all the world heard.
Do you think the fame of the Christos spread only by the apostles or only by the “grapevine”? I tell you,
no. The power of the presence of the Christos in the earth has been the power to contact every living soul
these thousands of years with the inner knowledge and the sense of the honor of the Christ presence within
them. And that teaching is ongoing no matter what is said in the mosques or synagogues or temples. So be
it for the truth is so.
The LIVING CHRISTOS does shepherd his own, nation by nation, for this reason: People understand
right and wrong, they know what ought to be and ought not to be, they know what is evil if they will allow
themselves to perceive it. And therefore, the STANDARD “LIVES”. The honor code is present with the
comings and the goings of philosophers and psychologists (in truth) and all the rest who now say, “this is
right,” and they say, “this is wrong”.
Relative good and evil is not the story of your life. Put that aside and recognize that it is the Absolute Good
of God present with you that is the power to devour the forces of Absolute Evil, first and foremost being
that tyranny over the soul and spirit of freedom—this time to a spiritual birth of freedom. The way ye reach
and accomplish this in greatness is no different from the way it has always been taught—through discipline
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and singleness of pure thought and action.
CHRIST PATH IS NOT AN EXCEPTION
If you go within to thy true knowledge ye will remember that the path followed by the Christos was never
an exception, was not something unique and exceptional where one life should forever atone for the sins of
the many, but was the example of what had been done again and again and again—always the avatar
coming to give to the followers on earth the example that there is a way out of DEATH AND WHAT
THEE CALLS “HELL” and the round of suffering. There is a way of self-transcendence. DEATH IS
NOT THE END OF LIFE—DEATH IS A MERE TRANSITION OF EXPERIENCE UNTO DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE.
Error leads to unreality. Unreality leads to insanity. Thus, the insane stalk the earth taking innocent life
through deliberate or misperceived means. The insane take the life of the unborn and call it woman’s right;
or man’s right. Man and woman—the right to murder their own child! Is this liberation? No. It is
enslavement to a pain that gnaws within the soul for the rest of the natural experience and in future experiences until it is finally resolved.
Offering liberty, the dark ones sow corruption—corruption of the spirit and the soul and not of the body.
This is why the dangers of this particular “age” are so great. This is why I say it is the greatest moment in
all of history of each and every one of you to make your statement and to establish that contact with God
which all who have gone before you have made, and thereby become the functioning instruments in that
great service, the spiritual power and the healing and holding of the balance of nations and peoples.
Oh ye can rejoice that these things can be done and thy mirror can reflect of it as thee stands afore thyself
and can state: “I have worked, I have mastered—God with me and by His GRACE. And because I
know who I am and God is with me, I can do these things.
BEWARE FALSE PASTORS
Look carefully at those pastors who preach falsely. Those who create in fact a servile relationship of
sinners to a favorite son, and internally and subconsciously it is a psychological maneuver of the fallen
angels, preaching hellfire and brimstone and enormous fear and an angry God and the promise of everlasting hell and damnation to those who do not repent. THESE ARE THE PREACHMENTS OF THE EVIL
WHO HAS CREATED AN ALTERNATIVE RELIGION TO THE TRUE TEACHING OF THE CHRISTOS.
Know, however, that most pastors who are thus indoctrinated are not of an evil bent, but have simply
followed the “party line” they have been given and that has been carried on for lo these many generations.
The proof is in the eating of the pudding. THE PROOF IS IN THE ACTION. Where are the results?
Ah so, and so be it for the flame of freedom and truth cannot be put out. The voice of truth can never be
silenced. It speaks in many, many hearts. We are here, summoning the mighty archangels to go forth with
their legions of Energy to cut free those souls who are bound, to cut them free from the nightmares of
demons and discarnates that prey upon the mind and the body. But do not fear those discarnate souls—
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shun those ones in physical form who house these darkened beings in incarnate form.
What is transpiring upon this planet is the result of the softness of religion itself and dearth of leadership.
Thus, we come to give to you our momentum and the momentum of thy Brothers that your work can be
fulfilled in purpose.
The entire purpose of life is finding God—finding God within yourself and your talents and your calling and
your sacred LABOR. Ones can say what is pleasing but I tell you NO ONE IN THIS WORLD IS
HAPPY UNTIL HE HAS MADE HIS PEACE, BALANCE AND HARMONY WITH HIS GOD, HIS
“I AM PRESENCE”. There are many who would deny this and yet, are they truly happy? Oh, dear ones,
the pain and unhappiness upon thy orb is overpowering and overburdening; ye cannot comprehend of it.
Constantly I pray that you ones of this great nation will not come to knowledge of Truth through adversity,
through nuclear war, through economic collapse. I trust you will also pray with me in this-wise, for beloved, the prayer of ye ones, those of you who use the law rightly, availeth much. We must fight the good
fight would be thy words. We must take the action necessary to move in “timely” manner. For many of
these things will come upon thee ones as the cycle closes and we can only have fulfillment in peace unto the
extent of thy preparation.
Chela, let us close for this portion. I do not wish to overburden so that ones will not be in the reading of
these words. I will speak more in the hours to come. Lo, I AM and I AM with thee always, even unto the
ending of thy days upon this place—SO BE IT.
I AM THY ELDER BROTHER, EL MORYA OF
THE FIRST RAY. SO BE IT.
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